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governmental agencies, universities, and industry; its relation-
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that have submitted proposals. Administration and surveillance 
of research contracts are the responsibilities of the National Re-
search Council and the Transportation Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National 
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contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems 
of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program, 
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PREFACE 	A vast storehouse of information exists on nearly every subject of concern to highway 
administrators and engineers. Much of this information has resulted from both research 
and the successful application of solutions to the problems faced by practitioners in their 
daily work. Because previously there has been no systematic means for compiling such 
useful information and making it available to the entire community, the American As-
sociation of State Highway and Transportation Officials has, through the mechanism of 
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program, authorized the Transportation 
Research Board to undertake a continuing project to search out and synthesize useful 
knowledge from all available sources and to prepare documented reports on current 
practices in the subject areas of concern. 

This synthesis series reports on various practices, making specific recommendations 
where appropriate but without the detailed directions usually found in handbooks or de-
sign manuals. Nonetheless, these documents can serve similar purposes, for each is a 
compendium of the best knowledge available on those measures found to .be the most 
successful in resolving specific problems. The extent to which these reports are useful 
will be tempered by the user's knowledge and experience in the particular problem area. 

FOREWORD This synthesis presents information on the design of toll plazas at highway, bridge, 
By Staff tunnel, and other transportation facilities. It will be of interest to toll facility managers 

Transportation and other officials, as well as to consultants concerned with the design, operation, and 
Research Board maintenance of toll facilities. It can also be useful to financial personnel, traffic engi- 

neers, planners, and security and enforcement personnel. In addition, it provides infor- 
mation to those concerned with environmental issues such as drainage, runoff, lighting, 
noise, and air quality. 

Administrators, engineers, and researchers are continually faced with highway problems 
on which much information exists, either in the form of reports or in terms of undocumented 
experience and practice. Unfortunately, this information pften is scattered and unevalu- 
ated and, as a consequence, in seeking solutions, full information on what has been 
learned about a problem frequently is not assembled. Costly research findings may go 
unused, valuable experience may be overlooked, and full consideration may not be given 
to available practices for solving or alleviating the problem. In an effort to correct this 
situation, a continuing NCHRP project, carried out by the Transportation Research 
Board as the research agency, has the objective of reporting on common highway prob- 
lems and synthesizing available information. The synthesis reports from this endeavor 
constitute an NCHRP publication series in which various forms of relevant information 
are assembled into single, concise documents pertaining to specific highway problems or 
sets of closely related problems. 

This report of the Transportation Research Board focuses on the design factors affect- 
mg toll plazas, including traffic, toll collection methods, location and configuration of toll 
plazas, as well as congestion management, operation. and maintenance of the facility, 



and environmental issues. The synthesis includes discussions of existing standards and 
practices related to toll facility design, including plaza and roadway geometrics, lane 
configuration, electronic toll collection, capacity, access, communication, safety and se-
curity, signing, pavement markings, and new technology. 
To develop this synthesis in a comprehensive manner and to ensure inclusion of signifi-

cant knowledge, the Board analyzed available infomation assembled from numerous 
sources, including a large number of state highway and transportation depariments. A 
topic panel of experts in the subject area was established to guide the research in organ-
izing and evaluating the collected data, and to review the final synthesis report. 

This synthesis is an immediately useful document that records the practices that were 
acceptable within the limitations of the knowledge available at the time of its prepara-
tion. As the processes of advancement continue, new knowledge can be expected to be 
added to that now at hand. 
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TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

SUMMARY 	For centuries, tolls have filled gaps in funding for the construction, maintenance, and 
rehabilitation of roadways. Public sentiment, for the most part, has been in opposition to 
such use taxes, arguing for a common right of passage or that tolls represent double 

taxation. 
The single element that distinguishes a toll facility from a publicly financed road, 

bridge, or tunnel is a toll plaza. Although toll facilities use similar methods of toll collec-
tion, each has its own identity. This identity is directly linked to the facility's toll plaza, 
type of toll system used, plaza location, toll booth and lane configurations, and architec-

tural treatment. 
With renewed interest in toll facility construction and renovation and with customer 

demand for improved services, an assessment of toll plaza design practices was under-
taken. The assessment focused on identifying current toll plaza design features, their 
functions, design criteria, and future needs. By understanding design features, planners 
and designers may achieve increased efficiency, safety, and economy of toll plaza con-

struction and operation. 
An extensive literature and standards search revealed that no general standards exist. 

The only standards are those developed by individual toll operators, based on their years 
of experience through improvements or expansion of their facilities. Thus, design prac-
tices associated with the following elements vary among facilities and operators: 

Horizontal alignment 
Lighting 
Toll plaza design (toll islands, lanes, booths, and canopies) 
Toll lane configurations 
Placement of in-lane toll equipment 
Pavement markings 
Signing. 

Even the configuration of toll collection methods within a toll plaza is unique, linked to 
customer demands, the toll rate schedule, and the type of toll system. 

Although collection methods remained basically unchanged during the last century 
(i.e., a motorist must stop at a toll booth and render payment), automated collection 
methods were adopted in the mid to late 1960s. With new technology available in the 
1980s, applications of electronic toll collection (ETC) have gained popularity. ETC offers 



speedier processing, reduced congestion, lower toll collection costs, improved air quality, 
and reduced aggravation voiced by patrons over conventional toll payment methods. 

In April 1994, a survey of 60 toll operators from across the country was conducted in 
cooperation with the International Bridge, Tunnel, and Turnpike Association (IBTTA) to 
ascertain what standards are applied to toll plaza design. Responses were received from 
25 operators, who provided information on 45 of the 58 facilities they operate. These 
facilities represent more than 3,100 mi (4988 km), or 60 percent of the total miles, of toll 
facilities in the United States. Respondents provided a brief description of the facility, 
design standards used, and design criteria associated with the following: 

Alignment 
Pavement type 
Lighting 
Drainage 
Environmental issues 
Safety devices 
Canopy characteristics 
Toll booth design 
Toll equipment 
Lane capacity 
Payment methods 
Accessibility 
Traffic control 
The plaza administration building 
Signing 
Toll lane configuration 
Operations 
Enforcement. 

The survey indicated little consistency in design features, particularly for toll plaza 
elements such as toll islands, booths, clearances, and canopies. Also, no definitive cone-
lation could be drawn between plaza horizontal geometry and American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) or Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices (MUTCD) design guidelines. Even lighting levels for transition areas 
and toll lanes, although typically above those cited for use on approach roadways, over-
head signing, and pedestrian facilities, varied widely, as did the placement of in-lane toll 
equipment. In addition, consistent criteria for gauging the capacity of toll lanes and the 
level of performance by method of collection and toll rate were not apparent. 

Of the toll facilities represented in this survey, 31 were bridges, 5 were tunnels, and 
22 were roads. Sixteen were built before 1940; 25 were constructed between 1940 and 
1969. Only 11 were constructed in the past 25 years. Of these facilities, 27 are closed 
systems, 3 use a combination of closed and open systems, and 5 are operated as ticket 
systems. Forty-six percent of all the facilities that responded to the survey use automated 
collection machines (ACMs); 16 percent use operator-issued credit cards, most for use by 
commercial carriers; and 34 percent have an ETC system. Since 1990, the toll plazas at 13 
of the 45 facilities were renovated or expanded. 

Responses from 35 of the toll operators indicate that some of them rely on widely 
available professional standards or guidelines for drainage and pavement design and build-
ing and electrical codes. However, in terms of plaza geometries (e.g., transition lengths 
and tapers, toll lane clearances, toll island design, in-lane toll equipment use and place-
ment, signing, pavement markings, lighting, toll booth design, and lane signals), the stan- 
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dards followed are those of individual operators and equipment manufacturers. The stan-
dards differ not only among operators but also among the various facilities of one opera-
tor and are, for the most part, unique to the facility and the toll operator. 

For example, one factor in setting plaza horizontal alignment is the toll lane "enve-
lope" (i.e., the combined width of the toll lane and toll island). Given the toll lane enve-
lope, the number of toll lanes, the site, approach lane geometries, median or barrier 
width, and plaza configuration, the basic criteria for setting the horizontal plaza geometry 
can be established. 

Survey responses indicate that the typical toll lane width varies from 9 ft (2.7 m) to 12 
ft (3.6 m). Sixty-three percent have widths between 10 ft (3.0 m) and 10.5 ft (3.1 m), with 
a weighted average of 10.9 ft (3.3 m). These widths tend to be skewed because of the age 
of the facilities and the fact that most of the traffic using these facilities consists of 
passenger vehicles (two-axle, four-tire). According to toll operators, widths in this range 
help slow traffic and force the motorist closer to the collector or ACM basket. With wider 
lanes, drivers tend to pull further to the right, away from the collector or basket. However, 
operators also note that where heavy truck traffic exists, a minimum width of 10.5 ft (3.2 
m) and preferably 11 ft (3.4 m) is necessary to keep the large side-mounted rearview 
mirrors on truck cabs from hitting the toll booth or the collector's door wiñdscreens. 

No conclusions could be drawn regarding the basis for the various designs of toll 
islands other than the functional intent of the placement of the components. The design of 
the island is a product of the toll lane equipment, location, size of the booths, presence of 
a tunnel stairwell, extent of truck traffic, and plaza configuration. 

The width of the toll island is determined by the size of the toll booth and the estab-
lished lateral clearance btween the faces of the island curb and the booth. The overall toll 
island width for most of the facilities is between 6 and 7 ft (1.8 and 2.1 m), with some as 
wide as 10 ft (3 m) and as narrow as 4 ft (1.2 m). In addition to design, access, operation, 
and safety concerns, the toll facility operators noted issues related to air, noise, and water 
quality. 

Given the toll industry's interest in ETC for addressing these issues, some efforts are 
being made by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), Institute of 
Electronics and Electrical Engineers (IEEE), Intelligent Transportation Society of America 
(ITS), International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and IB1TA to develop de-
sign standards and a protocol for implementing ETC. Efforts also need to address the 
method of toll processing and auditing to provide consistent revenue control and adminis-
tration of customer accounts. 

With the help of public-privatc partnerships; with added impetus toward toll facility 
construction and ETC methods, consistency in design and collection methods of new toll 
facilities can help create an almost seamless transition among facilities. Moreover, en-
hanced operating efficiency and safety could promote greater public acceptance of toll 
facilities as an alternative to tax-based construction and maintenance of our transportation 
infrastructure. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

With rising construction costs, growing environmental con-
cerns, and constrained rights-of-way, particularly in more 
densely populated urban areas, future highway construction op-
portunities are limited. In 1989, a study by the public, private, 
and academic communities, Mobility 2000, concluded that 
more efficient use of our transportation infrastructure must be 
considered in dealing with increasing urban congestion and de-
clining air quality. The federal and state governments recog-
nize that if our economy is to continue to thrive and compete in 
a global market, our transportation infrastructure must be im-
proved, maintained, and made more efficient. 

In response, Congress adopted the Intermodal Surface Trans-
portation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) in 1991. Under this legisla-
tion, the concept of public-private partnerships, including fi-
nancing options, technology development and deployment, and 
assistance with operation and maintenance, was fostered to fa-
cilitate the reconstruction and improvement of our transporta-
tion infrastructure. Moreover, federal funds were made avail-
able for the construction and rehabilitation of toll facilities and 
conversion of existing facilities to tolls. Thus, projects funded 
by a combination of federal and state matching funds, private 
investments, developer fees, and toll revenues are emerging. 
Once again, toll revenues are supplementing traditional tax rev-
enue as a resource to help refurbish our nation's roadway and 
bridge infrastructure, to ensure its maintenance, and to provide 
for construction of vital new links. 

Although toll facilities—bridges, tunnels, and roads—have 
been part of our nation's culture since the late 17th century and 
part of other nations' cultures for centuries before, little pub-
lished information is readily available on the most essential and 
distinguishing element of a toll facility—the toll plaza. 

Simply defined, toll plazas are designated areas strategically 
placed along or on the entry to or exit from a toll facility, where 
patrons pay for passage. Each toll plaza has a unique design, 
particular to the operating agency. Typically, the design is a 
product of the method of operation, physical constraints, and 
traffic demands of the facility and usually is based on engineer-
ing judgment and operator standards. 

With a renewed emphasis on toll-financed road facilities, a 
synthesis of current practices in toll plaza design has been as-
sembled to serve as a guide for both designers and operators. It 
is hoped that such insights into the operating features, geom-
etries, and design criteria currently applied to toll plazas will 
help provide safer, more efficient, and cost-effective facilities 
in the future. Moreover, adopting consistency in design in areas 
such as signing, lane designation, and layout may facilitate 
motorist acceptance and use of toll facilities as they become 
more a part of our lives. 

Toll collection has not changed drastically in the past cen- 

tury. As in the past, it is driven by economic forces and techno-
logical developments to improve the speed and accuracy of the 
collection and auditing processes, by political pressures, and by 
the current social environment. 

A glossary of terms and list of acronyms and abbreviations 
frequently used by the toll industry is presented before the ap-
pendices. The glossary is intended to provide a common defi-
nition of terms for this synthesis. 

WHAT IS A TOLL PLAZA? 

The modern toll plaza is frequently referred to by the media, 
the public, and even designers as toll lanes, toll gates, toll barn-
ers, and toll booths. Actually, a toll plaza is all of these. How-
ever, for the purpose of this synthesis, a toll plaza is defined as 
the area where tolls are collected. This area starts where the 
approach roadway pavement widens, continues through the toll 
barrier or collection point, and ends where the pavement re-
turns to the normal roadway cross section. Where no pavement 
transitions exist, the physical limits of a toll plaza are defined 
by the beginning of the approach to the toll island, ending be-
yond the physical terminus of the toll island. Figure 1 illustrates 
a typical toll plaza, defining various areas or elements that con-
stitute a plaza. These areas typically include the approach (tran-
sition) zone, the queue area, the toll island or barrier, a recovery 
area, and the departure (transition) zone. In addition, the plaza 
encompasses all advance toll plaza—related signing and transi-
tional lighting. 

TOLL PLAZA CONFIGURATIONS 

During the past 50 years, several basic toll plaza configura-
tions have evolved. The configurations are largely determined 
by traffic demand, the type of toll system, methods of toll col-
lection, the toll rateschedule, and the physical and environ-
mental constraints of the site. Figure 2 depicts some common 
toll plaza configurations: a two-way barrier, a split barrier, and 
express/high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes with conventional 
off-line toll plazas. 

TOLL PLAZA CATEGORIES 

In general, toll plazas fall into two categories: mainline and 
ramp. Both can be designed to handle one-way or twoway toll 
collection. The mainline plaza is a toll lane or series of toll 
lanes running perpendicular to the traveled roadway. The main- 
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Va - 	Roadway Approach Speed (Posted) 

VP  - 	Plaza Speed (Posted) 

Ni  - 	Number of Approach Travel Lanes 

N2  - 	Number of Toll Lanes 
(Under normal conditions in approach direction) 

N3  - 	Number of Departure Travel Lanes 

Wm - 	Width of Highway Median (If divided) 

WA - 	Width of Approach Travel Lanes including Shoulders 

WTL - 	Total Width of Typical Toll Lanes (N2) 

TA - 	Approach Taper 

TD - 	Departure Taper 

LA - 	Length of Approach (Transition) Zone 

L Q  - 	Length of Tangent Queuing Area /Approach Measured 
between Transition zone and toll island slab 

Is - 	Length of Toll Island Slab 

LR - 	Length of Departure (Slab)/Recovery Zone 

L D - • Length of Total Departure (Transition) Zone 

REFER TO APPENDIX C FOR TOLL OPERATOR SURVEY RESPONSES 

FIGURE 1 	Toll plaza terminology. 
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AND EXPRESS ETCIHOV LANES 

FIGURE 2 Typical toll plaza configurations. 

line plaza is primarily used at bridge and tunnel facilities, al-
though this design is sometimes used, alone or in conjunction 
with ramp plazas, on toll roads. The selection of toll plaza con-
figurations depends on the toll system that is adopted. 

Both mainline and ramp plazas can have a split design (i.e., 
two individual plazas, each serving different directions of 
travel, usually to reduce the right-of-way required or to fit 
available space). However, this design eliminates the possibil-
ity of using the centermost lanes to collect tolls in either direc-
tion, a practice referred to as reversible-lane operation. This 
practice is frequently used where there are directional traffic 
peaks at a conventional two-way plaza. A variation of the split 
plaza concept that recently has been introduced is the deploy-
ment of median HOV bypass lanes or express electronic toll 
collection lanes, with a toll plaza placed on either side of or 
between the express lanes. The express lanes are or will be 
tolled electronically, such as those on E-470 in Denver, Colo-
rado; those on the Foothill Transportation Corridor, the San 
Joaquin Hills, and the Eastern Transportation Corridors in Or- 

ange County, California; and those authorized by the Okla-
homa Turnpike Authority. 

BASIC TOLL PLAZA ELEMENTS 

Whether designing a toll facility with a single toll booth 
serving both directions of travel, such as the facility on the 
Grosse Isle Bridge in Michigan, or a multilane mainline plaza, 
such as on the Sam Houston Tollway in Texas, certain basic 
elements are common to many conventional toll plazas: 

A toll collection point (typically with a booth or auto-
matic coin/ticket machine in each lane), 
Toll islands, and 
A canopy or protective overhang. 

Although there is a stark contrast between the toll plazas of 
the 1950s, as represented by the Garden State Parkway Raritan 
toll plaza (Figure 3), and the E-470 toll plaza completed in 
1991 (Figure 4), the basic elements remain constant. 
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FIGURE 3 Garden State Parkway Raritan toll plaza circa late 
1950s (New Jersey Highway Authority). 

ORGANIZATION OF SYNTHESIS 

Following this introduction. chapter 2 presents it detailed 
description of the factors that affect toll plaza design. The spe-
cific practices of toll ltcilitv operators who responded to the 
survey (Appendix A) are discussed in chapter 3: the effects of 
increased electronic toll collection are described in chapter 4: 

----...-. 

lIGURE 4 E-470 toll plaza. Denver. Colorado (E-470 High-
av Authority). 

and conclusions drawn from the research conducted for this 
synthesis are presented in chapter 5. A glossary and list of 
acronyms and abbreviations follow. Responses to the survey 
are provided in Appendix B. Data provided by survey respon-
dents on plaza layout are displayed in Appendix C. data on toll 
lane approach elevation in Appendix D, data on toll island types 
and configurations in Appendix E. and data on toll lane equip-
ment configuration in Appendix F. 



CHAPTER TWO 

FACTORS AFFECTING TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

The design of a toll plaza is determined by traffic demand, 
customers, types of toll systems, methods of toll collection, toll 
rate schedules, and plaza location. These factors dramatically 
affect the configuration, size, and layout of the plaza. In addi-
tion, operation and maintenance of the plaza and its staffing are 
functions of the collection methods and toll system choice. 
These factors help define spatial needs for plaza support facilities. 

Aside from quantifiable factors, a number of functional is-
sues dictate toll plaza design: 

Capacity options, 
Environmental issues, 
Enforcement, 
Security, 
Accessibility, and 
Configuration of payment methods. 

TRAFFIC DEMAND AND THE CUSTOMER 

When considering the design of a toll plaza, not only must 
volume, the nature, and makeup of demand traffic be consid-
ered, but also the profile of the customer. For example, on any 
interstate facility, there typically is a large percentage of first-
time and infrequent users and commercial traffic. In contrast, in 
an urban corridor, the majority of traffic comprises commuter 
and local business on weekdays and social and recreational 
trips on weekends. In any case, each customer's toll charge, 
method of payment, and familiarity with the payment methods 
and toll systems may differ substantially, particularly if the 
facility serves visitors from other areas where toll facilities are 
less prevalent. 

Thus, when designing a toll plaza, it is essential to know not 
only peak traffic demand, including vehicle mix, but also trip 
purpose and nearby land use, particularly where special traffic 
generators, such as sports arenas, are nearby. These facilities 
tend to generate unusual peak traffic demands. A profile of 
daily, weekend, and holiday users should be developed. The 
traffic profile should include hourly volumes, frequency of use, 
and traffic classification. This information is vital in determin-
ing methods of collection, lane configurations for payment, and, 
ultimately, the number of toll lanes needed. If an hourly profile 
is not feasible, peak hour or peak traffic demand estimates for 
the design year—typically projected for 20 years from the Start 
of design—can be used. 

TYPES OF TOLL SYSTEMS 

There are primarily two types of toll systems: open and closed. 
The closed toll system can be subdivided into the following: 

A closed cash system, such as that used at bridges and 
tunnels and on sections of the Garden State Parkway in 
New Jersey and the southern and northern sections of the 
Florida Turnpike System; and 
A closed ticket system, such as that used on the New 
York State Thruway, New Jersey Turnpike, Pennsylva-
nia Turnpike, and the central section of the Florida Turn-
pike System. 

Open Toll System 

An open toll system is one in which not all patrons are 
charged a toll. Typically, such a system is used in an urban area 
where local traffic is permitted to travel free, while through 
traffic is charged. In such a system, the toll plaza generally is 
located at the edge of the urban area, where a majority of long-
distance travelers are committed to the facility, with a mini-
mum likelihood of switching to a parallel free route, or at the 
busiest section of the tollway. 

Closed Toll System 

In a closed toll system, patrons typically pay their share of 
the facility's operating and maintenance costs, plus debt ser-
vice based on miles of travel on the facility and type of vehicle. 
Thus, there are no "free-rides." In a closed ticket toll system, 
plazas are located at all entry and exit points, with the patron 
receiving a ticket upon entering the system. Upon exiting, the 
patron surrenders the ticket to the collector and is charged a 
prescribed fee from the point of entry to the point of exit, based 
on the vehicle's classification and distance traveled. 

With a closed cash system, the premise is similar except that 
a cash toll typically is paid upon exiting and at strategically 
placed mainline plazas along the toll road. This toll also is 
based on vehicle class and density as well as the average ve-
hicle miles traveled. A bridge or tunnel facility toll plaza usu-
ally is defined as a closed cash toll system because all users are 
charged a toll either in both directions or one way. In the one-
way configuration, the toll usually is twice the two-way charge 
because the patron usually has little flexibility in selecting an 
alternate free route. 

The major differences between the open and closed systems 
are operating cost and the initial investment in toll plazas. The 
closed system, whether ticket or cash, has more collection 
points and more collectors than an open system. Depending on 
the amount of automation, the closed cash system can have a 
lower operating cost than a system that is ticket based. Also, the 



processing rate for a cash transaction versus payment of a ticket 
is generally quicker, resulting in greater toll lane throughput. 

The closed ticket system has the advantage of requiring just 
two stops—one on entering and another on exiting the system. 
In an open system, again depending on the length of the trip, 
the motorist may encounter several collection points. The ticket 
system's major disadvantage is interchange construction cost 
and right-of-way. For efficiency and savings in toll plaza op-
erations, entry and exit lanes usually are consolidated into a 
single plaza requiring construction of a trumpet interchange at 
intermediate exit and entry points. Such a design usually is 
more costly, because of the area required and the necessity for 
structures to bridge the main roadways, than slip and loop ramp 
designs, commonly used in a cash or open system. 

METHODS OF TOLL COLLECTION 

Until the late 1980s, there were primarily two methods of 
toll collection—manual and automatic. The method a patron 
chooses depends on his or her familiarity with the toll facility, 
frequency of use, and availability of exact change. 

Manual Collection 

Manual collection requires a toll collector or attendant. 
Based on vehicle classification as defined by the facility's toll 
schedule, and usually classified by the collector, a cash toll is 
received by the collector. The collector, who also makes change, 
may accept and sell scrip, tickets, coupons, or tokens issued by 
the agency or allow the customer to charge the toll using an 
agency-issued magnetic strip credit card (mag card). Mag card 
accounts, such as those issued by the Massachusetts, Pennsyl-
vania, and Florida Turnpike authorities, usually are issued to 
large commercial carriers. 

Automatic Toll Collection 

Automatic toll collection is based on the use of automatic 
coin machines (ACMs), which were introduced to the toll in-
dustry in the early I 960s. ACMs can accept both coins and 
tokens issued by the operating agency. The coins and tokens 
are discretely counted by their weight and size (diameter and 
thickness) and, in some ACMs, by metallic composition. Some 
ACMs manufactured by French and Japanese firms accept pay-
ment by paper currency, through the use of bill readers, and 
provide change. 

Depending on the toll rate, the use of automated coin or 
token collection instead of manual collection reduces transac-
tion and processing times, as well as operating costs. ACMs are 
more efficient than manual collection methods at locations 
where the exact cash toll is less than one dollar and where 
tokens are used. According to Florida Turnpike authorities, 
ACM use diminishes as the toll increases to more than 50 cents 
because the processing time increases incrementally as more 
coins and tokens must be processed. 

ACMs usually are installed in a toll lane designated for a 
particular vehicle class. However, if mixed vehicle usage is 
permitted, as on the Garden State Parkway, which permits buses 
to use token lanes, the difference in vehicle type and the charge 
is registered by height sensors. The Atlantic City Expressway 
in southern New Jersey permits trucks to use its unattended exit 
ramps by setting aside separate passenger vehicle and truck toll 
lanes. Each lane is equipped with an ACM, with a prescribed 
toll payment. A height clearance restrictor prevents trucks from 
using the lower cost passenger vehicle lanes. 

In Canada, a combination manual and automatic lane is used 
frequently. Here, the collector makes change and exchanges 
currency. The patron then deposits the toll in the ACM basket. 
This system is basically self-auditing, allowing for little error in 
daily toll lane receipts, but is less effective in terms of operat-
ing cost savings and throughput. Many toll facilities, such as those 
on the Garden State Parkway and the Florida Turnpike, fre-
quently are equipped for multiple toll collection options. This 
arrangement permits the toll supervisor to better accommodate 
different patron and traffic demands and minimizes staffing costs. 

Electronic Toll Collection 

Electronic toll collection (ETC), originally referred to as 
automatic vehicle identification (AVI), entered the toll arena 
around 1986 as a demonstration test on the Dallas North Toll-
way, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) Bridges 
and Tunnels in New York (formerly the Triborough Bridge and 
Tunnel Authority), the Verrazano Narrows and Triborough 
Bridges in New York, and the San Diego—Coronado Bay 
Bridge. ETC is a system that automatically identifies a vehicle 
equipped with a valid encoded data tag or transponder as it 
moves through a toll lane or checkpoint. The ETC system.then 
posts a debit or charge to a patron's account, without the patron 
having to stop to pay the toll. The first revenue application of 
ETC began in January 1989 on the Crescent City Connection in 
New Orleans, followed by the Dallas North Tollway in June 
1989. Earlier versions based on optical scanners existed as early 
as 1973 on Delaware River Port Authority bridges and later 
were replaced by laser bar code scanners. 

It is postulated that ETC increases toll lane throughput be-
cause vehicles do not need to stop to pay a toll. ETC enhances 
auditing capability and toll enforcement, while reducing oper-
ating costs. The system uses an electronic tag or transponder, 
which is mounted on the vehicle and powered by an internal or 
external source, depending on the application and manufac-
turer. A unique patron identification number encrypted in the 
device is read by a radio frequency/microwave or surface acous-
tic wave antenna/reader mounted in the toll lane. The patron's 
ID usually is compared with a listing of valid and invalid num-
bers stored in the lane controller or plaza computer, which is 
periodically updated by the system. If the patron's account is 
valid, the account is debited by the toll charge for the class of 
vehicle to which the device has been assigned. The patron ac-
count balance is maintained either in a centralized banking da-
tabase or clearinghouse, much like a credit card account, or 
directly in the tag/transponder. 
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The latter process is similar to the transit debit fare card 
used by the Washington, D.C., Metrorail and the New York 
City Transit Authority. To enroll in an ETC system, patrons 
must establish an account with the operating agency, which 
requires initial funds to be placed in the central account or on 
the transponder directly. These funds are then replenished auto-
matically at a predetermined threshold by direct credit card or 
bank account withdrawal or by cash payment—this is referred 
to as a prepaid account. The other option in a centralized sys-
tem is to submit monthly invoices to the patron—this is known 
as postbilling. 

The use of ETC focuses on expediting toll payment, thereby 
decreasing congestion and delays at toll plazas and reducing 
agency toll collection costs. However, increases in vehicle 
throughput depend on whether ETC is available in mixed-use 
toll lanes (i.e., in conjunction with manual and automatic meth-
ods of collection) and in dedicated lanes. Dedicated lanes may 
use existing toll lanes through a barrier designated for low-
speed ETC pass-through only. Another form of dedicated ETC 
lanes is express lanes. Here, ETC-equipped vehicles are read 
and tolled at collection points along designated mainline travel 
lanes at prevailing highway speed. These lanes bypass the typi-
cal toll plaza, such as on E-470 and on California's Orange 
County Transportation Corridors. 

Throughput in an express lane is limited by the capacity of 
the travel lane, ETC market penetration, and use during peak 
traffic periods. ETC throughput at existing toll plazas is some-
what constricted by vehicle operating speeds in the dedicated 
lanes, differences in toll payment methods in mixed-use lanes, 
downstream capacity constraints, and the location of the lanes 
with respect to plaza queues, which may block access to them. 
More information regarding ETC systems can be found in 
NCHRP Synthesis 194: Electronic Toll and Traffic Manage-
ment Systems, published by the Transportation Research Board. 

LANE CAPACITY 

Capacity is a subjective description for maximum lane 
throughput. Toll authorities measure capacity in terms of the 
maximum number of vehicles that can pass through a toll lane. 
A study conducted by the Virginia Transportation Research 
Council for the Virginia Department of Transportation in 1990 
developed capacity values based on the premise that a toll plaza 
creates an interrupted vehicle flow. In Virginia, therefore, ve-
hicle density in the approach zone of the plaza is defined as an 
appropriate measure of capacity (1). On toll facilities in other 
states, such as facilities on the Garden State Parkway, capacity 
is defined by queue length and average vehicle delay. The de-
lay values were adopted from signalized intersection level of 
service (LOS) criteria presented in the 1985 Highway Capacity 
Manual (HCM) to establish an acceptable LOS (2). 

The authors deternined that optimum throughput is achieved 
when there are eight vehicles per lane in queue waiting to be 
processed. Based on lane throughputs for the various collection 
methods, an acceptable delay for design is equated to be no 
more than 40 sec per vehicle. This value is equivalent to an 
HCM LOS "D," which is the accepted value for a signalized  

intersection approach design in an urban area. For a more sub-
urban or rural area, LOS "C" is considered acceptable. 

Another method for determining lane capacity for manual 
and automatic collection methods is presented in the Illinois 
Tollway' s Toll Plaza Design Manual, dated July 15, 1991. This 
method was based on a study for optimization of toll plazas 
prepared for the authority, which relies on design flow rates. 
These rates are predicated on observed service or processing 
time distributions, using cumulative distribution functions to 
arrive at average and standard. deviations of service time. To 
account for variations in the lateral displacement of traffic to 
extreme left and right toll lanes at a toll plaza, a lateral distribu-
tion coefficient is applied. This coefficient is based on the effi-
ciency of extreme left and right toll lane throughputs, compared 
with similar, more directly accessible lanes. 

The process relies on the selection of a throughput design 
percentile (Illinois uses 50 percent for manual lanes and 70 
percent for automatic lanes). A series of nomographs based on 
the number of approach lanes are used to determine the "per-
centage of manual captives," which is based on the percentage 
of commercial traffic, manual lane users (all vehicles), and pas-
senger cars in the manual lanes. From these factors, the number 
of required manual and automatic lanes or gates is estimated 
(3). An example is presented in Figures 5a and 5b. 

Studies of toll lane capacity typically have been related to 
the method of collection. However, there are a number of 
nonquantifiable factors that lead to substantial variations in the 
processing rates for toll lanes with the same toll payment meth-
ods. The following factors were evident from a study conducted 
for the New Jersey Highway Authority in 1991 and 1992 on 
optimizing toll collection at its mainline plazas (9, p.  4): 

A driver's familiarity with the toll facility 
Methods of payment available and the amount of the toll 
Size of the toll plaza with respect to the line of sight or 
decision sight distance 
Space available for making adjustments in toll lane se-
lection and traffic queues encountered 
Differences in patron profiles (e.g., commuters versus 
recreational users) and their preferences for methods of 
payment 
Proximity of adjacent exit and entry ramps to a mainline 
toll plaza 
Adequacy and conciseness of plaza informational sign-
ing to help the patron make advance decisions 
Attitude and efficiency of individual toll collectors 
Geometries of the plaza approach transition area 
Placement of toll collection methods among lanes or lane 
configuration and the number of toll lanes 
Recognition of the status of each lane by the driver, par-
ticularly at night or during periods of impaired visibility 
Extremes in weather. 

STAFFING 

Staffing of a typical toll plaza is a function of the number of 
manual toll lanes operated during various times of the day and 
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FIGURE 5a Percentage of manual captives (15, p.  17). 
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FIGURE 5b Determination of the number of manual and automatic gates (15, p.18). 
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other toll operations requirements, including the collector's tour 
of duty in a lane, relief practices, and plaza supervision. Toll 
operations is responsible for collecting tolls, verifying revenue 
collected, and reconciling tolls after each shift with axle and 
vehicle count records. Depending on the type and size of the 
facility, a number of functions besides toll operations need to 
be considered to determine the size of toll plaza support facili-
ties. For a stand-alone plaza/facility, these functions generally 
reside with toll operations at the plaza. 

Administration 

Administration is responsible for personnel matters, pur-
chasing for the facility, and overall operation and maintenance 
of the facility. 

Finance 

Finance performs general accounting—payroll and budget, 
verification of daily toll receipts and traffic, and preparation of 
bank deposits. 

Maintenance 

Maintenance is in charge of keeping the buildings, toll pla-
zas, grounds, and toll equipment in safe and good operating 
condition. This includes the mechanical, communications, elec-
trical, electronics, and computer components at the toll plaza. 
However, in certain instances, maintenance may be handled by 
a contractor. 

Security 

Security falls into two categories—toll security and plaza 
security. Typically, security measures are accommodated 
through the deployment of surveillance cameras, access de-
vices, and intrusion detection alarm systems. Some large facili-
ties, such as those operated by the Delaware River Port Author-
ity, employ toll security personnel who also monitor the toll 
lanes and sensitive areas in the toll plaza building, such as the 
collector's count room, the banking room/vault areas, and load-
ing docks, by using closed circuit television. On the Florida 
Turnpike, this function is handled by supervisory personnel. In 
addition, police may be stationed at toll facilities to provide 
general security. Their presence largely depends on the area in 
which the facility is located, the agency's practices and organi-
zational structures, and the size of the facility/plaza. 

PLAZA LOCATION 

The location of a toll plaza is determined by the type of toll 
system. In a closed ticket system, plazas are located at each 
point of entry and exit. In a closed cash system, plazas are  

located at ramp entry and exit points and along the mainline, 
and a mainline plaza is used at bridge and tunnel facilities. In an 
open system, mainline and ramp plazas are strategically located 
primarily to intercept through traffic and are placed where a 
majority of this traffic is least likely to divert to alternative free 
routes. 

The plaza should be accessible to and from the toll facility's 
mainline plaza or from a local road adjacent to the mainline or a 
ramp plaza. This will facilitate access by personnel and reduce 
their round-trip travel. Moreover, it is preferable to locate a 
plaza where it has easy access to public utility connections to 
provide improved system integrity and to facilitate construc-
tion. The plaza should be located away from residential areas 
and other sensitive air and noise receptors and where lighting 
spillover may be adversely received. The majority of facilities 
are located on a tangent segment of roadway or on a gentle 
curve with adequate sight distance for the roadway design 
speed. 

The selection of a site involves a number of design decisions 
and revenue considerations. These include the following: 

Available rights-of-way 
Topography 
Environmental concerns and impacts 
Feasibility of potential abatement measures 
Number of toll lanes and methods of toll collection 
Space for potential reversible lane operation and road-
way transitions 
Support facilities such as a plaza administration or utility 
building and parking for employees. 

As discussed earlier, these factors also determine plaza con-
figuration options. 

TOLL RATES AND SCHEDULE 

Toll rates posted in a toll schedule are based on many con-
siderations, including the potential for traffic diverting to free 
roadways in the travel corridor, cost of the project, type of 
patrons, operation and maintenance costs, reserve requirements, 
and debt service coverage on bond principal and interest. The 
toll rates and schedule, in turn, dictate the methods of collec-
tion and, vhen compared with various peak traffic demands, 
determine the number of toll lanes to be provided. 

For open and closed cash systems, toll rates usually are based 
on vehicle class and the number of axles. For audit purposes, 
classification equipment is placed in the toll lane to measure 
axle counts and determine vehicle separation to ensure that the 
proper toll rates are charged. In addition, some facilities, such 
as those on the Pennsylvania and Ohio Turnpikes, use vehicle 
profiling and weight for preclassification audit purposes. Other 
toll facilities, such as the Peace Bridge in Buffalo, New York, 
and the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel in Michigan, also use gross 
vehicle weight to set tolls for commercial vehicles. Such sys-
tems require special plaza designs, including longer toll lanes 
to accommodate beam scales or weigh-in-motion equipment, 
vehicle profilers, and separators. 
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Toll discount programs have been adopted in major urban 

areas to encourage ridesharing, thereby reducing congest ciii 

and improving air quality. Typical progranis locus on high-

occupancy vehicles such as car and van pools and transit ye-

hicks. These programs use tickets, tokens, or ETC to facilitate 

processing. Based uui disciisstuiis with New York State Thru-

way ofticials. the New Jersey I-lighway Authority, and the Dela-

ware River Port Authority. ETC and token programs account 

for 50 to 90 percent of their typical weekday, peak commuter 

period toll payments(2.4). 

Because toll rates may affect lane capacity, rates may be set 

based on optimizing lane throughput. For example, the usc of 

automated coin collecting equipment becomes less efficient as 

the number of coins needed for toll payment increases An un-

attended lane will achieve greater usage if the toll is in 25-cent 

increments versus 20- or 30-cent increments. Similarly, change 

can be iiiadc more quickly at a manual lane for a 75-cent toll 

versus an $0-cent toll. 

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT 

When traffic demand exceeds the capacity or throughput of 

a toll plaza, excessive delays and adverse environmental im-

pacts may result. This is a common experience with older fa-

cilities in developed urban corridors. For new toll plazas that 

are (1) in areas that lack sufficient riehts-of-way. (2) \'cry ex-

pensive to construct. or (3) confronted by environmental con-

straints, opeiatiooai cijid innovative design iiieasures have been 

successful in addressing capacity needs to manage demand and 

congestion. Such constraints can be overcome through the adop-

tion of enhanced toll collection techniques. as discusicd in the 

previonc se('iion, or by providing additional capacity. 

Capacity constraints also can occur outside the normal t'acil-

ity design peak traffic hour as a result of special traffic genera-

tors or seasoiial traffic demands. which usually render the peak 

period toll collection configuration inadequate. Several options 

can increase the capacity of the toll plaza, including reversible 

lanes, one-way tolling, tandem booths, and branch toll lanes. 

Three of these options are depicted in Figures 6 through 8. 

4 
FIGURE 6 Example of a oile-Way toll (:onver\luu. Walt 

Whitman Bridge toll plaza. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. Tolls 

are collected in the direction of oncoming traffic in the photo: 

traffic going in the other direction pays no toll (congestion due 

to bridge construction). 

FIGURE 7 Tandem toll booth installation. Pennsylvania 

Turnpike Valley Forge interchange (Pennsylvania Turnpike 

Conmiission). 

FIGURE 8 Branch toll lanes. Garden State Parkway Bergen 

toll plaza. Note the branch toll lanes both before and al'ter the 

mainline toll plaza (New Jersey Highway Authority). 

Reversible Lanes 

Reversible lanes have been used successfully at two-way 

niainline and ramp plazas, such as those on the Florida Turn-

pike and Garden State Parkway, and at two-was' bridge and 

tunnel toll harriers where a permanent median barrier does not 

separate opposing traffic how. To initiate reversible lanes, there 

must be a significant difference in the peak and off-peak direc-

tional traffic volumes. By using traffic cones or moveable bar-

riers, additional capacity can be obtained by placing redundant 

toll collection equipment and lane use signs and signals in a 

requisite iiumher of center toll lanes. The direction of collection 

is then reversed to accontniodate anticipated peak traffic de-

mand. The success of this reversal technique depends on ad-

equate stalling and the proper balance of toll collection meth-

ods across the plaza. In addition, there imist he sufficient room 

in the approach and departure transition zones to handle shifts 

in traffic approach and departtire. 
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One-Way Tolling 

One-way tolling is another option that has been successfully 
used by toll operators across the country, particularly at bridges 
and tunnels. One-way toll operations have been adopted suc-
cessfully by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 
MTA Bridges and Tunnels in New York, Delaware River Port 
Authority, Maryland Transportation Authority, Golden Gate 
Bridge Highway and Transportation District in California, and 
Florida Turnpike System. This technique is applicable to main-
line plazas, primarily on bridge and tunnel facilities where al-
ternative crossings are not available or are too distant to sustain 
appreciable toll diversions. 

Similar to the reversible-lane concept, one-way tolling pro-
vides additional lanes in the selected direction. Toll lanes in the 
opposing direction are converted to process tolls on a perma-
nent basis. The reversible-lane concept reduces the number of 
toll lanes and the accompanying cost of operations by decreas-
ing toll collection staff. In addition, maintenance staff needed 
for changing traffic control devices is eliminated. Figure 6 de-
picts a typical one-way toll conversion at the Walt Whitman 
Bridge Toll Plaza in Philadelphia. The facility was converted to 
one-way tolling westbound (in the direction of the photo). Thus, 
six toll lanes in the eastbound direction were made toll free, 
providing 16 toll lanes for use during the morning westbound 
commuter peak. 

Tandem Toll Booths 

The concept of tandem toll booths, which was adopted in 
1981 at the Golden Gate Bridge, involves the use of two manual 
toll booths placed in line in the same toll lane, permitting si-
multaneous processing of two vehicles. The intent of the tech-
nique according to a study undertaken by the Golden Gate 
Bridge Highway and Transportation District was to reduce the 
headway time between vehicles in a toll lane, thus reducing the 
processing rate per vehicle (5). This concept, shown in Figure 
7, also has been used on the Pennsylvania Turnpike and Florida 
Turnpike. 

Headway time is measured from when a motorist has com-
pleted his or her transaction and begins to pull away from the 
toll collector's door to the arrival of the next vehicle. The 
Golden Gate Bridge study concluded that if the spacing be-
tween tandem booths is increased to permit more than one ve-
hicle to be in the toll lane behind the leading toll booth, addi-
tional savings in headway time could be achieved. The theoretical 
increase in lane capacity using the tandem toll booth arrange-
ment was estimated to be between 15 and 25 percent (5). 

Branch Toll Lanes 

Branch toll lanes were successfully introduced by MTA 
Bridges and Tunnels on its bridges in New York City around 
1980. The concept primarily involves expanding the plaza's 
transition zones to construct two or three additional toll lanes, 
which are accessible by directing traffic through an inoperable 
toll lane in the main plaza—a feeder lane or a "host lane"—or  

by constructing a bypass lane to the left or right of the main 
plaza. 

The New Jersey Highway Authority (NJHA) adopted the 
branch toll lane concept in 1990 and improved its design. The 
New Jersey Turnpike also adopted the use of branch toll lanes 
at its interchange with the Garden State Parkway (Interchange 
11) in Woodbridge to speed peak AM commuter ticket distri-
bution and commuter bus entry. The branch lanes provide the 
same methods of toll collection as the main plaza and, accord-
ing to NJHA, a single host lane can accommodate up to 1,100 
vehicles per hour to a two-lane branch and 1,600 vehicles per 
hour to a three-lane branch by using a bypass lane as the feeder 
lane. According to NJHA, a two-lane branch provides a 25 to 
30 percent increase in lane throughput at the main plaza, com-
pared with the throughput of a host lane that previously was 
operated as a conventional manual lane. Branch lanes have been 
installed on both the approach and departure sides of the main 
plaza, as shown in Figure 8, as well as on the left and right ends 
of a split barrier. 

The main attribute of the branch lane concept is that plaza 
capacity can be increased with little or no widening for construc-
tion. Branch lanes also can be erected relatively quickly, at a 
fraction of the cost of widening the main toll plaza (6). Construc-
tion of branch lanes requires no additional rights-of-way and 
generally does not require environmental studies or approvals. 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

As described briefly in the section on staffing, decisions 
regarding operation and maintenance can affect toll plaza de-
sign, particularly in terms of spatial needs for support facilities. 
For example, in a plaza administration building, on-site bank-
ing (counting and wrapping money for deposit) might be elimi-
nated in favor of direct bank pick-up and counting, including 
verification of coinitoken vault and collector deposits. 

For many new toll facilities, such as those on the Orange 
County (California) Transportation Corridors, E-470 (Colo-
rado), the Coleman Bridge (Virginia), and the Central Artery! 
Tunnel Project (Boston), an operations and maintenance 
(O&M) design report was prepared for the facility's owner be-
fore the design process began. This report provides details on 
the systems and methods of operation and maintenance for all 
aspects of the project, particularly for toll collection. Thus, the 
organizational structure and staff, functional relationships, poli-
cies, operating procedures, systems, and toll collection meth-
ods are defined for the toll designers so that plaza location, lane 
configurations, toll equipment requirements, and attendant fa-
cilities can be assessed and developed to meet the needs of the 
operator. The O&M report is a "living document" that is up-
dated during the design process and that later can be used as the 
basis for the facility's operations and maintenance procedures 
and policy manuals. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Besides soil erosion, wetlands, and water quality issues that 
may be encountered during construction or expansion of a toll 
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plaza, air quality is a major concern not only for compliance 
with the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) but also as 
an occupational health and safety issue for employees. In addi-
tion, noise generated by toll plaza traffic and plaza lighting 
spillover must be considered in the design process. 

Air quality modeling of various toll plaza configurations by 
Lovegrove and Wolf suggests that a design that creates an over-
lap in the high-emission departure zones is the least desirable 
configuration; a split plaza where the approach zones overlap is 
preferable (7). A recent study conducted for the Oklahoma 
Turnpike concluded that the adoption of ETC has lowered car-
bon monoxide (CO) concentrations in the highway's toll plazas 
by reducing queuing, idling, and acceleration and deceleration 
(8). 

Exposure of the toll collectors to CO emissions also is a 
major consideration in the design process. Studies of typical air 
quality patterns in and around toll booths were first conducted 
for Washington state in 1972 at the Evergreen Point Bridge. 
The study concluded that CO exhaust emissions tend to con-
centrate in toll lanes as a result of acceleration and vehicle 
idling. To prevent such contaminants from being drawn into the 
toll booth, a positive ventilation system was devised and tested. 
The system draws fresh air from a source located away from 
the plaza and conditions the air before diffusing it into the toll 
booths, creating an outward pressure that blocks the contami-
nated air from entering the booth (9). Positive ventilation, or 
positive pressure airflow, systems are used at all new mainline 
plazas on the Florida Turnpike and at the Newport Bridge Toll 
Plaza in Rhode Island. 

A unique approach for dispersing emissions from beneath a 
toll canopy was deployed on E-470 in Denver. The canopy (see 
Figure 4), which is designed to mirror the Rocky Mountains, is 
louvered to allow emissions to be vented up and out of the toll 
lanes. Monitors are located in the booths and the canopy to 
record CO levels. In addition, the use of express ETC lanes 
lowers CO concentrations in the E-470 toll plaza area (10). 

Highway Noise 

Highway noise is another sensitive environmental issue that 
requires analysis and mitigation. Such noise is a function of 
traffic volume, vehicle mix, speed, tire composition, pavement 
surface, grade and topography, wind direction, atmospheric 
conditions, and the location of sensitive receptors. Typically, 
where truck speeds increase, vehicles accelerate, and engines 
must work harder, noise levels increase (11). Noise walls, set-
backs, berms, dense vegetation, and depressed roadway pro-
files and tunnel sections can reduce decibel (dB) levels so that 
they are acceptable to the receptor. The use of ETC in bypass 
lanes should further reduce dB levels at the source because of a 
decrease in vehicle acceleration. 

Water Quality 

Water quality usually is not considered a potential environ-
mental issue by toll plaza designers. However, given the large  

expanse of pavement within a toll plaza and the heavy use and 
concentration of grime, dirt, and oil left by countless vehicle 
movements, a potential exists for a large amount of contami-
nated runoff to find its way into the plaza's drainage system. 
By considering traffic volume, the percentage of commercial 
vehicles, and the size of the plaza, the amount of oil, salt, and 
other contaminants can be estimated. Possible actions to treat 
contaminated runoff before it is discharged into local water-
ways or aquifers warrant assessment. Also, a somewhat over-
looked source of contaminants is the periodic washing and 
flushing of the toll lanes, booth exteriors, and canopy ceiling 
performed as part of a maintenance program. The wash and 
rinse water become laden with contaminants from vehicle ex-
haust, drivetrains, brakes, and tires, as well as dirt, sand, and 
even salt that vehicles track into the lanes. 

There are many simple solutions, including the use of set-
tling basins, oil/water separators, and grassed drainage swales 
or buffer areas into which the runoff can be discharged. Such 
design treatments were not considered for most toll facilities 
constructed in the 1950s and 1960s. However, new facilities or 
improvements to existing ones must comply with current fed-
eral and state environmental regulations, which are more strin-
gent and require treatment of runoff to maintain water quality. 
Treatment of this sort is widely used on new European high-
ways. In Florida, all roadway runoff is directed to retentionl 
detention areas. 

LIGHTING 

Roadway and Canopy Lighting 

Because a toll plaza is an area of intense activity and deci-
sion, high levels of lighting are used to increase driver safety 
and awareness. Depending on the size of the plaza and its loca-
tion with respect to residential and other sensitive receptors, 
various types of lighting systems need to be investigated to 
provide uniform coverage, eliminate harsh glare on approach-
ing motorists, and reduce lighting spillover into surrounding 
areas. In the approach and departure zones, mast arm-mounted 
down lighting, back shields, and cobra lighting may be used to 
achieve these objectives. More intense canopy down lighting 
and booth lighting is used to help define the toll plaza and lanes 
for improved driver recognition. High mast lighting, which re-
duces the number of poles and therefore the number of obstruc-
tions, may be used effectively in open plaza areas. With proper 
shielding and aiming, high mast lighting may be used in urban 
areas. 

Barrier and Plaza Hazard Lighting 

Some facilities use warning and hazard lighting to increase 
driver safety and awareness, particularly where adverse atmo-
spheric conditions are prevalent. For example, because the toll 
plaza at the Golden Gate Bridge is frequently shrouded by fog, 
flashing warning lights are used on the approaches to warn 
motorists of the impending toll plaza. Others facilities, such as 
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the San Diego—Coronado Bay Bridge. use airport runway—type 
lighting in the pavement to illuminate the approach lanes dur-
ing periods of poor visibility. Similarly, the Garden State Park-
way uses strobe liihts mounted oil the toll canopy to illuminate 
its mainline plazas in areas prone to poor visibility. Other fa-
cilities, such as those on the Delaware Turnpike, use flashing 
yellow warning lights mounted on the approach to the toll is-
land crash barrier to draw motorists attention to the approach-
ing toll plaza. 

TOLL AUDIT—DETECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 

With the advent of automated and electronic toll collection. 
the potential for increased toll violations has become a concern 
among toll operators. 

Today, despite sophisticated audit systems, alarms, and even 
autoniatic gates. the problem still persists. The percentage of 
toll violations is almost impossible to gauge because such sta-
tistics are closely guarded by toll operators, who grapple with 
the problem almost daily. Recently, in planning and designing 
a new ETC toll enforcement system for the Garden State Park-
way. estiniates of 2 percent of the daily traffic using a plaza 
were recommended for sizing the data capture and storage re-
quirements for the system (12). 

Because the majority of violations occur in automated lanes 
during coninluter and seasonal peaks and at unattended ramp 
plazas, the acwal number of violations for a particular period 
may be much higher. Also, if a driver is unfamiliar with ETC 
and is not provided with clear lane use information, the prob-
1cm is heightened. Such problems were experienced upon the 
opening of the Express ETC 0111)' lanes on E-470 in Denver 
and the dedicated E-ZPass pass-through lanes used on the New 
York State Thruway. One method to alleviate this problem is 
the deployment of clear, distinctive signing using a combina-
tion of symbols, color, and a legend over the ETC lanes. These 
messages help alert motorists of the toll and help them identify 
toll lanes. Such signing adopted for the New York State Thru-
way to foster greater driver awareness is shown in Figures 9a 
and 9b. 

FIGURE 9a Canopy-mounted changeable message sign. 
Tappan Zee Bridge toll plaza. Symbols. colors, and legends are 
used to inform motorists of lane pa'nleilt methods (New York 
State Thruway). 

FIGURE 9b Electronic loll collection (FTC) lane advance 
sign. Spring Valley Toll Plaza, New York State Thruway (ill-
forms motorists on location of E-ZPass lanes). 

Numerous measures have been used to identify, detect, and 
prevent toll violations, including the following: 

Installation of audible alarms and flashing red lights atop 
island traffic signals. These devices are triggered when a 
vehicle that has entered a toll lane proceeds to exit the 
toll lane before the transaction is registered. 
Installation of automatic gates. These devices add ap-
proximately 1 to 1.5 sec to the vehicle processing rate 
and are actuated when a successful transaction is regis-
tcred by the lane controller. 
Monitoring of toll transactions by means of one-way 
glass. This technique permits facility personnel and po- 
lice to periodically watch transactions and record the Ii-
cerise plate numbers of violators. The glass is installed in 
the booth above the ACMs. This practice is used Ori the 
Garden State Parkway. 
Stationing of police periodically at high violation areas. 
Publication of the names of chronic violators who have 
been prosecuted. 
Installation of surveillance cameras at high violation, un-
attended ramp locations. 

All these methods of toll violation detection and eIIfoILc-

ment have had some degree of success (known only to the toll 
operators). The duration of' success varies by method. Some 
methods only have it short-term impact, such as a periodic p0-
lice presence and publishing violators' names. Some operators 
believe that the use of autonlatic gates is the ultimate deterrent. 
However, toll gates are frequently seen as a cause of further 
delay by the public. Therefore, public pressure usually results 
in gate removal or nonoperation during peak traffic periods. 

With the advent of FTC and in an effort to serve its patrons 
and protect the interests of its bondholders, toll operators have 
turned to video enforcement systems (VESs). These systems 
use high-resolution low-lux cameras or cameras equipped with 
strobe lights to record toll transactions in unattended lanes on a 
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continuous basis or a still frame triggered when a violation 
occurs. The camera captures either a slow scan video, a still 
picture, or a computerized, enhanced photo of the vehicle's rear 
license plate. Depending on state legislation, which must be 
enacted to permit the use of such enforcement measures, a photo 
as simple as one that contains the vehicle's rear license plate 
may be admissible in court (New York state). Other jurisdic-
tions may require a photo of the rear of the vehicle as well as 
the status of the patron fare indicator and island traffic signal at 
the time of the violation or a photo of the driver. Thus, the 
design of a VES is largely driven by legal requirements. The 
photos typically are time and date stamped and the toll plaza, 
lane number, and the nature of the violation are overlaid on the 
photo. 

The use of VES is gaining wide popularity, particularly as 
part of dedicated and express toll lane installations for ETC. 
Although current technology extols the virtue of these systems, 
which are said to be capable of accurately recording license 
plates at highway speeds, some pitfalls still need to be over-
come, including the following: 

The cost of additional equipment and staff needed to pro-
cess violations captured by VES; 
Recording plates of vehicles following at extremely close 
headways, particularly when vehicle heights may be con-
siderably different; 
Reading or imaging a plate that is dull, worn, covered 
with dirt, or otherwise obscured, particularly in regions 
prone to ice and snow; 
Accessing a database to identify violators; and 
Legislation to make the vehicle owner responsible for the 
violation unless the driver can be identified. 

In addition to these issues, the problems encountered when 
using VES for commercial vehicle toll enforcement are more 
complex. For instance, the license plates on a tractor-trailer 
usually are different from passenger car plates, and, in many 
instances, tractor-trailers are registered to different owners and 
registered in different states. This problem is compounded when 
a number of plates are mounted on the rear of either or both 
units (a problem also encountered with long-haul buses). There-
fore, the front plates on the tractor unit must be photographed. 

If commercial vehicles are permitted to mix with private 
passenger vehicles in dedicated pass-through lanes, the com-
mercial vehicle height and overall size can block a camera's 
line of sight to a passenger vehicle that may have triggered a 
violation. Similarly, in an express lane on a multilane facility 
where the cameras are overhead, a similar problem prevails. 
Here, the chances of capturing the front plate of the tractor in 
such a situation is marginal. For these reasons, use of dedicated 
ETC pass-through or express lanes restricted to private passen-
ger vehicles should be considered until surveillance measures 
become more reliable. Commercial traffic equipped with ETC 
devices can be directed to use attended lanes equipped for ETC 
or dedicated commercial vehicle lanes such as those at the Lin-
coln Tunnel Toll Plaza in Weehawkin, New Jersey. Here, buses 
using the contraflow express bus lanes on 1-495 are channeled 
through an exclusive bus-only lane at the toll plaza. 

SECURITY 

There are three distinct levels of security at a toll plaza: 
dealing with toll receipts, ensuring safety at the facility, and 
ensuring the safety of the toll collector. Security of toll receipts 
is accomplished using a series of checks and balances. In-lane 
toll auditing equipment is used to reconcile toll collector depos-
its and ACM vault cash/token counts with tour-of-duty reports, 
vehicle axle counts, and vehicle weight and vehicle profile data. 
In addition, surveillance cameras sometimes oversee in-lane 
toll transactions and monitor areas in the toll administration 
building where toll receipts are present to reconcile inconsis-
tencies in the internal audit process. 

Toll receipt security also needs to address the security and 
discharge of the toll collector's cash drawers used in the toll 
lane, deposits of toll receipts, counting of toll revenues, and 
banking. In the attended toll booths, dual, locked cash drawers 
usually are provided in the collector's counter to allow atten-
dants to leave their cash in the booth while on break. The relief 
collector can use the second drawer for his or her cash tray. 

Bank-type, taped video surveillance generally is used within 
the toll plaza administration building. Cameras monitor secure 
areas (where money is handled) and external entry/exit doors, 
including the tunnel access door. Video surveillance also is 
used at high-risk, remote, and unattended ramps primarily to 
deter theft and vandalism, such as on the Sawgrass Expressway 
in Florida. These cameras are monitored by the plaza supervi-
sor or by local police assigned to the facility. Intrusion detec-
tion devices are placed on all points of building and equipment 
cabinet entry such as ACM vault doors, the plaza computer 
room, and the loading dock. Various staff security levels for 
access are a standard practice of toll agencies. Access card use, 
including point of entry, time, and date, frequently is recorded 
by the plaza computer. The access report records passage into 
secure areas of the building, opening of toll equipment cabi-
nets, and activation of computer and toll terminals. 

Staff security is becoming recognized as an issue, particu-
larly in urban areas and at isolated plazas. A number of security 
devices, including video surveillance cameras, silent alarms, 
bulletproof toll booth glass, and bill alarms are being used to 
deter crime and to protect both the toll collector and the cus-
tomer in the event of a dispute. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Accessibility to toll plaza facilities such as the parking area, 
plaza administration building, toll booths, toll lanes, and access 
tunnel is frequently overlooked. Access to parking either on-
site as provided at most facilities or in a remote lot is a funda-
mental concern and is determined by the location of the plaza 
and availability of space. The location of a mainline plaza with 
respect to adjacent interchanges and communities, as well as to 
adjacent local roads, is important for providing direct access 
from the mainline plaza or restricting access to the local road. 

In keeping with public building access codes, the plaza ad-
ministration building and sidewalks must be suitable for the 
physically challenged. However, the need to provide access to 
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the toll lanes, booths, and access tunnel are determined by state 
mandates and the possibility for employment of physically chal-
lenged individuals in various toll positions, depending on the 
authority's or agency's job requirements. In some newer facili-
ties such as the Holland Tunnel's Jersey City, New Jersey. toll 
plaza, elevator access to each booth is provided from the ad-
ministration building utility area, which forms the toll canopy. 
On the Orange County Transportation Corridors in California, 
both the toll islands and booths are being designed for wheel-
chair access. Additional studies on the need to provide com-
plete access for physically challenged employees and the means 
to do so need to be conducted. 

Toll Lane and Booth Access 

Conventional access to toll lanes and booths is a critical 
factor in plaza design. At a low-volume, low-speed ramp or 
mainline plaza, access tunnels are neither economically nor 
operationally viable. Here, personnel gain access to toll booths 
by crossing the toll lanes. Typically, a walkway is created across 
each toll island, and the crosswalk is placed in front of the 
booth to ensure that the driver of the vehicle and the person 
crossing can see each other and have eye contact. 

Access to most booths is through a collector's side door. For 
safety reasons in the event of a vehicle mishap in the toll lane, a 
second door or escape hatch is provided. One arrangement is to 
provide a door into the adjacent lane. This method is used in 
older booths because of limited space in the booth and the con-
fines of the toll island. Usually in such booths, access to the 
rear of the booth is restricted by a counter or toll equipment. 
Some newer booths have rear doors for both access and egress. 
Other booths are equipped with emergency secondary hatches 
for exiting. 

A means to alert collectors who are crossing toll lanes to 
oncoming traffic, particularly where an HOV or ETC bypass 
lane is present, must be considered. Usually signing, color 
changes on adjacent booth walls, and plastic-coated yellow 
safety chains used as harriers or gates are used to remind col-
lectors and other personnel to observe safety precautions. 

Tunnels 

Toll lane access tunnels usually are installed at high-vol-
ume, high-speed mainline plazas. Access to these tunnels usu-
ally is limited to every second or third toll island. The stairwell 
usually descends into the island toward the toll booth to take 
advantage of the location of the tunnel beneath the toll booths. 
Some toll facilities, such as Florida Turnpike mainline plazas, 
have the stairwell entry adjacent to the booth so that personnel 
do not have to walk into the lane to gain access to the stairwell 
entrance. 

The stairwell can be located on either side of a toll island. 
Figure 10 shows a toll island tunnel stairwell on the former 
Norfolk—Virginia Beach Expressway, in which the stairwell 
rises away from the toll booth. Tunnels provide not only safer 
toll lane access for personnel. but also a point of access for 

FIGURE 10 Typical toll island tunnel stairwells, former Nor-
folk—Virginia Beach Expressway. Stairwells are located on ev-
ery other island. 

utilities, data and communication lines, and security for person-
nel and cash receipts. The tunnel provides an alternate location 
for ACM lane vaults and even lane controller cabinets, which 
can be serviced directly from the tunnel without the need for 
staff to cross active traffic lanes. 

ACM Cabinets 

At plazas without service tunnels, the coin vaults are in the 
ACM cabinet. Servicing must be done from the toll lane or 
from inside the booth. Because of the vault weight. usually 
limited to about 70 lb (32 kg) when full, the supervisor or des-
ignated collector uses a sniall cart to transport full and empty 
vaults. Although the toll lane being serviced is closed during 
the vault exchange. access across the plaza from the adminis-
tration building must be provided. This access includes a de-
pressed curb and ramp from the building and direct access to a 
secure full-vault storage room or to a dumbwaiter or elevator if 
the vault room is on another floor. 

Access also needs to be provided to the building vault, to 
pick up collectors' deposit bags, and to the cash/token vaults. A 
secure loading dock or port is usually provided to facilitate 
transfer of full vaults to a hank courier's vehicle. Empty vault 
storage and the cart, likewise, must be stored to ensure access 
to the lanes or tunnel. This storage area should be outside the 
secure area. 

Parking 

Parking may be provided either on-site or off-site, depend-
ing on the size of the toll plaza, staffing, space available. and 
the plaza's location with respect to adjacent local roads and 
interchanges. Oil-site or remote parking usually requires that a 
shuttle be provided to the plaza administration building. At 
facilities in which one to three toll collectors are assiined to a 
ramp plaza, on-site parking may be provided in a pull-of I lo- 
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cated on the departure side of the plaza if the right-of-way is 
restricted. For larger plazas, a parking lot generally is con-
structed adjacent to the plaza administration building. Access 
to this lot can be directly from the niainline or from an inter-
change entry-exit ramp. If the plaza is adjacent to a local road, 
direct secured access may be provided without the need for 
personnel to enter or exit from the facility roadway. Such park-
ing typically is placed in a fenced area, which separates it from 
the plaza. A locked gate can be incorporated in the fence to 
provide access for emergency vehicles into the facility. 

Access to the plaza administration building can be provided 
from the lot through a secure employee entry so that employees 
do not have to pass through the plaza entry foyer. The staff 
entrance should lead to the nonsecure staff facilities in the ad-
ministration building, where lockers, a lounge, or a lunchroom 
may be located. 

Plaza Administration Building 

Public access to the toll plaza administration building usu-
ally is prohibited or discouraged for reasons of security, limited 
parking space, and safety. Where ticketitoken or ETC sales are 
rendered at the administration building, such as at the Fort 
McHenry Tunnel in Baltimore, a small public foyer, pay phone, 
and sales window with a secure entry from the plaza can be 
provided. 

LANE CONFIGURATION (METHODS OF PAYMENT) 

Lane configuration refers to the agency's policy on arrang-
ing toll lanes at a toll plaza according to the methods of toll 
collection. Lane arrangement reflects the toll system, time of 
day, day of the week, patron profiles, traffic demand, location 
of adjacent entry and exit ramps, method of toll collection, and 
patrons' preferences for payment. Therefore, layout tends to 
differ from agency to agency and even from facility to facility. 

Some toll operators group automated collection at the left 
side of the toll plaza while providing full service on the right. 
This pattern tends to follow the convention on the roadway, in 
which slower traffic keeps right and faster traffic uses the left 
lanes. However, such a configuration can create problems for 
motorists who find themselves in need of change but are stuck  

in the left lanes. Advance signing and clear designation of lane 
use at the toll plaza must be deployed to reduce such instances. 
During off-peak traffic periods, particularly at night, manual 
collection may be provided in the center toll lanes of a two-way 
plaza to reduce staff and provide added security by grouping 
collectors. At a split or one-way plaza, manual collection gen-
erally is concentrated in the right lanes near the plaza adminis-
tration building. 

NJHA, operator of the Garden State Parkway, uses a pattern 
of alternate groupings of toll collection methods. The agency 
currently uses four collection methods: manual, ACM exact 
change, ACM token, and a combination of the last two. Ac-
cording to NJHA, the grouping of methods provides patrons in 
any approaching traffic lane during peak traffic periods the op-
portunity to use all payment methods without having to alter 
their path by more than one to two lanes to either side. This 
lateral distribution was confirmed in a 1991 study of toll plaza 
optimization conducted at five of the parkway's mainline toll 
plazas (2, p.  44). 

The lane configuration or proportion of automatic, manual, 
and ETC lanes may need to be adjusted during the day depend-
ing on traffic volume and the types of patron being served. 
Therefore, anticipating the need for such flexibility is essential 
in specifying toll equipment for each lane, sizing the toll bar-
rier, and determining staffing. 

The introduction of tandem lanes, branch lanes, HOV by-
pass lanes, and dedicated ETC lanes makes the selection of a 
configuration more difficult. Branch and tandem lanes typi-
cally are placed at the right and left extremes of the toll plaza, 
with the branch lanes offering all methods of collection avail-
able at the main plaza. Tandem lanes are found in manual lanes 
and offer attended collection. To optimize throughput, HOV 
and other bypass lanes usually are placed at the extreme ends of 
the plaza. Here, the lanes avoid blocking access by waiting 
vehicle queues and are better defined for personnel safety. Dedi-
cated ETC lanes are usually located adjacent to automatic lanes 
to reduce the impact of differential speeds between vehicles 
departing these lanes. Another approach, which is used on the 
Florida Turnpike, places dedicated ETC lanes in direct line 
with the approach travel lanes to facilitate access and toll pro-
cessing. Because of concern for safety and the impact of differ-
ential speeds, operators such as the New York State Thruway 
Authority and the Texas Turnpike Authority have instituted 
strictly enforced speed limits through their dedicated ETC lanes. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

CURRENT TOLL FACILITY DESIGN PRACTICES 

STANDARDS AND PRACTICES 

A literature search was conducted to obtain data on current 
toll plaza design standards, guidelines, and practices in the 
United States. After an extensive review of articles, research 
papers, and design publications, it became apparent that little 
published information on design criteria is available to the pub-
lic. Therefore, for this synthesis, a compilation of design ele-
ments, geometries, and practices was obtained by a survey of 
present toll operators. 

TOLL OPERATOR SURVEY 

A survey questionnaire (Appendix A) was developed to ac-
quire information from various toll operators in the United 
States regarding the design of their toll plazas. The question-
naire was organized into three parts: 

Facility background, including name, type, location, toll 
collection methods, size, and year of construction or reno-
vation; 
Design standards and guidelines used by the facility op-
erator to design existing and new facilities and improve-
ments; and 
Elements such as plaza geometries, toll island and booth 
elevations and clearances, pavement design, lighting, 
drainage, environmental issues, architectural treatments, 
safety devices, canopy functions, toll booth design, lane 
equipment layout, toll collection equipment, lane capacity, 
toll plaza access, traffic control devices, administration 
building functions, signing, lane configurations, revers-
ible operations, enforcement methods, and accessibility 
for disabled persons. 

The survey was administered by TRB, with the cooperation 
of the International Bridge, Tunnel, and Turnpike Association 
(IBTTA), to the association's members in the United States on 
April 13, 1994. Currently, more than 60 U.S. toll operators with 
more than 200 toll bridges, toll tunnels, and toll road facilities 
are members of IB1TA. Responses were received from 25 op-
erators with 58 toll facilities (45 are referenced in the survey 
responses). These facilities represent more than 3,150 mi (5,069 
km), or 60 percent, of the toll mileage in the nation, excluding 
seven facilities currently under construction. The facilities are 
spread over 15 states. A summary of responses is presented in 
Appendix B. 

The facilities range in size from the 0.8 mi (1.3 km) long 
Peace Bridge in Buffalo, New York, to the Florida Turnpike,  

with 1,714 lane miles (2,758 km) of toll roads and 404 toll 
lanes. An additional 208 toll lanes are being constructed on the 
Florida Turnpike System as part of five new toll roads (in-
cluded in Florida's response) scheduled for opening by the year 
2000. This will add 434.3 lane miles (699 km) to the system, 
with an additional 10 mainline plazas and 49 ramp plazas. 

Of the toll facilities represented in this survey, 31 are toll 
bridges, 5 are toll tunnels, and 22 are toll roads. Sixteen were 
built before 1940, and 25 were constructed between 1940 and 
1969. Only 11 were constructed in the past 25 years. Of these 
facilities, 27 are closed systems, and three employ a combina-
tion of closed and open systems. Five are operated as ticket 
systems. 

Forty-six percent of the facilities responding to the survey 
use ACMs, 16 percent use operator-issued credit cards mostly 
for use by commercial carriers, and 34 percent have an elec-
tronic toll collection (ETC) system. Since 1990, the toll plazas 
at 13 of the 45 facilities were renovated or expanded. Table 1 
presents a breakout of the methods of toll collection and pay-
ment used by the facilities surveyed, according to the type of 
toll system. 

A review of responses from 35 toll facilities indicated that 
some operators rely on widely available professional standards 
or guidelines for drainage and pavement design and building 
and electrical codes. However, in terms of plaza geometries 
(e.g., transition lengths and tapers, toll lane clearances, toll is-
land design, in-lane toll equipment use and placement, signing, 
pavement markings, lighting, toll booth design, and lane sig-
nals), the standards followed are those of the individual opera-
tors and equipment manufacturers. The standards differ not only 
between operators but also between the individual facilities run 
by an operator. The standards are, for the most part, unique to 
the facility and toll operator. The following sections provide a 
compilation of standards and practices. 

PLAZA GEOMETRICS 

Plaza geometrics fall into several categories: pavement hori-
zontal and vertical alignment, toll lane clearances, and toll is-
land design. For discussion, the definitions of toll plaza layout 
in Figure 1 and those presented in Figures 13 and 15 will be 
referenced. 

Horizontal Alignment (Pavement Transitions or Tapers) 

Geometric data on toll plaza layout were submitted by 35 of 
the responding facilities. These data are summarized in Appen- 
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TABLE 1 
TOLL SYSTEMS—METHODS OF TOLL COLLECTION 
AND PAYMENT (PROFILE OF 54 TOLL FACILITIES) 

Closed 	 Closed 

Methods/Payment (Cash) Opena Combined1' (Ticket)' 

Manual 
Cash 21 27 	1 	 5 

Scrip/ticket 12 19 	- 	- 
Creditcard 2 7 	- 	4 

Exact change 1 11 	- 	- 
Automatic 

Exact change 17 14 	I 	 - 
Token 8 4 	1 	 - 
WithAVI - 4 	- 	- 

ETC 8 9 	- 	- 
a.cThree closed (ticket) systems also operate open cash systems (data 

for the open system are included separately). 
bCombined includes open and closed cash systems. 

dix C by type of facility and by mainline and ramp plazas. (The 
identification number in the first row corresponds to the facili-
ties that responded. The facilities and codes are listed in Ap-
pendix B.) 

The approach and departure transition lengths, TA  and TD, 

both with and without the Q area, and recovery zone lengths, 
LQ  and L, depicted in Figure 1, were compared with accepted 
design practices. These included those in the AASHTO publi-
cation, A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, 
such as the following: 

Pavement transitions, 
Taper lengths of acceleration and deceleration lanes, and 
Lengths of lane shifts calculated by using the 1988 
federal Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices 
(MUTCD) taper formula WS2/60 (for speeds less than or 
equal to 40 mph (64 km/br)) and taper formula WS (for 
speeds greater than 40 mph (64 kmlhr)) for approach 
lengths and by using 100 ft (30 m) for each lane reduc-
tion on the departure or merge side. 

In addition, stopping and decision sight distance criteria as set 
forth in AASHTO geometric guidelines were examined (11,13). 
In no case could a comparison be made. 

Given vehicle operations in a conventional toll plaza, which 
intrinsically involve interruption of traffic flow, the definitions 
of standard criteria for lane transitions and taper and for accel-
erationldeceleration lanes are not met. In addition, these lane 
designs and those for lane shifts in the MUTCD typically are 
applied to merging or diverging traffic with respect to mainline 
operating speeds or continuation of speed through a shift, which 
does not occur in a toll plaza. Sight distances also are not di-
rectly applicable to setting transition zone lengths because they 
define a driver's line of sight to an object that is 6 in. above the 
pavement surface. This, of course, is not the case with a toll 
plaza because of its canopy structure and lighting, which typi-
cally are visible for some distance. However, such factors must 
be considered in establishing plaza geometry. 

Some operating authorities, such as the New Jersey Turn-
pike Authority (NJTA), establish a fixed distance in setting 
horizontal alignments for their facilities. The NJTA Design 
Manual depicts basic horizontal alignment for its mainline and 
ramp toll plaza in terms of a distance "500 feet (152 m) from 
the plaza centerline to either the ramp nose split or normal 
roadway width." The manual further describes the right edge 
line at a standard plaza as having a "taper symmetrical from the 
ramp nose to the end of the toll plaza slab. Equal reverse curves 
are generally used for plaza edge geometry in order to attain 
such a taper"(14). 

The Illinois State Toll Highway Authority (ISTHA) defines 
plaza horizontal alignment in its design manual in two parts: 
approach geometry and departure geometry. The approach ge-
ometry, shown in Figure 11, consists of two reverse curves and 
a tapered tangent section located between them. (This is similar 
to the design described for the New Jersey Turnpike, where the 
transition section is preceded by a tangent section perpendicu-
lar to the toll plaza.) These elements form what is referred to as 
the approach storage area (approach transition and Q zones). 
The criteria used to establish their geometry are as follows: 

A tangent sufficient to store six semitrailers is established 
prior to the toll plaza (the queue area) (WB-50s). 
The radius for Curve I between the storage tangent and 
the taper is set at 500 ft (152 m). 
The slope of the diagonal taper is n:1 and is set by the 
safe stopping sight distance based on a comfortable de-
celeration rate from the average running speed between 
the end of Curve 2 and the beginning of Curve 1, using 
the values in Table 2 developed by ISTHA's consultant. 
The radius for Curve 2, which provides the transition 
from the approach roadway, is determined using the de-
sign speed in accordance with the AASHTO minimum 
safe radius formula Rmjn = %/I5 (e +J), again using the 
values in Table 2 (15). 

On the departure side, the design geometry of the departing 
right edge line, shown in Figure 12, likewise uses a segment 
perpendicular to the plaza and two reverse curves connected by a 
tangent, followed by a 50:1 direct taper into the departure road-
way. The criteria are similar to the approach transition except: 

The minimum length of the perpendicular tangent sec-
tion is determined by setting a distance from the end of 
the toll island to a point so that the selected design ve-
hicle can clear the toll island and proceed into the depar-
ture roadway. 
Curve 1 is set at a 1,000-ft (304.8-m) radius. 
The length of the departure lane is such that a departing 
vehicle can reach highway running speed after leaving 
the toll lane at a point where the plaza width is equal to 
the through-lane widths plus one additional lane. This 
distance is based on standard uniform vehicle accelera-
tion through the departure area. Acceleration, which is 
assumed to be 70 percent of full acceleration as defined 
by AASHTO geometric guidelines, is calculated by the 
uniform acceleration formula. 

Curve 2, similar to the approach side, is set following the mini- 
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FIGURE 11 Approach to a toll plaza, edge of pavement line (15, p. 47). 

mum radius of curvature in accordance with AASHTO and 
criteria presented in Table 3 using design speed (15, p.  50-54). 

Toll Lane Envelope 

Another factor in setting plaza horizontal alignment is the 
toll lane "envelope," which is the combined width of the toll 
lane (W1 ) and toll island (W),  as shown in Figure 13. Given the  

toll lane envelope and the numbers of toll lanes, the site, ap-
proach lane geometries, median or plaza width, and plaza con-
figuration, the basic criteria for setting the horizontal plaza ge-
ometry can be established. 

According to AASHTO geometric guidelines, the desir-
able width of a traffic lane on a free-flowing high-speed 
principal arterial should be 12 ft (3.6 m). However, under 
interrupted flow conditions (exhibited at a toll plaza) at 

TABLE 2 
APPROACH TO A TOLL PLAZA—MAXIMUM PERMITFED SLOPE, LENGTH, AND MINIMUM EDGE OF PAVEMENT 
RADIUS (15, p. 49) 

Design Speed 	Running Speed 	 Cb 	Slope of 	Minimum Length 	Minimum 	Minimum Degree 
(mph) 	 (mph) 	 Side Friction" 	(ftlsec3) 	Taper (n: I) 	of Taper (ft) 	Radius 2 (ft) 	of Curve 2 (0) 

50 	 44 0.155 1.95 5.5:1 450 1700 3.37 
55 	 47 0.145 1.80 6.0:1 550 2000 2.86 
60 	 51 0.135 1.65 6.5:1 650 2600 2.20 
65 	 55 0.130 1.50 7.0:1 750 3100 1.85 
70 	 58 0.125 1.35 7.5:1 850 3600 1.59 

"From Illinois State Toll Highway Authority (ISTHA) Design Manual, the side friction factor was developed by K&D Facilities Resource Corp. This 
factor represents an adjustment factor that is applied to the AASHTO minimum safe radius formula, Rmi n V2/1 5(e +f). 

hFrom ISTHA Design Manual, the C factor was developed by K&D Facilities Resource Corp. 	factor is a coefficient for use in determining 
approach geometry. 
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FIGURE 12 Departure from a toll plaza, edge of pavement line (15, p.  52). 

speeds less than 40 mph, (64 km/hr) narrower widths are 
normally considered acceptable—lO to 11 ft (3.0 to 3.4 m). 
If heavy truck traffic is anticipated, an additional foot in 
width is recommended (11). 

The operator survey indicated that the typical toll lane width 
(W1 ) varies from 9 ft (2.7 m) to 12 ft (3.6 m). Sixty-three 
percent have widths between 10 ft (3.0 m) and 10.5 ft (3.1 m), 
with the weighted average being 10.9 ft (3.3 m) (Appendix Q. 
These widths tend to be skewed because of the age of the facili-
ties and the fact that the vast majority of traffic using these 
facilities consists of passenger vehicles (two-axle, four-tire). 
According to toll operators, widths in this range help slow traf-
fic and force the motorist closer to the collector or ACM basket. 
With wider lanes, drivers tend to pull further to the right, away  

from the collector or basket. However, operators also note that 
where heavy truck traffic exists, a minimum width of 10.5 ft 
(3.2 m) and preferably lift (3.4 m) is recommended to keep 
the large side-mounted rearview mirrors on truck cabs from 
hitting the toll booth or a collector's door windscreens. 

The outside or far right lanesat a toll plaza are generally 
wider than the standard toll lanes. This is done to permit extra-
wide loads,, snow plows, maintenance vehicles, and construc-
tion vehicles to pass through the plaza. Seventy-five percent of 
the toll facilities indicated outside lane widths (W2) between 12 
ft (3.6 m) and 18 ft (5.5 m), with several having lanes up to34 
ft and 1 in. (10.4m) in width. Bypass lanes are used by some 
operators to permit oversized loads to be escorted around the 
toll plaza. 

TABLE 3 
DEPARTURE FROM A TOLL PLAZA—MAXIMUM PERMITTED SLOPE OF TAPER (15, p.  54) 

Design Speed Average Travel Full Acceleration Minimum Acceleration Maximum Design Minimum 

(mph) Speed (mph) (mph/see) Length (ft) Calculated Taper Taper Radius (ft) 

50 44 1.95 730 3.2 4:1 1700 

60 51 1.65 1100 6.5 7:1 2600 

70 58 1.35 1500 9.8 10:1 3600 
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FIGURE 13 	Typical toll lane, approach elevation. 



Vertical Alignment 

Vertical alignment includes vertical curves, grades, cross 
slopes, and clearances (Ca, Cs). The following briefly describes 
the general practices of the surveyed facilities. 

Vertical curves-Typically no vertical curves are used 
through the centerline of the plaza. 
Grades-A 0.5 percent profile grade away from the 
centerline of the plaza is sometimes used. The majority 
of respondents (82 percent) use a 0 to I percent grade in 
the toll lane, whereas on the approaches, 70 percent have 
grades of less than or equal to 2 percent, and 63 percent 
have grades of less than or equal to 1 percent. 
Cross slopes-According to AASHTO geometric 
guidelines, cross slopes up to 2 percent are barely 
perceptible to the driver and have little impact on 
steering (11). Within the toll lanes, the majority of 
surveyed facilities have such cross slopes, with some 
approaching 2.5 percent. Likewise, in the transition 
zones, similar cross slopes are used. For wide plazas, 
the cross slope is gradually increased toward the out-
side edge lines to avoid excessive slopes, which might 
create discomfort for the driver. The slope must be 
sufficient to facilitate runoff and to avoid ponding of 
water. The choice of cross slope or vertical profile to 
promote runoff is determined by local conditions and 
practices. 
Clearances-According to AASHTO geometric guide-
lines, "most states permit vehicle heights including 
load to be between 13.5 and 14.5 ft. (4.1 and 4.4 m). 
The clear height of all structures above pavements 
and shoulders should be at least 1 ft. (0.3 m) greater 
than the legal height. The recommended minimum is 
14.5 ft. (4.4 m), and the desirable is 16.5 ft. (5.0 m)" 
(11). These values are guidelines, which may vary 
depending on the route. For example, on parkways 
where travel is restricted to two-axle, four-tire private 
passenger vehicles, clearances can be reduced to an 
absolute minimum of 12.5 ft (3.8 m), with a desirable 
clearance of 15 ft (4.6 m) (11). 

In toll lanes, the vertical clearance to the underside of the 
canopy must take into account any suspended signs, cameras, 
ETC antennas, and detection devices. Of the surveyed toll fa-
cilities, 90 percent responded that the clearance from the top of 
the pavement to the underside of the canopy (Ca) exceeded 
14.5 ft (4.4 m), with most having a clearance of 16.25 ft (5.0 
m). Fifty-six percent reported that the clearance to the bottom 
of suspended signs (Cs) exceeded 14.2 ft (4.3 m). The range of 
clearances to the canopy underside (Ca) was from 13.5 ft (4.1 
m) to 21.67 ft (6.6 m), whereas to the bottom of a sign, the 
lowest value was 11.08 ft (3.38 m). 

To detect overheight vehicles, some operators have installed 
telltales or infrared/optical height detection in the toll lanes. 
Vehicle profilers, either mounted on posts in advance of the toll 
booth or as overhead scanners intended for an advanced vehicle 
classification (AVC) system, can also be used.  
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TOLL ISLANDS 

Toll islands can be defined as raised platforms usually made 
of concrete that include some form of crash protection or at-
tenuation dvices on the approach to the toll booth or free-
standing ACM. The type and configuration of a toll island is 
determined largely by when it was constructed, the speed and 
make-up of the approaching traffic, and the plaza configura-
tion. 

Toll islands can be categorized into five types, depending on 
the configuration of protective devices used and the direction 
of traffic. Figure 14 depicts the five types of toll islands, rang-
ing from a simple platform without crash protection to a double 
crash block system with impact attenuators on both sides of the 
booth. There are 36 configurations or arrangements of devices 
within these five types of islands. Of these configurations, 27 
are used by the 46 facilities that responded to the survey ques-
tion. The data are tabulated in Appendix D. The first column in 
the appendix refers to the facility ID; the second and third col-
umns list the type and configuration that corresponds to Figure 
14. The dimensions (e.g., Al, RI, and CB2) relate to Figure 15. 

Of the responding facilities, 17 have installed impact attenu-
ators such as the GREAT System Hex Foam or Hydro-Cells, 
which are designed to decrease the momentum of an 8,000-lb 
(3629-kg) vehicle traveling at 45 mph (72 kmlhr). Some facili-
ties such as the Florida Turnpike use highway approach speed. 
All but 14 of the facilities use approach ramparts (a sloped 
concrete ramp, sometimes rounded in sectional view, used to 
redirect an errant vehicle) in conjunction with the attenuator or 
a crash block system. 

A single crash block usually is found in older facilities where 
the volume of truck traffic is low. The double block system, 
seen on newer facilities, is intended to prevent a large vehicle, 
which may override or penetrate the attenuator and first block, 
from hitting the booth. In some instances, the double block 
system creates a gap before the booth, which helps prevent a 
vehicle from striking a booth in which a stairwell is not located 
between the crash devices head-on. This is possible where the 
leading end of the island is elongated, necessitated by the loca-
tion of preclassification toll equipment in advance of the col-
lection point. Here, the second block provides protection for 
the collector. The Delaware Turnpike, on the other hand, uses a 
dual set of ramparts and blocks on both sides of its mainline 
plaza booths. 

The average height of a block is about 3 ft (0.9 m). Blocks 
range in size from 1 ft, 8 in. (0.5 m) to 8 ft (2.4 m) in length. 
The longer blocks typically replace the rampart in newer de-
signs to close the space between the attenuator and the booth. 
The toll islands for which data were collected range in total 
length from 20 ft (6.1 m) to 127.75 ft (38.9 m). 

After reviewing the variations in configurations and ap-
proach speed, no conclusion could be drawn regarding the basis 
for the various island designs other than the functional intent of 
the placement of the components. The design of the island is a 
product of the toll lane equipment, its location, size of the booth, 
presence of a tunnel stairwell, extent of truck traffic, and plaza 
configuration. Figure 16 is a detailed illustration of a toll plaza 
island and typical sections for a Type 5-R21R island configu- 
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TYPE 	 CONFIGURATION* 

Booth_(typ.) 

1 	
N - No Crash Protection 

- 	 C - Concrete Bollards 1  Other 
w'wo End Protection (N) 

2 	
1 	Al 

A R 1 	Bp 	
B 	AR 

Single Crash Barrier (AR1) - 1 Direction 	
Rl 	AR1 

11 All A11A 

3 A 	R 	1 jB qL 
rIJJ R11R AR11R AR1IRA 

Single Crash Barrier (AR11RA) - 2 Direction R11 AR11 A11R 

AR1R 

4 
2 	HB 

11 	1' 
2. 

R2 AR2 A2 
Double Crash Barrier (AR2) - 1 Direction 

2R 

c=f> R21 R2IR A21 

5 A 	R 	2 
ioum. 	r11  — 	1l I 

hBr 
fl 

2 	R 	A 
fl 	1Th—,s 

R22R AR22R M22RA 

Double Crash Barrier (AR22RA) - 2 Direction R22 A22 A22A 

22R AR22 AR21RA 

• AR21R 

LEGEND 

A 111111) IMPACT ATTENUATOR 

R RAMPART 

E CRASH BLOCK 

2 EJEJ DOUBLE CRASH BLOCK 

* NOTE: Configurations shown in bold represent those reported 
by operators in response to survey. 

FIGURE 14 Typical toll island, types and configurations. 
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CRASH BLOCK (TIP.) 	
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BOOTH 

TOLL ISLAND 

TOLL LANE SLAB 

IMPACT ATTENUATOR 

(TIP.) 
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DIRECTION OF 
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AL1 	- Attenuator Length 

A L2 - 	Attenuator Length 

RL1 	- Approach Rampart length or distance 
between Attenuator and Crash Block 

CB1 	- Crash Block Length 

01 	- Opening between double Crash Blocks 

C132 	- Second Crash Block Length 

02 	- Opening between Crash Block/Attenuator and Booth 

BL 	- Booth Length 

03 	- Opening between Booth and Crash Block/Attenuator on 
Departure Side 

CB 3 	- Crash Block Length (Departure Side) 

04 	-. Opening between Double Crash Block (Departure Side) 

CB4 	- Second Crash Block Length (Departure Side) 

R L2 	
- Length of Rampart (Departure Side) 

'D2 	
- Length of Island (Departure Side) 

C 	- 	Width of Canopy 

Is 	- Length of Concrete Toll Island Slab 

Hb 	- Height of Crash Block (measured from top of island) 

REFER TO APPENDIX E FOR SUMMARY OF TOLL OPERATOR'S SURVEY RESPONSE 

FIGURE 15 Typical toll island and booth elevation, side view. 
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FIGURE 16 ToIl plaza island detail and typical sections, Newport Bridge, Rhode Island. 



F"IUURh I/a Automatic coin machine (ACM) with magnec 
card swipe reader to he used on E-470 and by the Orlaiid 
Orange County Florida Expressway Authority. 
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ration used at the Rhode Island Turnpike and Bridge Authority's 
Newport Bridge toll plaza. 

The width of the toll island is determined by the size of the 
toll booth and the established lateral clearance between the face 
of the island curb and the booth face (C8). The overall toll 
island width for the majority of the responding facilities was 
between 6 and 7 ft (1.8 to 2.1 m), with some as wide as 10 t (3 
m) and as narrow as 4 ft (I .2 m). 

According to AASHTO gcoiiietric guidelines, a nil nimum 
offset to an obstruction where curbs are provided on an urban 
arterial is 1.5 ft (.46 m) (II). Approximately 70 percent of the 
46 responding facilities indicated that they have clearances of I 

ft 0 m) to 1.5 ft (.46 m). The reason for such an offset is to 
reduce the distance between the driver and collector or ACM. 
thus facilitating the l)aynlent transaction. The edge of an ACM 
coin basket or an automatic ticket dispenser (ATD). as seen in 
Figures 1 7a and 17b, respectively, is usually mounted even 
with or just behind the face of the curb to ease driver payment. 

Because 01 its proximity to the toll lane, the ACM basket is 
made of a plastic material to minimize damage to a vehicle it 
struck. Concrete filled steel bollards are sometimes used to pro-
tect these devices, as evidenced by the high-low ATD installa-
tion on the Pennsylvania Turnpike (Figure 1 7b). The offset also 

FIGURE 1 7b Dual-height (high and low) automatic ticket dis-
penser (ATD) used on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, intercom, 
and steel bollard used to protect dispenser (Pennsylvania Turn-
pike Commission). 

provides room to install a collector's dutch door, which allows 
the collector to move another 6 in. (15 cm) to 9 in. (23 cm) 
closer toward the lane, and to mount wind screens and a bubble 
over the collector's door to protect him or her from the ele-
ments during the collection process. 

According to AASHTO. "Barrier curbs are relatively high 
and steel) to inhibit or at least discourage vehicles from leaving 
the roadway. ... They range from 6 to 9 in. (IS to 23 cm) in 
height" (II). This criterion is directly applicable to the design 
of toll island curbing and is substantiated by the survey data as 
the minimum and desired values for He (see Figure 13). 

PAVEMENT 

As described in AASI-ITO geometric guidelines, a pavement 
section "is determined by the value, composition of traffic, soil 
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characteristics, weather, performance of pavements, availabil-
ity of materials, energy conservation, initial cost and overall 
annual maintenance and scrvicc life cost' (11). For this reason, 
concrete pavement is used in the toll lanes and island area by 85 
percent of the surveyed facilities, whereas the remainder use 
combinations of asphalt and concrete. 

Concrete surface is the preferred pavement material in toll 
lanes for the fol lowing reasons: 

To prevent pavement rutting caused by high-traffic vol-
time and an almost fixed wheel track created through a 
toll lane: 
To reduce damage caused by the possible discharge of 
vehicle oils.fuel. and grease; 
To prevent washboarding and undulation of the riding 
surface created by the impact of braking and accelera-
t ion: 
To ensure the integrity of in-lane toll equipment such as 
treadles and loops; 
To facilitate maintenance (washing): and 
To serve as the roof of a toll tunnel. 

Concrete toll lane pavement usually is designed with trans-
verse and longitudinal interlocking joints to allow for expan-
sion and contraction over a wide area. Some facilities use a 
bridge-type design whereby concrete approach slabs are con-
structed on either side of the toll lane or island slabs. This 
provides a transition between the approach and departure zone 
pavements and reduces the direct impact on the toll lane. 

The approach and departure zones are extensions of the main 
roadway: therefore, they are usually designed to use the same 
material as the roadway surface. In transition areas, 58 percent 
of the responding facilities use asphalt or a combination of 
asphalt and concrete. 

LIGHTING 

As geometries and environmental complexity increase in a 
toll plaza, visual information regarding vehicles, people, and 
structures becomes more critical. As a result of differences in 
brightness, known as contrast, lighting enhances the driver's 
ability to detect objects. However, depending on the angle of 
lighting and its location with respect to the approaching driver, 
glare may adversely affect a driver's vision. This also is the 
case with oncoming vehicle headlights. Each of these condi-
tions must be considered in lighting transition areas and the toll 
plaza. In addition, the design should incorporate the need to 
"transition" the driver's eye from the ambient lighting of the 
main roadway to the more intense lighting at the toll plaza and 
vice versa. 

Luminaire design and placement is based primarily "on the 
area of coverage (i.e., the width and length of area to be lighted 
and the allowed beam angle)" (16). The intensity of the light is 
"classified on the basis of vertical light distribution, the ability 
to spread light along the length of the roadway" (16). 

The intensity of illumination is measured by foot candles, 
which is defined as "the unit of illuniination when the unit  

length is 1 ft.: I lumen distributed uniformly over an area of 
one square foot" (16. p.  634). Pavement surface itluniinance is 
measured in horizontal foot candles, which is "One lumen dis-
tributed over a horizontal surface I foot square in area" (/6, p. 
634). 

Vithin it toll plaza area, depending on its size, lighting can 
be achieved by using 30- to 50-ft (9.1- to I 5.2-m) poles with 
mast arms and "cobra" luminairc heads or by using clusters of 
flood lights mounted directly on the poles, as pictured in Fig-
ures I 8a through I 8c, respectively, Use of standard lighting 
poles with mast arms requires a number of poles to be placed 
adjacent to the roadway edge line, which creates obstacles and 
a possible displeasing visual array. For large areas, high mast 
lighting up to 100 ft (30.5 m) in height is most efficient (Figure 
I 8c). This lighting uses fewer poles to form a uniform light 
distribution. 

Lighting sources vary in terms of the following: 

Luminous efficiency (number of lumens per watt of en-
ergy expended): 
Color rendition (color quality): 
Lamp life (number of operating hours); and 
Optical control. 

There are several lamp sources available, including mercury 
vapor, metal halide, tungsten filament, incandescent, fluores-
cent, and high- and low-pressure sodium. 

FIGURE I 8a Standard mast arm with cobra-head lumirtaire, 
Benjamin Franklin Bridge toll plaza, Camden, New Jersey 
(Delaware River Port Authority). 
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FIGURE 1 8h Thirty- to 354i (10-in) pole with offset cobra 

head lurninairc. 

For a toll plaza environment with a wide cross section, a 

high mast lighting concept using 50- to 100-ft (15.2- to 30.5-rn) 

poles usually is considered. Care must he exercised in the se-

lection of such a concept if a plaza is near a residential area. 

This concept, however, does provide improved safety (i.e., 

fewer poles means fewer opportunities for collision, and aes-

thetics are enhanced by eliminating numerous lurninaire poles) 

(16. p.631). 

Lighting Levels 

Design criteria recommended for average nutintained inten-

sity of luminance and for illuminance on freeways and express-

ways by area classification and pavement type (RI). as adapted 

from the A merican National Standards Institute (ANSI) and 

Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), is presented in Table 

FIGURE 18c High-mast light assembly. Benjamin Franklin 

Bridge toll plaza (Delaware River Port Authority). 

4. In addition, the table contains average maintained illumi-

nance levels for selected pedestrian facilities. These values for 

pedestrian tunnel illumination are used to compare toll plaza 

lighting levels. Figure 19 compares these ANSI/IES-recom-

mended minimum values of horizontal illuminance  with re-

ported lighting levels for approach and departure transition ar-

eas and in toll lanes. A third set of values for overhead roadway 

sign lighting derived from the /992 Traffic and Transportation 
Engineering Handbook also are used for comparison. It is ap-

parent that the lighting in transition zones for most responding 

toll facilities exceeds the minimum recommended values for 

mainline roadways (0.4-0.9 foot candles) and that more than 

80 percent of the toll lanes exceed the safe levels recommended 

by the Institute of Transportation Engineers for pedestrian fa-

cilities (1.0-4.0 foot candles) but are below the illuminance 

prescribed for overhead signing (20-80 foot candles). 

Lamps/lntensity 

Of the 34 facilities reporting data. 31 use sodium lamps, 75 

percent of which are 250- to 1,000-W units used in transition 

areas. In the toll lanes. 14 of the 25 facilities also rely on so- 
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TABLE 4 
SELECTED LEVELS OF AVERAGE LUMINANCE AND 
ILLUMINANCE (ADAPTED FROM 17, TABLES 10-3 AND 
10-4 (AS ADAPTED FROM ANSIIIES RP-8, 1983)) 

Average Average 
Urban Area Luminancea Illuminance 
Road Classification (L05) (cdlft2) (Eavg)b (foot-candles) 

Freeway (Mainline/Ramp) 
Class A 0.06 0.6 
Class B 0.04 0.4 

Expressway Commercial area 0.09 0.9 
Intermediate area 0.07 0.7 
Residential area 0.06 0.6 

Minimum Average Vertical 
Average Levels for 
Horizontal Levels Special Security 

Pedestrian Areas (foot-candles) (foot-candles) 

Roadside Sidewalks/Bikeways 
Commercial area 0.9 2.0 
Intermediate area 0.6 1.0 
Residential area 0.2 0.5 
Pedestrian tunnel 4.0 5.0 

aDisability glare restriction: vailing luminance (L)—ratio  of  L  maxi-
mum to average pavement luminance 0.3 to 1.0. 

bpavement classification RI—illuminance uniformity ratios (Eavg  to E) 
3 to 1. 

dium lamps ranging in intensity from 100 to 400 W, whereas 4 
facilities use florescent tubes ranging between 40 and 200 W. 

Lighting Standards (Mountings) 

The lighting structures most commonly used by facilities 
are 35- to 50-ft (10.7- to 15.2-rn) poles with cobra heads (50 
percent) and high mast lighting (36 percent). Toll lane lighting 
is predominately mounted in or suspended from the canopy 
ceiling. 

DRAINAGE 

In setting the vertical and horizontal geometry of a plaza, 
drainage becomes an important consideration. Water must not 
be allowed to accumulate or pond in the large expanses of the 
approach and departure zones nor in the relatively flat toll lanes. 
Design practice described earlier dictates that plaza profiles 
generally must not exceed 2 percent, whereas cross slopes can 
approach 2.5 percent. 

Within the transition zones, 87 percent of the facilities re-
ported using a closed pipe system or a combination of pipes and 
open swales. Longitudinal drains alone or in combination with 
transverse drains are mainly used. Transverse drains create a 
trough across the plaza or toll lanes. They frequently create a  

need for additional maintenance and offer restricted capacity. 
A number of facilities have abandoned them or prohibit their 
construction. For toll lanes, more than 55 percent of the facili-
ties reported using curb inlets, treadle drains or both. 

UTILITIES 

A toll plaza, particularly a large mainline one, must be con-
sidered a self-sufficient facility with all the basic requirements 
for heating, air conditioning, lighting, power, communications, 
water, and sanitary facilities. 

Heating and Air Conditioning 

Depending on climate, heating and air conditioning can be 
essential in toll booths. If booths are not occupied most of the 
day, automatic thermostats regulated by the plaza supervisor or 
computer according to the daily work schedule are used to mini-
mize cost. In-lane adjustments are also being provided to suit 
individual attendant's preferences. 

Water 

Water is supplied, either from a public water supply or well, 
to service the utility building and grounds as well as for spigots 
in each toll lane to facilitate high-pressure washing of the lanes, 
booths, and canopy. 

Sanitary Facilities 

These facilities likewise are connected to a public system or 
to an on-site septic system. At some sites, such as at a remote 
bridge in a coastal area, chemical units with storage tanks are 
used. 

Power 

Power is one of the most crucial utilities from both a safety 
and a security standpoint. A power supply is necessary to pro-
vide power for the building; lighting, heating, and air handling 
systems; toll equipment; and booths. Critical systems, such as 
toll plaza, toll lane, and toll booth lighting, and critical equip-
ment, such as toll equipment and computer systems, must be 
maintained in the event of a power outage. Therefore, these 
power loads are connected to an uninterrupted power supply 
(UPS) system (generally an array of batteries), which provides 
temporary power upon loss of service until an on-site generator 
comes on-line. The generator typically is a large-capacity die-
sel unit capable of supplying essential power until service can 
be restored. At present installations, lane controllers are 
equipped with battery backup to sustain operations for 24 to 72 
hr in a standalone mode. 



TOLL PLAZA LIGHTING LEVELS - TYPICAL* 

LOCATION REFERENCE_STANDARDS  

LIGHTING LEVEL (footcandles) 

Freeway ** 

0.0-1.0 1.1-2.0 2.1-3.0 3.0-5.0 5.1-7.0 7.1-10 11-15 16-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 

Expressway/Parkway  
Pedestrian Sidewalk/Tunnels ** 140  
Signs (Rural)  2O4O 
Signs (Commercial)  

Signs (CBD) 
PERCENT (%) OF RESPONDING_FACILITIES  

Approach Zone+ 14 36 4 25 11 4  4 4 

Toll Lane+  9 14 14 5 27 9 9 9  5 

Departure Zone + 16 32 4 28 8 4  4 4 (35-50)  

+ Number of Responses: 
Approach Zone - 28 
Toll Lane - 22 
Departure Zone - 25. 

* Source: Operator Survey Responses, 1994. 
** Source: Traffic and Transportation Engineering Handbook, ITE, Washington D.C. 1992 pp  320-321 Tables 10-3, 10-4, p  32 Table 10-6. 

FIGURE 19 Comparison of illumination levels on approach and departure transitions and in toll lanes at surveyed toll facilities. 
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COMMUNICATIONS DEVICES 

Telephones 

Telephones are installed in the administration building and 
toll booths, with the latter units generally restricted to direct 
lines depending on the location and size of the plaza. Public 
phones are usually provided in the building lounge or employee 
area and on the departure side of the toll plaza. 

Two-Way Radio 

Radio communication is provided in larger toll facilities to 
provide a direct link among headquarters, police, and mainte-
nance units. Remote locations and smaller facilities also use 
radios as alternate communications devices in case of an emer-
gency. 

Intercoms 

Intercoms were reported to be used by most operators as an 
internal communications system between collectors in the lane 
and the plaza supervisor and within the administration build-
ing. The system allows supervisors not only to speak with staff 
but also to listen if a collector is having difficulty with a patron. 
Similarly, some facilities such as the Pennsylvania Turnpike 
have intercoms in their automatic ticket entry lanes for patrons 
in need of assistance. Newer systems can accommodate both 
telephones and intercoms in a single system. 

TOLL BOOTHS 

Toll booths serve as a shelter for toll attendants as they 
collect tolls and dispense tickets. Booths are either freestanding 
(mounted on the island) or serve as a structural support for a 
canopy. Most booths are single-ended structures (i.e., they have 
counters only at one end for collectors to use to process traffic 
in one direction). Double-ended booths, in which counters with 
toll equipment and cash drawers are at both ends, are used at 
plazas with reversible lanes. Based on survey responses, booths 
range in size from 20 to 222.8 ft2  (1.9 to 20.7 m2). The widths 
vary from 2.5 ft (0.8 m) to 7 ft, 8 in. (2.4 m). Lengths vary from 
6 ft (1.8 m) to 28 ft, 8 in. (8.7 m). 

Booths typically are framed with a plate/rolled steel, stain-
less steel, or aluminum exterior and interior skin. Most walls 
are insulated. Most booths are equipped with electric under-
the-counter heaters or hot water units. Air conditioning units 
are distributed equally between booth-mounted units and cen-
tral systems. (For environmental reasons, the location of booth-
mounted units must be selected carefully to reduce the chances 
of drawing exhaust fumes into the booth.) Both types of air 
conditioning units should have filters that are easily accessible 
to permit regular cleaning. Of 21 facilities that reported use of 
positive ventilation systems (systems that provide pressurized  

air to a booth to prevent contaminated air from being drawn 
into the booth), 15 draw fresh air from a remote location. 

In colder climates where deicing materials are used, booth 
shells are sometimes protected from corrosion by a base mold-
ing of stainless steel or a granite base and brick veneer. 

The booth floor usually consists of concrete poured after the 
booth is installed in the toll island, covered by a rubber mat to 
cushion the hard surface, serve as a static protector, and reduce 
dampness. Ninety percent of the booths are equipped with two 
doors or a door and an escape hatch in case personnel must exit 
quickly. 

Either sliding doors or doors hinged with a dutch door, or 
half-height door, are used at the collector's entry, which pro-
trude several inches beyond the booth side to place the collector 
closer to the patron. Adjustable vertical windscreens and over-
head bubbles to protect the collector from wind and precipita-
tion are used by nearly 75 percent of the responding facilities. 

Windows usually consist of insulated, tinted glass or 
Plexiglas covered with venetian blinds to reduce sun glare and 
heat buildup. Some facilities reported using safety or tempered 
glass and even bulletproof glass in certain high-crime areas. 

The major interior fixtures and equipment found in toll 
booths are shown in Figure 20, a typical single-ended toll booth. 
In some instances, unusual fixtures or furnishings can be found 
in booths such as chairs, portable TVs, toilets, sinks, and refrig-
erators. These booths generally are single-attendant facilities 
with no utility building. Such a booth, therefore, is sized and 
equipped to be a "toll house" rather than a toll booth. Examples 
can be found at some older facilities such as the Townsend and 
Grassy Sound Toll Bridges operated by the Cape May County 
Bridge Commission in New Jersey. Another fixture becoming 
more standard in toll booths, primarily in urban areas and iso-
lated areas, is a silent alarm, which is linked to a nearby toll 
plaza administration building or local police. The alarm is used 
in conjunction with video surveillance cameras to record alter-
cations. 

CANOPY 

The canopy is the roof over the toll booth or toll lanes. 
According to toll operators, the purposes of the canopy are as 
follows: 

Shield patrons and toll attendants from the elements; 
Serve as a mounting frame for signs, lighting, and lane 
signals; 
Define the location of the toll plaza for motorists; and 
Provide a chase for toll lane computer, communications, 
and power cables. 

Following are the primary design considerations used to de-
termine the size and shape of the canopy: 

The angle of wind-driven precipitation; 
The sun's path; 
Aesthetic considerations; and 
Local architectural requirements. 
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FIGURE 20 Typical single-ended toll booth (for collection in one direction of travel). 

The shape of the canopy varies widely from a simple flat-
pitched roof (Figure 3) to an A-frame concept used on E-470 
(Figure 4). The canopy also may be sloped following the cross 
slope of the plaza for aesthetic reasons and to facilitate drain-
age. The longitudinal length of the canopies at the surveyed 
facilities range from an 18-ft unit spanning a 16-ft (4.9-m) booth 
on the Bear Mountain Bridge in New York state to a 72-ft, 9-in. 
(22.1-m) structure covering a 10-ft, 11 in. (3.3-rn) booth on an 
Orlando-Orange Expressway mainline plaza. (See Appendix E 
for other dimensions.) 

Canopy structure can be as simple as a steel roof frame with 
a stainless steel fascia, covered with corrugated, galvanized 
sheeting and built-up roofing, such as the structure of the branch 
lane canopy used on the Garden State Parkway. Other canopy 
structures vary from a more modern metal-clad deep roof (Fig-
ure 21a) used on the Florida Turnpike to the concrete fascia and 
structure used at the George Washington Bridge toll plaza in 
Fort Lee, New Jersey (Figure 21b). 

Canopies serve a number of other functions, such as a pe-
destrian walkway at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel toll 
plaza (Figure 2 Ic), or as the location for plaza utility rooms and 
a toll lane access walkway at the Holland Tunnel toll plaza 
(Figure 21d). In another instance, a toll lane canopy was cre-
ated by placing the toll lanes beneath a pedestrian/equestrian 
overpass at the Dumbarton Bridge east of San Francisco. Oth-
ers facilities, such as the Ocean City-Longport Toll Bridge south 
of Atlantic City (Figure 21e), rely on a simple toll house struc-
ture with eaves as a result of aesthetic concerns of the surround-
ing residential community. 

SAFETY DEVICES 

As described in the previous section on toll island geom-
etries, a variety of safety devices are used on the traffic ap-
proach ends of toll islands. These devices include the follow-
ing: 

Concrete-filled steel bollards or steel I-beams; 
Concrete ramparts (sloped concrete shapes); 
Barrier shapes; 
Concrete crash blocks (single or tandem); 
Impact attenuators such as the GREAT System, Hex 
Foam, and Hydro-Cells; and 
Frangible devices such as sand barrels. 

The impact attenuator has been deployed in the past 10 to 15 
years to reduce the impact of an errant vehicle, damage to the 
vehicle, and injury to its occupant, while according added pro-
tection for the toll collector. Attenuators generally are designed 
for a 45 mph (73 knilhr) impact of an 8,000 lb (3629-kg) ve-
hicle. Other devices, such as those used on the Florida Turn-
pike, are designed for roadway approach speed. 

The toll operators overwhelmingly stated that the purpose of 
such safety devices is to protect the toll attendant. A majority 
also responded that these devices are intended to minimize dam-
age to a vehicle colliding with the toll booth and damage to the 
toll lane. The operators also noted that the devices are used to 
redirect a vehicle back into the toll lane when struck from the 
side. These safety devices, as shown earlier, are placed in a 
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FIGURE 21 a Metal-clad canopy. Florida Turnpike ramp toll 
plaza (Parsons Brinckerhoff, New York). 

FIGURE 21b Concrete canopy. George Washington Bridge 
toll plaza. Fort Lee, New Jersey. 

FIGURE 21c Pedestrian walkway over canopy, Chesapeake 
Bay Bridge—Tunnel toll plaza. Virginia. 

FIGURE 21d Overhead utility rooms and toll lane access, 
Holland Tunnel toll plaza (Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey). 

FIGURE 21e "Toll housc' designed for surrounding residen-
tial area. Ocean City—Longport toll bridge. Ocean City, New 
Jersey (Cape May County Bridge Commission). 

number of configurations. They typically are placed only on the 
traffic approach side of the toll plaza in a directional toll plaza 
at which traffic in the opposing direction is physically sepa-
rated. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES—REMEDIAL PRACTICES 

According to the toll operator survey, the most pressing en-
vironmental issues affecting their facilities are almost equally 
divided between air quality and noise, with \vater quality ranked 
thud. The p' iliialy types of rcI!Iedial measures taken to reduce 
the adverse impact of toll plazas on these environmental issues 
are presented in Table 5. 

The choice of mitigating measures is largely a factor of the 
plaza's site, economics, space available. and environmental 
agency regulations. Environmental issues cannot be overlooked, 
and their resolution needs to incorporate input from the local 
conirnunity. 
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TABLE 5 
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES—REMEDIAL PRACTICES 

No. of 
Remedial Action 	 Responses 	Typical Examples 

Noise Levels 

Construction of noise wall 	17 	Garden State Parkway, 
Bear Mountain Bridge 

Planting of trees 	 13 	E-470, Illinois Toll Road 

Installation of landscaping 	7 	Oklahoma Turnpike, 
Newburg Beacon Bridge 

Air Quality 

Installation of positive 	21 Goethals Bridge, 
booth ventilation West Virginia Turnpike 

Increased toll barrier 	8 Indiana Toll Road, 
throughput by adding New York State Thruway 
lanes or installing ETC 

Water Quality 

Creation of wetland buffers 	10 Florida Turnpike 

Installation of oil/water 	9 George Washington 

separators Bridge, Holland Tunnel, 
Orlando—Orange 
Expressway 

Installation of settlement 
ponds/swale 	 5 Garden State Parkway, 

Florida Turnpike, E-470 

Construction of closed 	5 Bear Mountain Bridge 
drainage systems with 
settlement chambers 

In addition to taking remedial actions, a few facilities en-
gage in a proactive approach by installing CO monitors and 
hydrocarbon analyzers in the toll booths and tunnels to regu-
larly monitor emission levels. These devices help regulate ven-
tilation and alert the plaza supervisor to possible problems. 

IN-LANE EQUIPMENT 

In-lane equipment refers to vehicle detection and classifica-
tion devices, such as treadles, vehicle loops, profile identifiers, 
vehicle separators, scales, overheight sensors, and ETC anten-
nas/transceivers in a toll lane. In addition, these devices include 
surveillance and toll enforcement systems, traffic control de-
vices, and toll payment indicators. Table 6 lists the various lane 
equipment common to toll lanes and the percentage of each 
device used, based on the major methods of collection, by the 
45 responding toll facilities. (The percentages may add to more 
than 100 percent for facilities at which more than one type of 
collection method is available in a lane.) A brief description of 
each of these devices follows. 

Approach Closure Gate 

A wood, metal, or fiberglass approach closure gate (usually 
manually operated) with reflective diagonal striping is used to  

close a lane when not in use. Sometimes a flashing amber/red 
light or hazard marker is affixed to the top or center of the gate 
for added visibility. 

Audit Treadle (Contact Type) 

A contact-type audit treadle is an axle classification device 
installed in the toll lane in a metal frame. The pad or cover 
contains two to four electrical contacts, each covered by high-
impact rubber strips. In a four-contact unit, two of the strips 
record forward motion while the other two count reverse move-
ments based on the order in which the contacts are closed. 
Treadles typically come in 8- to 10-ft (2.4- to 3.0-m) lengths, 
with or without integral curb junction boxes, and with a drain at 
one or both ends. 

Audit Treadle (Piezoelectric) 

A piezoelectric audit treadle is a thin sensor consisting of a 
copper core and a copper outer sheathing separated by a piezo-
electric insulator. When subjected to a wheel pressure, the sen-
sor produces a voltage between the core and sheathing that is 
proportional to the applied force. In a treadle application, the 
piezoelectric is placed in a rubberized strip that is similar to the 
contact strips in a standard treadle; typicallytwo or four strips 
are placed in the treadle gate. If combined with speed detection, 
the piezoelectric can be used as a weigh-in-motion (WIM) to 
compute vehicle axle weights. 

Audit Treadle (Optical) 

An optical audit treadle consists of an optical strip through 
which light is passed. Upon interruption of the light, an axle 
count is registered. 

Beam Scale 

A beam scale is a balance beam installed in a structural 
frame in a commercial vehicle toll lane, with a metal suspended 
platform used to weigh vehicles in a static manner. A beam 
scale is used at facilities where the toll rate is based on gross 
vehicle weight. 

Weigh-in-Motion 

A WIM is a piezoelectric, hydraulic load switch or bending 
plate scale installed in a toll lane or in a roadway travel lane to 
measure the axle load of a vehicle as it passes at low or high-
way speeds. 

Vehicle Separator/Profile Identifier 

A vehicle separator/profile identifier is an ultrasonic, radar, 
light curtain, or microwave scanning device either mounted 



TABLE 6 
TOLL LANE EQUIPMENT USE (BASED ON RESPONSES FROM 47 FACILITIES) 

Devices 

Collection Methods 

Manual 	Automatic ETC 

Responses 

Used Not Used 

Approach Closure Gate 49 34 2 51 49 

Entry/Arming Loops 28 45 17 57 43 

Treadles 
Two-contact 30 26 24 - - 
Four-contact 62 17 11 - - 

Piezoelectric tube 2 - 2 - - 
Optical 8 6 2 - - 

Beam Scale 4 - - 4 96 
Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) 6 2 1 6 94 
Vehicle Separator (VS) 17 Il 12 21 79 
Overhead Fare Indicator (OHI) 36 II 4 36 64 

Height Sensor II 4 2 15 85 
Horizontal Height Bar 2 - - 2 98 
VMS (canopy-mounted) 19 Il 6 19 81 
Lane-Use Signal (LUS) 91 60 12 91 9 
ETC Antenna 17 12 26 26 74 
Transaction Loop 30 21 36 40 60 

Exit Loop 21 42 17 70 30 
Patron Fare Indicator 92 36 8 96 4 
ETC Driver Feedback Indicator 8 6 15 15 85 
Island Traffic Signal (ITS) 36 66 II 83 17 
Alarm 34 57 12 77 23 
Automatic Exit Gate 2 51 11 53 47 
Surveillance Camera 49 21 II. 51 49 
Video Enforcement System 17 12 23 30 70 
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overhead or on a pole on the approach side of a toll lane. The 
device is used to physically differentiate between vehicles. A 
combination of an inductance loop and treadle sometimes is 
used for this purpose. The scanner can also be used as a vehicle 
profiler/identifier that creates an electronic image of the vehicle 
for automatic classification as part of a pre- or post-classifica-
tion system. 

Overhead Indicator 

An overhead indicator (OHI) is an illuminated display typi-
cally mounted on the upper part of the booth or the canopy 
fascia in line of sight to the toll plaza supervisor's room. The 
OHI, which automatically displays the vehicle classification 
entered by the toll collector, is used by the supervisor to ob-
serve toll transactions and monitor the attendant. An OHI can 
be replaced by installation of supervisor console displays and 
video surveillance cameras. 

Height Sensor 

A height sensor is an optical or infrared sensor mounted at a 
predetermined height to monitor overheight vehicles and to 
classify vehicles not typically found at a facility. The latter 
sensor can reset an ACM or, in combination with the treadle, 
register a difference in vehicle class (e.g., a bus or a commer- 

cial vehicle permitted to use an automatic lane). A height sen-
sor provides an audit check that is registered in the lane traffic 
report. 

Horizontal Height Bar 

A horizontal bar is a height clearance restrictor consisting of 
a horizontal bar placed above a toll lane at a prescribed height 
to deter commercial vehicles from using designated passenger 
vehicle lanes and to restrict overheight vehicles. 

Variable Message Sign 

A variable message sign is a fiber-optic, disk/light matrix or 
LED illuminated sign used before toll plazas or mounted in toll 
lanes to provide information on lane status and payment methods. 
When used on open roads, multiword messages on roadway/ 
traffic conditions and important motorist alerts can be posted. 
At a toll plaza, the letter height may vary from 12 to 18 in. 
(30 to 45 cm), depending on approach speed and surroundings. 

Changeable Message Sign 

A changeable message sign is a rotating drum, neon tube 
(such as those used on the New Jersey Turnpike), or other de-
vice that can only display a fixed number of predetermined 
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messages. These devices are generally used on canopies. along 
the mainline roadway, and on ranips to alert motorists to 
changes in traffic conditions and road usage. 

Overhead Lane Signal 

An overhead lane sional consists of standard 8- or 12-in. 
(20- to 30-cm) circular traffic signals or lane-use signals in red/ 
green or combinations of colors. These signals consist of red 
X's and green down arrows, either displayed singularly or in a 
single section. The signals are mounted over the center of a toll 
lane to indicate the status of the lane, whether it is open or 
closed. On a toll plaza with no physical barrier between ap-
proaching and departing traffic, a single red indicator or red X 
is displayed on the departure side of nonreversible lanes. 

hIC Antenna 

An ETC antenna, a radio frequency or acoustic wave an-
tenna mounted in the toll lane, is used to focus it signal emitted 
by a transceiver to allow reception and transmission of tran-
sponder/tag information between the vehicle and a lane reader 
or controller. The antenna can be in the form of an embedded 
pavement loop. 

Transaction Loop 

A transaction loop, a vehicle detector 1001)  embedded in the 
toll lane, is used to detect and monitor the presence of a vehicle 
at the collection point. Once the driver of the vehicle pays the 
toll and clears the loop, the system is cleared and available for 
the next transaction. 

Entry/Arming Loop 

An entry/arming 1001)  is a vehicle detector loop embedded 
where the toll lane approach begins. These loops typically are 
used to activate or alert the collection system of an impending 
transaction. 

FIGURE 22 Patron fare indicator (FF1). Benjamin Franklin 
Bridge toll plaza, Camden. New Jersey (Delaware River Port 
Authority). 

toll amount charged or the decreasing amount of the toll in an 
ACM as the coins are processed. The indicator is mounted ei-
ther on the side of the booth, ahead of the collection point, or on 
a post on the toll island, ahead of the collection point, facing the 
driver. 

ETC Driver Feedback Indicator 

An ETC driver feedback indicator (DFI) is it micro-proces-
sor-actuated disc matrix. hip disc, or blank-out sign with a fixed 
message (ETC program name).The DFI is used to display a 
series of messages to the motorist regarding his or her ETC 
account status (e.g.. ACCOUNT LOW, ACCOUNT INVALID. 
or AMOUNT PAID/$XX.XX). The DFI is mounted in advance 
of an island traffic signal. facing the driver. Figure 23a shows a 

Exit Loop 

An exit loop is it vehicle loop detector typically used to 
close the gate or change the signal to red. The exit loop usually 
is positioned at least it vehicle length from the transaction loop. 
with its hack edge slightly ahead or even with an automatic gate 
arm or an island traffic signal. An exit loop also can he used to 
trigger it video enforcement system (VES) or to activate an 
audible/flashing alarm if a vehicle transaction is not registered 
and the motorist proceeds. 

Patron Fare Indicator 

ro- 

	

A patron fare indicator (Figure 22). it disc matrix or flip 	FIGURE 23a ETC driver feedback indicator (New York State 

	

disc, microprocessor-actuated. illuminated display indicates the 	Thruway Au(hority). 
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typical installation at the Tappan Zee Bridge toll plaza in an 
E-ZPass lane. 

Island Traffic Signal with Optional AudibleNisual Alarm 

An island traffic signal consists of a two- or three-section 
traffic signal head mounted on a post at the departure end of the 
toll island in automatic or ETC toll lanes to signal a patron to 
stop and pay the toll. On completion of the transaction, the lane 
controller causes the signal to turn green, releasing the vehicle. 
If payment is not made or is incomplete, the signal remains red. 
If the vehicle proceeds through the red signal, an optional au-
dible and/or flashing light atop the signal is actuated. 

Automatic Exit Gate 

An automatic exit gate is a motorized hydraulic or magnetic 
gate, with a breakaway wood or frangible PVC or fiberglass 
arm, installed at the departure end of a toll lane, usually in an 
automatic lane. These gates have been used by some operators 
in ETC applications. The gate is raised when activated by the 
lane controller as a toll transaction is completed or when a 
vehicle is detected. Closure is actuated by the exit ioop. 

Video Surveillance Camera 

Video surveillance cameras, such as those used by banks, 
are used by the plaza supervisor or toll security/audit personnel 
to monitor and record transactions in a toll lane. Normally, one 
fixed camera is mounted on the departure side of the canopy. At 
remote locations, in unattended lanes, and in areas prone to 
vandalism or crime, these surveillance cameras run continu-
ously. They are monitored by personnel at adjacent larger pla-
zas or by police off-site. 

Violation Enforcement System Camera 

A VES camera, a low-lux camera or one with a strobe, infra-
red, or incandescent light source, is used to record the rear 
license plate of a toll violator, typically in an automatic or ETC 
lane. The camera takes a still frame, records a slow scan video 
or creates a video image in a digital or analog format depending 
on the clarity required and the data communications interface. 

A VES camera, which usually is mounted on the roof of a 
toll booth, on the underside of a canopy, or on the toll island, is 
focused on the rear of a departing vehicle. The camera is linked 
to a video recorder or image processor and lane controller so 
that the taped violation can be stamped with the date and time 
the violation occurred. The tape can be used to view the viola-
tion or to process a violation notice. Data on the violation are 
stored by the enforcement computer. 

Figure 23b shows a typical VES installation. Figure 23c 
shows such an installation at the New York State Thruway 
Tappan Zee Bridge toll plaza. 

In-Lane Equipment Required 

The purpose of in-lane equipment is to confirm a vehicle's 
classification, initiate the transaction, confirm payment, termi-
nate the transaction or signal, and record a violation. Thus, the 
equipment required to maintain this sequence of functions var-
ies by toll collection method, as shown in Figure 24. The figure 
also contains typical dimensions used for placement of these 
devices. The range of dimensions as reported by the responding 
toll facilities is tabulated in Appendix F. Placement of these 
devices varies depending on the manufacturer, the operator, 
and toll schedule/audit criteria (e.g., use of pre- or post-classifi-
cation). 

TOLL COLLECTION EQUIPMENT 

Toll collection equipment encompasses all devices used to 
collect and process tolls and record toll transactions. These de-
vices include freestanding equipment mounted on the toll is-
land and equipment installed in the booth, such as the follow-
ing: 

Toll collector terminals 
Magnetic card readers or key slots 
Receipt printers 
Bar code readers (incorporating laser scanners) 
Automatic coin machines 
Automatic ticket dispensers. 

Data lines for this equipment are connected to a wiring dis-
tribution block usually placed in a toll lane cabinet. The cabi-
net, which can be located in the booth, tunnel, or computer 
room, is connected to the lane controller. In-lane toll equipment 
also is wired into this cabinet. 

The lane controller is a dedicated microprocessor that moni-
tors and operates toll equipment and records toll transactions. 
In the event of a power failure or communications break with 
the plaza computer, the lane controller, typically equipped with 
its own battery supply, can operate as a standalone processor 
capable of storing lane transactions for 24 to 72 hr. Transac-
tions are downloaded either in real time or pooled to a central 
plaza computer for storage and printing of reports. 

Toll collection methods and equipment used in a lane vary 
by the toll rate schedule, type of toll system, and patrons. Nearly 
50 percent of the toll operators surveyed use a combination of 
manual and automatic equipment in a lane to provide flexibility 
to meet different demands. Those who have ETC (about 10 to 
15 percent) have a combination of dedicated and mixed-use 
lanes (a single lane with ETC and manual or automatic modes). 
Both the New York State Thruway and Dallas North Toliway 
prefer dedicated ETC lanes because of the potential in mixed-
use lanes for rear-end collisions when vehicles stopping to pay 
a toll conflict with ETC users who are not likely to stop. 

Most toll collection equipment is installed in the toll booth, 
with the exception of a freestanding ACM or ATD (without a 
booth). Some facilities have an ACM or ATD located before or 
after the toll booth, where multiple methods of collection or 
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FIGURE 23c VES lane installation. E-ZPass (FTC) lane. 
Tappan Zee Bridge toll plaza Notc the booth-niounted earn-
era and strobe light as well as the ETC antenna (top right) (New 
York State Thruway Authority). 

ticket dispensing are available. Toll collection equipment typi-
call)' found in a manual, automatic, or ETC lane and used in 
conjunction with in-lane equipment is described in the follow-
ing sections. 

Toll Collector Terminal 

A toll collector terminal (TCT), as shown in Figure 25a, is 
also known as a button box or collector classification unit. The 
terminal has designated classification or function buttons, a 
numeric keypad, touch screen, or touch pad by which the toll 
attendant enters the classification of a vehicle that has entered 
the toll lane. The classification is based on a prescribed toll 
schedule (usually determined by the number of axles). The TCT  

prompts the attendant for information, including completion of 
payment, and prints receipts. The keypad, function buttons, or 
touch pad also may allow the attendant to control the gate and 
the island traffic signal and to open and close the lane. 

The terminal permits a reclassification in case of an error 
before the transaction is completed. A TCT also may compute 
and display a toll based on a ticket scan or a lixed rate based on 
a preclassit ication system that automatically registers the ve-
hicle class once it has entered the toll lane, or the classification 
can be entered manually. The attendant verifies the transaction 
on the TCT, which communicates the transaction history 
through the lane controller to the plaza computer. 

Magnetic Card Reader 

A magnetic (credit) card reader, generally a swipe-through 
reader, is an integral part of the collector terminal. The reader 
permits the attendant to log on (key in) to operate a lane or to 
log off (key out) to close a lane. It also permits the use of 
facility credit cards for toll payment and nonrevenue passage. 

Receipt Printer 

A receipt printer is it high-speed device capable of printing 
150 to 220 lines per minute, by using a dot matrix printer or by 
imprinting a roll of standard receipt paper (adding machine 
tape) or a heat-sensitive paper with a date-time stamp, toll 
amount, toll lane and plaza identification, and facility name or 
log. Receipt printers can be incorporated in ACMs: however. 
they tend to slow the processing rate. Therefore, they are not 
used at high-volume facilities. Patrons who need a receipt are 
encouraged in advance by overhead signs to use attended full-
service lanes. The receipt printer interfaces directly with the toll 
terminal or ACM and the lane controller by communication links. 

Bar Code Reader 

The bar code reader (Figure 25h) is one of the earliest, low-
cost ETC and automatic vehicle identification (AVI) systems. 
The reader uses a laser scanner that reads a bar code affixed to 
the side of a vehicle traveling at speeds up to 35 mph. It is 
mounted on the approach side of the toll lane and can be used 
alone or in conjunction with an ACM to speed up toll process-
ing, particularly at facilities whose toll rates exceed $I or at 
facilities with a discount program. (Such a configuration, used 
on Delaware River Port Authority bridges, is shown in Figure 
25c.) The scanner. a complex device with built-in humidity 
control, is capable of rejecting counterfeit bar codes. The scan-
ncr, whose cost is comparable to that of an ACM. is easy to 
nlai ntai n 

Automatic Coin Machine 

An ACM (Figure I 7a) is an electronic coin/token processor 
that collects, counts. evaluates, and stores various denoniina-
tions of coins and tokens. The unit coilies with a coin basket to 
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FIGURE 25a Toll collection terminal (TCT) with magnetic 

card swipe reader mounted on the right (Cubic Automatic Rev-
enue Collection Group. San Diego. California). 

receive deposits and it coin sorting and nlicroprocessing delin-
eator that evaluates the currency by size (diameter and thick-
ness), weight, and metallic content. Slugs either can be returned 
or deposited into a reject compartment. The coins are collected 
in the order of deposit, with the last transactions visible at the 
rear of the unit. 

All processed coins and tokens are deposited in it cash vault, 
which is accessible from the bottom rear of the ACM, in a 
booth-mounted or freestanding island cabinet. The vaults can 
Store several thousand coins and tokens. Most operators replace 
the vaults when their weight reaches 70 to 100 lb (31.8 to 454 
kg). Coin/token vaults can be located in a tunnel, where they 
are connected by drop tubes to the ACM located in the toll lane 
above. An automatic switch diverts coins from it full vault (by 
weight sensor) into an empty vault in it multivault system. 

The ACM connects directly to the lane controller or has its 
own lane controller to handle toll reporting in conjunction with 
data from the lane audit/classification equipment. The process-
ing rate can be adjusted slightly to establish throughput levels. 
The typical ACM basket, as reported by the responding toll 
operators. is mounted 34 to 38 in. ($6 to 96 cm) above the 
pavement surface and is even with the face of the toll island 
curb (see Figure 13). 

Some toll facilities, such as those at international border 
crossings. particularly in Canada. as well as the Dulles Toll 
Road and Georgia 400, use toll attendants and ACMs jointly in 
a lane. The attendant provides change as all transactions are 
made tising the ACM. This system is purported to provide tight 
audit control and facilitates currency exchange in areas in which 
different monetary systems prevail. 

Bill Changer 

A bill changer is•relatiely new adaptation of it change-
making device commonly found on vending machines and in 

FIGURE 25b Laser bar code reader (I)elaware River Port 
Authority). 

FIGURE 25c Automatic coin machine (ACM) used in con-
junction with laser bar code reader and automatic gate. Ben-
jamin Franklin Bridge toll plaza. Camden. New Jersey (Dela-
ware River Port Authority). 

transit facilities. Bill changers can handle denominations from 

SI to $10 depending on the toll rate, providing change by means 
of a return hopper in either coins or tokens. The processing rate 
depends on the condition of the currency. adherence to the in-
sertion criteria, and the familiarity and dexterity of the patron in 
using such it system. Bill changers are used in Europe. but 
because of low processing rates and lack of reliability, they not 
popular at U.S. toll facilities. 

Automatic Ticket Dispenser 

On ticket toll systems. the automatic ticket dispenser (ATD) 
dispatches it ticket that is coded with it time and date stamp and 
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point of entry. The ticket also shows the toll schedule associ-
ated with the vehicle class for all points of exit, based on the 
entry point. The ATD is usually set to operate in a single-ve-
hicle-class environment with a single ticket dispensing slot. 
The ticket is automatically dispensed when a vehicle enters a 
transaction loop or treadle in advance of the ATD. The rate of 
ticket dispensing can be adjusted to control throughput based 
on the detection location, thereby allowing metering rates to be 
established for entering vehicles. The unit can be booth 
mounted or freestanding. 

Multiple ticket dispensing slots can be provided on an ATD. 
High-low slots are used to accommodate private passenger ve-
hicles (commonly referred to as Class 1 vehicles) and higher 
class commercial vehicles (trucks and buses). Thus, multiple 
vehicle classes can be accommodated through a single entry 
lane. Intercoms are incorporated by some facilities in both the 
ATDs and ACMs to provide motorist assistance. Figure 17b 
shows a high-low ticket dispenser used on the Pennsylvania 
Turnpike. 

LANE CAPACITY 

As discussed in chapter 2, lane capacity varies widely de-
pending on the type of toll system, method of collection, toll 
rate, vehicle mix, type of patron, use of gates, geometry of the 
plaza, driver behavior and familiarity, attitude and efficiency of 
the attendant, and nature of the transaction (e.g., ETC, change, 
receipt, information, or purchase). Table 7 presents the range 
and average values for capacity reported by the surveyed toll 
operators. These values are referenced to the type of collection 
method, use of multiple coins, ticket entry and payment, and 
special lanes such as bypass, tandem, branch toll, and ETC. 

TOLL PLAZA ACCESS 

Parking 

More than 90 percent of the surveyed toll operators provide 
on-site parking for employees. Access to these lots typically is 
from mainline or local roads. The latter depends on the location 
of the plaza. The security of a local access road needs to be 
addressed during design. For the five facilities with remote 
parking, van service is provided at three, whereas the other two 
reported that their sites are within walking distance. 

Toll Lane Access 

Of the 45 facilities from which data were collected, more 
than 75 percent reported that collectors and other personnel 
walk across the plaza to their assigned toll lanes. For the 19 
facilities with tunnels, four reported that personnel use them for 
toll lane access. The others allow personnel to walk across the 
plaza or use the tunnel. (The Lincoln Tunnel reported that it has 
a tunnel but that it is used for utilities only. No toll island 
stairwells are provided for personnel.) 

ACM Vault Servicing 

Thirty-one of the 45 surveyed facilities reported having 
ACMs. Of these facilities, 45 percent have vaults located in the 
access tunnel. In addition, 23 of the 31 facilities reported hav-
ing in-lane vaults. Therefore, 74 percent of all vault servicing is 
done from the toll island or inside a booth. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

Within a toll plaza, a number of traffic control devices, in-
cluding pavement marking; cones, pylons, and stanchions; sig-
nals; and various signs typically are used to guide motorists to a 
preferred toll lane, help them select payment method, and alert 
them to reduce their speed. The use of these devices is de-
scribed in the following sections. 

Pavement Markings 

Pavement markings such as lane lines, gore striping, and 
transverse lines are used by 61 percent of the surveyed toll 
facilities to channel vehicles in the plaza transition and gore 
areas, by guiding motorists to selected toll lanes and alerting 
them to reduce their approach speed. Transverse markings 
placed across the approach transition zone at gradually reduced 
spacing slow drivers down. If a driver does not slow down, the 
reduced spacing gives him or her the illusion that the vehicle is 
accelerating. A typical transverse marking pattern used by the 
New Jersey Highway Authority is shown in Figure 26 (18). 

Gore striping typically is a painted extension of the toll is-
land curb at the approach to a toll lane. The right toll island 
curb (driver's side) is extended parallel to oncoming traffic, 
and the left curb of the same island is extended on a diagonal to 
intercept it. Lane lines are usually extended back to the ap-
proach travel lanes from every third or fourth toll lane, depend-
ing on the ratio of approach travel lanes to toll lanes normally 
available to traffic. Where reversible lanes are used, cones, py-
lons, or stanchions are used to supplement or replace lane lines. 

Cones, Pylons, Stanchions, and Moveable Barriers 

These devices are used in reversible lane operations and in 
dedicated ETC lanes. Cones are placed in a toll lane to signify 
that the lane is closed, in conjunction with a red lane signal 
where approach closure gates are not used. If a positive barrier 
between opposing approach traffic flows is needed for added 
safety, moveable concrete barriers might be used. However, 
moving these devices requires a specially designed barner-mov-
ing vehicle that can shift the interconnected barrier sections up 
to 18 ft laterally. Such a vehicle travels at about 6 mph and is 
generally used on long sections of reversible roadway such as 
on the Tappan Zee Bridge in New York. 

Overhead Lane Signals 

Responses from the toll operators indicate that 95 percent 



TABLE 7 
TYPICAL TOLL LANE CAPACITIES BY METHOD OF COLLECTION AND VEHICLE USE 
(IN VEHICLES PER HOUR PER LANE-VPHPL) 

Types of Toll 	 No. of 	 Actual Data Range 	Average Value 
Payment/Lanes 	 Responses 	(VPHPL) 	 (VPHPL) 	 Notes 

Payment Methods 

Manual (Attended) 
Private passenger vehicles 22 240-500 416 
Commercial only 11 162-350 233 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) 24 180-550 360 

ACM (Exact Change, 
Single Coin/Token) 

Private passenger vehicles 4 600-950 687 
Mixed ('<5% trucks/buses) 2 550 550 

ACM (Multiple Coins/Tokens) 
Private passenger vehicles 22 450-925 627 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) 2 550 550 	 665_745a 

Electronic Toll Collection 
Private passenger vehicles 4 850-1300 1154 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) 2 500-1600 1050 

Bar Code Reader with ACM 
(Single Coin/Token) 

Private passenger vehicles 1 550 
Commercial 1 550 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) 1 500 

Manual (Exact Change) 
Private passenger vehicles 2 203-393 315 	 750800b 
Commercial 1 298 

Credit Card 
Commercial 1 425 

Ticket Entry 
Private passenger vehicles 5 327-750 587 
Commercial only 4 159-700 382 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) 4 425-600 506 

Ticket (Manual Payment at Exit) 
Private passenger vehicles 2 325-350 338 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) 2 275-465 370 

Special Lanes 

Feeder Lane with 2 
or 3 Branch Lanes 

Private passenger vehicles I 640-1975 

Tandem Lanes (Manual) 
Private passenger vehicles 2 500-540 520 
Mixed (<5% trucks/buses) I 520 

ETC Express/Lanes 
Private passenger vehicles 2 1200—I 800 1500 

Source: Survey of U.S. Toll Operators—April 1994. 

"Woo, T.H., and L.A. Hoel. Toll Plaza Capacity and Level of Service. Proc., 70th Annual Meeting of the Transportation 
Research Board, Washington, D.C., January 13-17, 1991, p. II, Table I (former Richmond—Petersburg (VA) Turnpike). 

boregory, A.E. Congestion Management Techniques. Proc., International Bridge, Tunnel, and Turnpike Association, New 
Orleans, LA, November 1992, pp.  12 1-125 (Tappan Zee Bridge). 
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FIGURE 26 Typical transverse pavement markings on a toll plaza approach (18). Markings give illusion of acceleration if dnvers 

do not slow down (New Jersey Highway Authority). 
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use some form of overhead lane signal. Of these. 67 percent use 

red/green circular signal hcads. 19 percent use standard lane-

use signals (red Xs and green down arrows), and 14 percent use 

it combination of these signals. Overhead lane signals not only 

provide the status of a lane (i.e., whether it is open or closed), 

but also depict the method of toll collection if used in conjunc-

tion with advance and overhead canopy signing. For example. 

the New Jersey Highway Authority uses flashing green signals 

(described on advance information signing) to signify an auto-

matic (exact change) lane and a double green signal to signify a 

"token only " lane. 

Fixed Message (Advance) Signs 

Advance signing uses symbols. colors, and legends to tell 

drivers which lane to use for specific methods of collection. 

Seventy-one percent of the toll facilities surveyed employ some 

form of advance signing. 

Fixed Message Signs 

As shown in Figures 27a. 27h, and 27c, fixed message signs 

consist of rotary drum, suspended vertical, and flip l)aflel  signs, 

respectively. These signs describe and reinforce the informa-

tion depicted on advance signs pertaining to methods of collec-

tion available in a specific lane and lane restrictions such as 

commercial vehicles only and exact change. Forty percent of 

the facilities reported using fixed signs in their toll lanes to 

denote specific lane use. Rotary drum signs such as those used 

on the New York State Thruway (Figure 27a) and the Florida 

Turnpike have three changeable messages. By varying the nies-

sages, the toll lane configuration can be changed to meet differ-

ent customer payment needs on weekdays and weekends. Fixed 

message signs can be mounted on top of the canopy or on the 

fascia or suspended over a particular toll lane. 

FIGURE 27b Suspended vertical sign. Betsy ROSS Bridge. 

circa 1988 (Delaware River Port Authority). 

FIGURE 27c Flip signs above and below canopy. Garden 
State. Parkwiy (Nt'w lcrsey I-Iihway Authority). 

Variable Message Signs 

FIGURE 27a Canopy-mounted changeable message signs 	Programmable variahic message signs are used by only $ 

designate collection methods available in lanes, New York State 	percent of the surveyed toll facilities. Messages are limited only 

Thruway Spring Valley toll plaza (New York State Thruway 	by the number of characters and lines available and by highway 

Authority), 	 authority policies. These signs are mounted in advance of the 
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FIGURE 28a Advance variable message sign (VMS) desig-

nating  available ETC lanes (E-ZPass). Tappan Zee Bridge. 

Nyack, New York (New York State Thruway Authority). 

FIGURE 28b Canopy-mounted \'MSs used to designate lane 

status and method of toll collection. Newport Bridge toll plaza. 

Rhode Island (Fiheroptic Display Systems. Smithfield, Rhode 

Island). 

plaza and on the canopy. They serve two purposes: to provide 

information on the method of collection available in the lane 

and to provide traveler information. A typical advance variable 

message sign at the Tappan Zce Bridge is shown in Figure 28a. 

Figure 281) shows a canopy installation at the Newport Bridge. 

PLAZA ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

The plaza administration or utility building is similar to the 

toll (gate) house of the 17111 century. The building serves as the 

support structure for the operation and niaintenancc of the toll 

plaza. It is from here that utilities are distributed and controlled. 

employee amenities are maintained, the toll collection process 

is overseen, and revenues are processed and audited. At some 

facilities, administration and IThancial management functions 

also are conducted in the building. Some operators sell tickets 

and tokens at it counter in the lobby. 

SIGNING 

One of the most iniportant elements in toll plaza design is 

providing concise and adequate driver information with sign-

ing. both in advance of and at the toll plaza. The primary pur-

pose of advance signing is to warn drivers of the presence of it 

toll plaza. Other purposes are to provide information on toll 

rates and niethods of payment available and to provide regula-

tory information, tailored to the payment of tolls and use of the 

toll plaza and toll lanes. 
The MUTCD states that toll facilities are required to comply 

with standards set forth for freeway guide signing but not for 

toll plaza signing (13. p. 2F- I). Some states, such as New York. 

address advance plaza warning signs in their state manual. The 

MUTCD also states that "where messages are required other 

than those herein provided for, the sign shall he of the same  

shape and color as standard signs of the same functional 

type (13. p. 2A-4). 

From a preliminary review of data on toll plaza signing com-

piled by the Institute of Transportation Engineers' Committee 

4M-29, Driver Informational Needs at Toll Plazas (forthcom-

ing), there appears to be a lack of consistency in the color and 

text used by toll facilities to convey similar information. In 

addition, the placement, mounting. and repetition of these signs 

and the consistency in the use of certain signs varies. Moreover. 

operators categorize the function of signs differently. For ex-

ample. some consider service signs depicting collection meth-

ods as regulatory in nature. Others consider warning signs such 

as TOLL AHEAD (after which the distance is stated) also as 

regulatory and regulatory signs such as TRUCKS AND BUSES 

USE ATTENDED LANES as informational. Colors used for 

text and background also vary widely among facilities and, in 

some cases, are inconsistent with accepted conventions as stated 

in the MUTCD. 
Consistency and uniformity of message, color, and place-

ment of signs at toll plazas according to functionality is essen-

tial nationwide to enhance driver awareness, optimize the use 

of toll facilities, and promote safety in toll plazas. 

Messages 

There are three functional categories of signs: regulatory, 

warning, and informational or guide signs. At toll plazas, the 

general messages that fall under tlìese categories are as follows: 

Regulatory—Facility regulations such as speed liniits, 

enforcement measures, toll schedules. use of' specific 

lanes by certain classes or groups of users, prohibitions, 

and directions (e.g.. STOP—PAY TOLL). 
Warning—Signs advising motorists of a toll ahead or 

telling them to reduce speed or alerting them of an un- 
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usual condition such as a height or width restriction at 
the plaza. 
Information/Guide/Service—This series includes ser-
vice messages such as the methods of toll collection 
available and how to identify them, as depicted in Fig-
ures 28b and 28c. These signs use logos (symbols), 
color, and text to convey information. Driver recogni-
tion, rather than understanding, is essential in such in-
stances because of the amount of information and the 
number of decisions drivers face when approaching a 
toll plaza. This practice is similar to that used to indicate 
food and gas available at service areas and to indicate 
off-facility services on interstate highways and major 
toll roads, such as the Maryland and Delaware Turn-
pikes, and along segments of 1-95. 

Color 

The colors associated with each of the three functional cat-
egories are defined in Section 2A-1 I of the MUTCD. Examples 
of basic text, border, and background colors for each category 
are as follows: 

Black text and borders on a white reflective background 
denote a regulatory sign, whereas red on white is used to 
signify a prohibition and green on white permission. 
Warning signs typically use black lettering on a yellow 
reflective background. 
For the guide series, the MUTCD specifies reflective 
white text and borders on a green background. 
A recent adaptation of the guide or informational series, 
designated for service signing, uses white reflective char-
acters and borders on a blue background with logos or 
name inserts depicting available services. 

Placement 

Because toll facilities vary in size and are found on different 
classifications of roads with various posted speed limits, place-
ment of signs is not always the same. Placement of toll signs 
must be integrated with other standard highway signs, which 
have specific guidelines as to their placement, based on the 
category of sign, classification of roadway, and speed. 

Based on information provided by the operators' survey, 
Figure 29 depicts the location and number of the major catego-
ries of signs used in advance of toll plazas. The location is 
represented by the distance measured by the centerline of the 
toll plaza and is further divided by the number of signs in a 
particular category. It is apparent from the number of signs 
deployed by the surveyed toll operators that an emphasis is 
placed on warning and speed restriction signs. 

Approaches—Most advance signing is placed within 1/2 mi. 
(800 m) of the toll barrier with warning signs starting I to 2 mi. 
(800-1600 m) in advance. Speed restriction advisories typi-
cally start at 1/2 to 1 mi. (800-1600) m) out. Most agencies 
tend to use 2 to 3 advance panels. Again placement and number  

of panels is largely a function of the type of panel, posted speed, 
the facility's location, the driver's awareness, and the promi-
nence of the upcoming toll plaza. For urban facilities, advance 
signing is placed closer to the toll plaza (usually less than 1 mi 
(1.6 km), depending on the proximity of interchanges. On 
heavily traveled turnpikes such as 1-76 (Pa. Tpk.), 1-95 (N.J. 
Tpk.), and 1-80 (Ohio Tpk.), advance warning that is farther 
from the toll plaza may be warranted. For example, turnpikes 
with infrequent mainline toll plazas and interchanges typically 
use multiple signs starting 1 to 2 mi (1.6 to 3.2 km) in advance 
of a plaza or interchange. In some cases, warning/information 
signs are placed as far as 3 mi (4.8 km) before the plaza. Toll 
schedules, on the other hand, appear to be within 2,000 ft (610 
m) of most toll plazas. It should be noted that a simple per-axle 
toll rate (e.g., TOLL/CARS $1.00/EACH ADDLE AXLE 
$1.00) greatly simplifies toll processing and facilitates the 
patron's comprehension, compared with rates that are not mu!-
tiples of an axle count. 

Toll Lanes—Within toll lanes, motorists usually are con-
fronted by a multitude of signs, ranging from STOP—PAY 
TOLL to the toll rate schedule, speed limits, lane restrictions, 
toll payment methods designated for a lane, and regulatory mes-
sages. Some facilities post information on special events in the 
area, safety tips, and directions to popular attractions on the 
booth. 

Based on information obtained for 40 facilities, Table 8 pro-
vides information on typical signs, their use, and their loca-
tions. Samples of regulatory signs and other messages displayed 
appear Appendix B. 

LANE CONFIGURATION 

As described in chapter 2, lane configuration implies the 
arrangement of toll lanes at a plaza according to methods of 
collection. Of the 45 facilities responding, 70 percent replied 
that they do not use a fixed arrangement. The majority alter the 
opening and closing of lanes depending on patron demands. 

When asked to indicate an example of their typical configu-
ration, most operators showed their automatic lanes on the left 
side of the plaza, with ETC lanes spread across the plaza in 
dedicated and some mixed-use lanes. Operators of the Massa-
chusetts Turnpike and Lincoln Tunnel, for example, noted that 
they offer exclusive HOV and "bus only" bypass lanes at their 
plazas. Twenty-eight percent reported that they have a wide-
load lane on the right side of the plaza that is between 14 ft (4.3 
m) and 16 ft (4.9 m) wide, with some more than 34 ft (10.4 m) 
wide. 

To increase toll barrier throughput, 5 of the 27 responding 
facilities, including the Garden State Parkway and Pennsylva-
nia Turnpike, use tandem or branch toll lanes. Most operators, 
however, have not adopted such practices. 

Operators were asked if their toll lanes are equipped for 
more than one method of toll collection. Seventy-one percent 
have only one method available. Most operators whose toll 
plazas do have more than one collection option available in a 
lane (e.g., manual and automatic modes) base their decision to 
equip a lane in this manner on the following: 
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SIGN CATEGORY Percent Respondents (%) With Signs Located at:  
0.1000 Ft. 	11001.2000 Ft. 1 2001.3000 Ft. 	3001.4000 Ft. 	14001-5000 Ft. 5001-6000 Ft. TOTAL** 

TOLL SCHEDULE 38 18 4 0 0 	 22 82 

WARNING/INFORMATION 18 16 11 2 2 	 27 76 

SPEED RESTRICTION/ADVISORY 62 27 16 0 0 	 7 111 

TOLL LANE USE INFORMATION 36 20 18 2 0 	 0 76 

SIGN CATEGORY Percent Respondents (%) With Signs Located at:  
6001.7000 Ft. 17001-8000 Ft. I Over 10000 Ft. 	No Intormation* TOTAL** 

TOLL SCHEDULE 0 0 2 36 38 

WARNING/INFORMATION 11 2 33 42 89 

SPEED RESTRICTION/ADVISORY 0 0 0 62 62 

TOLL LANE USE INFORMATION 0 9 0 60 69 

* Not enough information was provided by these respondents to determine the number and location of toll ptaza signs. 
The total for both portions of this table exceeds 100 percent (%) due to the incident of multiple signs at individual plazas. 

SIGN CATEGORY NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS WITH SIGNS IN SERIES 
2 signs 3 signs 4 signs 5 signs 6 signs 1 	7 signs 

TOLL SCHEDULE 4 2 0 0 0 0 

WARNING/INFORMATION 7 . 	3 0 0 0 0 

SPEED RESTRICTION/ADVISORY 7 2 1 0 1 2 

TOLL LANE USE INFORMATION 3 1 1 2 1 0 

TOTALI 21 8 2 2 2 2 

FIGURE 29 Typical locations of advance toll plaza signing deployed by surveyed toll facilities according to category and number 
,of advance signs. 

Provisions for more than one collection method offers 
more flexibility to accommodate different patrons (i.e., 
weekend travelers, commuters, and off-peak travelers). 
Multiple collection systems provide a fallback in case of 
a failure in the primary collection method. 
More than one collection method is used in a lane simul-
taneously. 

TABLE 8 
TYPICAL TOLL LANE SIGNING (BASED ON RESPONSES 
FROM 40 FACILITIES) 

Type of Message 
Respondents 
Using Sign (%) Location 

STOP (PAY TOLL) 90 Toll Island 
Speed Limit 55 Booth 
Toll Schedule 22 Booth 
Regulations 18 Canopy, Booth 
Other (special events, 22 Canopy, Booth 
driver information, 
etc.) 

REVERSIBLE LANES 

Of the 47 percent of the responding facilities that use revers-
ible lanes to accommodate directional traffic demands, 86 per-
cent rely on a combination of canopy lane signals and cones or 
delineators to channel vehicles. Some facilities also use canopy-
mounted signs in conjunction with these devices. Only three of 
the facilities use moveable barriers. 

ENFORCEMENT 

Over the centuries, toll violations have continued to be a prob-
lem at toll facilities. Gates were first used in the 11th century, 
whereas elaborate photographic-based enforcement systems, in-
cluding digital imaging, are being used today. Responses from 
the 45 facilities indicate that 38 percent still use automatic gates, 
mostly in conjunction with automatic toll collection. Video en-
forcement is predominately used in ETC lanes, with about 10 
percent of the facilities reporting that they use a VES in their 
automatic lanes as well. The majority, though, stated that they use 
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some form of police presence, either full-time or at random 
times, as well as toll personnel to record the license plates of 
violators, as their primary method of toll enforcement. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

In chapter 2, employment of physically challenged individu-
als in a toll plaza environment was discussed. Safety, design 
accommodations, production with respect to toll lane process-
ing, and ergonomics associated with various tasks are issues  

that have yet to be addressed. In addition, use of toll lanes by 
drivers who are classified as disabled should be considered 
when a toll plaza is designed. 

Only representatives of the Pennsylvania Turnpike replied 
that they designate an attended lane at a toll plaza for these 
motorists. As for accommodation of the physically challenged, 
5 percent of the responding facilities provide personnel with an 
extra-wide booth with ramped access to the toll island. Eleven 
percent of the responding facilities provide restrooms, ramped 
curbs, and elevators to accommodate physically challenged 
employees: 
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Since its introduction into toll revenue service in the late 
1980s, automatic vehicle identification (AVI), now better 
known as electronic toll collection (ETC), has been postulated 
as being the best way of achieving "barrier-free" toll collection. 
However, in the past decade, toll operators have been some-
what reluctant to embrace this new toll collection technology. 
Only eight of the toll operators that responded to the survey 
indicated that they use some form of AVI/ETC device. Cur-
rently, both passive and active "read only" tags are being used 
at some facilities, including the following: 

Crescent City Connection, 
Lake Ponchartrain Causeway, 
Dallas North Tollway, 
E-470 in Denver, 
New York State Thruway (cash system), 
Oklahoma Turnpike, 
Hardy Toll Road and Sam Houston Tollway, and 
The Peace Bridge in Buffalo. 

In addition, "read-write" tags and "smart cards," which are 
prevalent in Europe, are making inroads in the United States. 
Read-write tags are used on or by the following: 

The Illinois NS Toll Road; 
The Kansas Turnpike; 
The Orlando-Orange County Expressway Authority; 
The Georgia 400; 
The Coleman Bridge in Yorktown, Virginia; 
The Dulles Greenway Toll Road extension, in Northern 
Virginia; 
The three Orange County (California) Transportation 
Corridor Projects; and 
The New York Region Interagency Group (a consortium 
of eight major toll operators). 

The reluctance in going forward with ETC is caused in part 
by the ever-changing technology and investment required to 
deploy equipment on more than 4,000 mi (6,436 km) of 
tollways. Other factors also play a significant role in toll opera-
tors' reluctance, primarily the difficulties in defining an ETC 
system that will operate satisfactorily within multi—toll agency 
jurisdictions, the cost per transaction attributed to a clearing-
house operation, and the initial tag/transponder cost. The ad-
ministration of such a system also presents several obstacles: 

Handling revenue collection and distribution; 
Auditing transactions; 
Customer relations; and  

Timing, political agendas, and mandates of the 1990 
Clean Air Act Amendments. 

In addition, there are numerous technical and institutional 
issues dealing with enforcement legislation, agreements on pro-
tocol, banking, system standards, and data archiving—not to 
mention privacy. Among system standards or parameters, a 
number of issues must be dealt with at a policy level, including 
the following: 

System compatibility among adjacent toll facilities; 
Tag/transponder transferability; 
Use of express, dedicated, and mixed-use lanes; 
Payment and billing options; 
Ease of program registration, including sales and renewals; 
Surcharge/payment for the tag/transponder; 
Radio frequency/interference/licensing; 
System architecture; and 
Privacy. 

These factors have the most direct impact on public acceptance 
of an ETC program. The public's acceptance and level of par-
ticipation, in turn, affect the cost-effectiveness of introducing 
ETC. 

Despite these drawbacks, which are viewed by the industry 
as temporary, ETC does offer a leap forward in toll collection 
with promises of 

Increased toll processing throughput; 
Reduced commuting time; 
Reduced emissions resulting from elimination of idling 
vehicles; 
Minimized right-of-way requirements for new plazas, 
thereby reducing the cost of toll plaza widening and as-
sociated environmental impacts; 
Reduced cost of toll collection; 
Decreased fuel consumption; and 
Minimized driver inconvenience in toll payment (e.g., 
looking for change and waiting in line). 

Another potential use for ETC focuses on the original rea-
son transponder system research was first undertaken in the 
1970s and early 1980s—road pricing (19). Under the conges-
tion management system function of ISTEA, congestion pric-
ing, which is an adaptation of road pricing, has been identified 
as a means of reducing the volume of peak period traffic in our 
urban centers. Tolls, particularly ETC, offer the means to imple-
ment a congestion pricing program if the system is tied to other 
revenue-based traveler functions such as parking and transit 
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usage. This concept is not new. For example, in the 1920s,   
Arthur Pigou, in his work, Economics of Welfare, wrote "pro-
posed directly charging motorists for each piece of road that 
they used" (20). ETC could provide such an opportunity. 

Tags/transponders also can be used as probes in an elec-
tronic toll and traffic management system. The tags, in con-
junction with roadside readers and antennas strategically placed 
along a roadway, provide an electronic signature that, when 
read, can indicate traffic flow or vehicle location. A vehicle 
probe demonstration project initiated by TRANSCOM, called 
TRANSMIT, is currently under way in the New York area. 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN RETROFIT AND NEW DESIGN 

Retrofit 

An existing toll plaza may be retrofitted to incorporate ETC, 
either by' using mixed-use toll lanes (traditional toll lanes 
equipped for ETC and manual or automatic collection) or dedi-
cated toll lanes (traditional toll lanes equipped to serve only 
ETC customers). The decision is based on ETC market penetra-
tion and patron acceptance of an ETC program, demand at 
various times of the day, the location of entry and exit ramps 
adjacent to a mainline toll plaza, and the operational impact on 
plaza throughput. 

In addition, a number of policy and safety issues need to be 
considered. For example, at the Dallas North Tollway, where 
customers were charged a $2/month service fee and a $0.05/ 
transaction premium, the customers made it clear that they ex-
pected service in the form of dedicated lanes instead of mixed-
use lanes, which would minimize travel time. In addition, con-
cerns were raised that, in such an environment, the possibility 
increased for a slow cash-paying vehicle being struck in the 
rear by a faster ETC-paying vehicle (21). This sentiment was 
also expressed by the New York Region Interagency Group. 

Where commercial vehicles are processed, ETC must be 
available in mixed-use attended lanes. However, dedicated ETC 
lanes for commercial vehicles similar to those used by the ex-
press bus lane at the Lincoln Tunnel toll plaza may be used 
where the level of participation warrants such use. Separate 
facilities or mixed-use lanes for commercial vehicles are needed 
to solve the problems encountered with using video surveil-
lance for toll enforcement. These problems result from the dif-
ferences in the location of commercial vehicle license plates 
and the lack of audit controls to differentiate and verify vehicle 
class. 

Dedicated lanes pose other safety and operational concerns, 
such as differential speeds on departure, placement of lanes 
within the plaza, pedestrian (employee) access across the toll 
lanes, non-ETC customers inadvertently wandering into a dedi-
cated ETC lane, and toll evasion. Each of these concerns needs 
to be addressed during retrofit. Some examples of action taken 
by operators of the Dallas North Tollway (DNT) and the New 
York State Thruway (NYST) follow: 

Providing physical channeling of vehicles by using rub-
ber stanchions in both the approach and departure lanes 

to separate adjacent traffic, thereby placing the point at 
which a motorist decides to connect to the dedicated lane 
further upstream in the plaza (DNT); 
Placing dedicated ETC lanes toward the center of a main-
line plaza to maximize accessibility from approaching 
traffic lanes (NYST); 
Physically restricting pedestrian access to dedicated lanes 
by installing barriers and enforcing use of grade-sepa-
rated access to toll lanes, except for coin vault changes 
on an island (DNT); 
Posting signs in advance and over the lanes to inform 
motorists of their use and improve recognition (NYST); 
Instituting a speed limit (5 mph (8 km/hr)) with speed 
detection and video enforcement to warn speeders and 
toll evaders (NYST); and 
Installing speed bumps and speed limit signs (10 mph 
(16 kmlhr)) to reduce approach speeds (DNT). 

New Plaza Design 

In 1988 the Urban Transportation Monitor conducted a sur-
vey of public attitude toward toll roads. A surprising 66 percent 
of the respondents approved of their use. The survey also indi-
cated that 85 percent were in favor of tolls if ETC were adopted 

 
ETC technology offers the opportunity to reduce the rising 

costs of toll collection, reduce congestion and delays, and im-
prove air quality within a toll environment. To maximize the 
potential of ETC technology, new toll facilities will need to 
undergo a transformation in both their operation and design. 

To optimize the benefits of ETC and allow for future op-
tions while minimizing right-of-way requirements, new plaza 
designs incorporate express lanes and off-line toll (service) pla-
zas. These new designs consist of toll plazas in each direction 
of travel to provide conventional toll collection methods as well 
as ETC for commercial traffic and to accommodate patrons 
using adjacent interchanges and ETC patrons experiencing tag/ 
transponder problems. 

The toll plazas usually are located on the outside of mainline 
travel lanes, as on E-470 and the Oklahoma Turnpike. The ex-
press toll lanes are merely continuations of the mainline travel 
way. These lanes are equipped with ETC antennas, which usu-
ally are mounted on overhead gantries over the lanes. Designs 
such as the one shown in Figure 30 for the Orange County 
Transportation Corridor Projects also provide for an optional 
HOV or transit corridor in the median. 

New toll plaza designs have a smaller plaza footprint in 
terms of right-of-way width than a conventional mainline plaza, 
but with similar or improved capacity. In addition, because of 
the split design and fewer conventional toll lanes, visual impact 
is lessened. The new designs provide an advantage to ETC 
program participants, while providing conventional toll services 
for others. The project director responsible for design of the 
Orange County Transportation Corridor Projects stated, "the 
true potential of [ETC] technology will be realized in applica-
tions on roads designed specifically for AVI (ETC) collection" 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For centuries, tolls have provided an alternative source of 
revenue to help build, reconstruct/rehabilitate, and maintain our 
highway/bridge/tunnel infrastructure. Now with the support of 
ISTEA, incentives for public-private partnerships and partial 
federal funding are being fostered for construction of new toll 
roads. In addition, operators of older roads and bridges can 
revert to toll collection to finance reconstruction and rehabilita-
tion. These efforts have signaled a rebirth and renewed interest 
in toll facilities. However, as we have seen in our review of 
current toll plaza design practices, practices vary widely among 
facilities and their operators. 

Most toll facility design standards are proprietary in nature. 
These standards, which have been developed by individual 
agencies and their design consultants, are based on the facili-
ties' experience in accommodating their maintenance and op-
eration needs, the needs of their customers, and the constraints 
of their facilities. This is particularly true in the design of ap-
proach and departure zone transitions and taper geometry; the 
toll plaza, including the lanes, islands, booths, and canopy; and 
the plaza administration or utility buildings. 

Even toll collection methods and equipment deployed for 
in-lane toll auditing vary among facilities and operators. In ad-
dition, there is no apparent measure of toll lane capacity that 
can be used as a benchmark to judge productivity, customer 
satisfaction, and efficiency. However, some design elements, 
such as profile and cross slope, used to facilitate drainage ap-
pear to follow standards prescribed by AASHTO geometric 
guidelines even though toll plazas are not directly addressed in 
these guidelines. Some areas in which practices vary among 
facilities are described in the following summaries. 

LIGHTING 

Although the toll plaza lighting levels reported are typically 
above those of the approach roadway, no uniform level or range 
was evident from the responding facilities. Such lighting levels 
have been adopted for tunnels; freeways in commercial, resi-
dential, industrial, and rural settings; and overhead signing. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Environmental conditions such as air quality within a toll 
booth and noise in the toll plaza's surroundings are of concern 
to toll operators. However, there are no uniform standards or 
practices with respect to decibel levels and CO levels, includ-
ing the length of time a collector may be exposed. Positive 
pressure airflow systems have been installed in some newer toll 
facilities to protect toll collectors. 

Also associated with the design and operation of toll plazas 
is the need to meet federal, state, and local environmental re-
quirements for ambient air quality, waterborne runoff, noise, 
and other pollutants. During the design phase of some toll pla-
zas there may be a need to analyze the effects of the toll plaza 
operation on localized CO "hotspots." It may also be necessary 
to analyze the future air quality effects on persons in the imme-
diate area of the toll plaza, as well as on the region as a whole. 

ETC LANE CONTROL 

With the emergence of ETC and its use in dedicated lanes 
within a toll plaza, traffic control and safety measures need to 
be assessed in terms of ETC lane location, signage, channeling 
of vehicles, and pavement markings with respect to personnel 
safety and awareness. 

TOLL BOOTHS 

Although manual toll collection has remained somewhat 
unchanged during the past 5 decades, booth size, amenities, and 
layout do not appear to be conducive to the most efficient op-
eration or environment. For example, some booths are 2.8 ft 
(85.3 cm) wide, whereas others reach nearly 8 ft (2.4 m) in 
width. Some have only one means of access/egress, but most 
offer two means of egress for collector safety. Defining spatial 
requirements and amenities using ergonomic principles and 
safety criteria would facilitate the development of a more effi-
cient and comfortable work environment. 

IN-LANE EQUIPMENT 

Over the years, manufacturers and toll operators have lo-
cated myriad in-lane devices for toll audit and detection, as 
depicted in Appendix F and Figure 24. As with traffic detectors 
and surveillance/control devices, toll equipment use and place-
ment need to be assessed to develop parameters and guidelines 
that will provide the utmost audit integrity and control and 
establish industry standards with respect to function, reliability, 
and maintainability. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

Traffic control devices, particularly signs, are unique to each 
facility. Text, placement, color, and uniformity in type of regu- 
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latory, warning, and guide signs vary among facilities. This 
lack of consistency can be confusing to new patrons as well as 
to older drivers, leading to slower toll processing and causing 
drivers to make abrupt maneuvers in a plaza. Even for the com-
muter, changes in the configuration of payment methods during 
off-peak hours can be a problem without proper information 
and guidance. 

Differing applications of traffic signal heads and lane-use 
signals to denote lane status among facilities and jurisdictions 
were noted in the survey. In addition, variation in the use and 
placement of pavement markings is apparent to anyone who 
has traveled through different toll jurisdictions. Lane-use sig-
nals and pavement markings afford one of the most positive 
forms of guidance to help motorists access desired toll lanes. 
Similar to other traveled ways, toll plazas should have consis-
tent signing, pavement markings, and signal displays to pro-
mote driver recognition and to encourage consistent motorist 
behavior. 

ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION 

Toll collection equipment has changed little in the past 25 
years, except for its improved efficiency, speed of processing, 
and toll auditing capability. However, the advent of ETC may 
change the complexion of both the toll collection process and 
the plaza. ETC offers almost barrier-free design, seamless use 
and processing between facilities, more convenience for the 
customer, increased processing rates, nearly 100 percent ac-
countability, enhanced classification and toll enforcement sys-
tems, and congestion-pricing opportunities. However, a num-
ber of problems must be resolved, including the following: 

Differences in systems and protocols between adjacent 
toll facilities; 
Allocation of payments, including administrative costs, 
between adjacent operators to afford a seamless ETC pro-
gram; 
Legal issues regarding use of photographic enforcement; 
Reliability and accuracy of photographic enforcement in 
mixed-use, dedicated, and express lane applications and 
with commercial vehicles; 
Operating frequency interference and cross-reads; 
Cost of enforcement; 
Cost of centralized banking; 
Cost of the tag/transponder; and 
Incentives to encourage ETC program participation. 

Although this synthesis encapsulates present toll plaza de-
sign practices, it appears that there is a need for additional 
research. Research opportunities exist on plaza geometries, 
lighting, signing, toll barriers, toll equipment performance and 
layout, pavement markings, yES, and ETC. Such research 
could enhance safety and operations, provide better efficiency 
and economy of design, and improve patron recognition and 
acceptance of toll facilities through consistency. Suggested ar-
eas for research include the following: 

Horizontal alignment—Examine minimum and desired 
transition lengths and criteria for setting tapers to pro-
vide adequate stopping sight distance and improve merge 
and diverge maneuvers, with emphasis on retrofitting 
existing facilities for ETC dedicated and express lanes. 
Vertical alignment—Consider defining vertical geom-
etry, including desirable cross slopes and profiles for toll 
facilities, in the design of toll lanes and toll plaza transi-
tion areas. 
Pavement markings—Explore the use of plaza pavement 
markings, including transverse striping, lane lines, and 
gore markings with respect to various driver needs to 
reduce speed, discourage weaving and lane changes, re-
duce driver confusion on entering and exiting a toll plaza, 
and improve channeling between approach roadway lanes 
and toll lanes. 
Signing—Develop categories for plaza signing accord-
ing to functionality (i.e., warning, regulatory, and infor-
mational) while providing consistency in color and place-
ment of advance and toll lane signs, according to the 
provisions of the MUTCD. Also consider standard text 
and symbols for certain applications (e.g., advance toll 
informational signs). 
Lighting—Research lighting levels in plaza transition and 
toll lane areas to help the driver's eye make the transition 
from ambient roadway lighting levels to the more intense 
levels required for recognition and safety in a toll plaza. 
Such research should take into account surrounding land 
use. 
Lighting for poor visibility—Explore the use of approach 
and hazard lighting on toll islands and lighting for peri-
ods of poor visibility using devices such as strobe lights, 
in-pavement "runway" lights, and flashers. 
Booth design—Evaluate the use of ergonomic design to 
enhance the efficiency of manual toll collection and im-
prove the comfort of the booth environment for toll col-
lectors. Also consider size, lighting, heating, ventilation, 
and safety criteria in toll booth design. 
Environmental measures—Research levels and duration 
of exposure to noise, carbon monoxide, and electromag-
netic emissions encountered by toll collectors and the 
effects on ambient air quality in the region. 
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance—
To comply with federal mandates, providing accessibil-
ity for people who are physically challenged is becoming 
more prevalent in toll plaza design. Before such man-
dates are arbitrarily implemented, the toll industry and 
government need to explore the opportunities for em-
ployment of the physically challenged in the toll indus-
try. Safety issues and performance criteria, which are 
established by a toll operator to meet the expectations of 
its customers, need to be considered. Job requirements 
and minimum acceptable proficiencies, as well as a 
means for requesting and granting exemptions on a case-
by-case basis, could be considered. 
Toll Islands—Assess toll island design, including con-
figuration, size, and placement of various protective de- 
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vices, and attenuation, including tunnel access to afford 
protection for both collector and customer. 
Electronic toll collection—Study the feasibility of a na-
tional ETC protocol and standards, addressing the ETC 
system, deployment, transponder/tag placement, classifi-
cation criteria, data security (encryption and distribution of 
account numbers), operating frequency, data requirements, 
data storage, data dissemination, and audit controls. Such 
standardization should enhance opportunities to maximize 
ETC market penetration, reduce unnecessary data transfer 
and storage, provide seamless travel, reduce capital and 
operating costs, and address privacy concerns. 
ETC lane traffic controls, signing, and pavement mark-
ings—Consider ways to reduce motorist speed; enhance 
motorist safety, particularly in mixed-use lanes; and alert 
personnel of the presence of ETC operations in dedicated 
and mixed-use lanes. 
Video enforcement systems—Although a VES offers one 
of the most efficient and full-time methods of toll en- 

forcement, particularly for ETC, a number of unresolved 
or questionable issues remain. Assess current policies and 
design for the application of VES standards, practices, 
and placement for toll plaza retrofit and new express lane 
designs. These issues entail legislation, commercial ve-
hicle applications, cost versus benefit (particularly the 
cost per violation), and VES reliability at high-speed ex-
press lane collection points. 

Although common design standards do not exist and prac-
tices vary by facility, toll collection has come a long way since 
the single-lane toll plazas of the 17th century. New toll facility 
designs have incorporated lessons learned by operators through 
years of experience and have begun to take on a new look with 
the advent of ETC express lanes. The findings in this synthesis 
can be helpful in improving the consistency of critical design 
elements, such as lane width, signing, lighting, and ETC proce-
dures, which will result in a more user-friendly toll collection 
process. 
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Access/Service Tunnel—A secure tunnel beneath a toll plaza 
that provides access to the toll lanes for utilities and toll 
personnel. Tunnels not only provide access for personnel 
but also for utilities and data and communication lines. Tun-
nels also can serve as an alternate location for ACM lane 
vaults and lane controller cabinets. 

Approach Closure Gate—A wood, metal, or fiberglass swing 
gate (usually manually operated) with reflective diagonal 
striping used to close a lane when not in use. 

Approach Speed—The average operating speed of vehicles 
on the main roadway before they enter the approach transi-
tion zone to a toll plaza. 

Approach Taper—The ratio of the tangent distance between 
the main approach roadway and the leading edge of the Q 
area and the offset of the right roadway's right pavement 
edge measured to the edge of the rightmost toll lane. 

Approach Transition Zone—The area in advance of a toll 
plaza where the pavement widens from the normal travel 
roadway to the width of the available toll lanes. 

Audit Contact Treadle—An axle counting device set in the 
toll lane in a metal frame, with a pad or cover containing 
two to four electrical contacts, each covered by high-impact 
rubber strips. 

Automatic Exit Gate—An automatic gate with a breakaway 
wood or frangible fiberglass arm at the departure end of a 
toll lane, usually in an automatic lane. 

Automatic Coin Dispenser (ACD)—An electronic coin pro-
cessor that collects, counts, evaluates, and stores various 
denominations of coins and tokens. 

Automatic Ticket Dispenser (ATD)—A device used in a 
ticket toll system that dispatches a ticket coded with a time 
and date stamp plus point of entry. 

Beam Scale—A balance beam set in a structural frame in a 
commercial vehicle toll lane used to weigh vehicles in a 
static manner. 

Bill Changer (BC)—An adaptation of a change-making de-
vice commonly found on vending machines and in transit 
facilities. A bill changer can handle bill denominations from 
$1 to $10, depending on the toll rate, and provides change 
in either coins or tokens by means of a return hopper. 

Bond Indenture—A legal document defining the terms and 
conditions for the sale and redemption of revenue bonds. 

Branch Toll Lanes—Toll lanes constructed either in advance 
of or after a toll plaza to increase plaza. throughput. Access 
to or egress from a branch lane usually is through an inop-
erable toll lane in the main plaza—a feeder lane or a 
"mother lane." Branch lanes provide the same methods of 
toll collection as the main plaza. 

Bypass Lanes—A lane usually constructed to either side of a 

toll plaza that allows vehicles to avoid the toll lanes. A 
bypass typically is used for nonpaying high occupancy ve-
hicles and oversized loads or as a feeder lane for branch toll 
lanes. 

Canopy—A roof over a toll booth or toll lane. 
Capacity—The maximum number of vehicles that can pass 

through a toll lane in 1 hour. 
Centralized ETC System—A collection system, similar to a 

credit card system, that maintains the patron's account for 
electronic toll collection (ETC). 

Clearinghouse—A bank-type database or form of record stor-
age used by a toll agency or multiple agencies to store toll 
transactions. The purpose of this database is to disseminate 
payment from a patron's account to the individual toll fa-
cilities used by the patron during a predetermined period. 

Closed Toll System—A system predicated on all patrons pay-
ing an equitable share of the cost for use of a facility, based 
on miles of travel and type of vehicle. 

Closed (Cash) Toll System—A system in which patrons are 
charged a toll, payable in cash or by token, at a series of 
strategically placed mainline and ramp toll plazas to ensure 
that all travelers pay a toll. 

Closed (Ticket) Toll System—A system in which the patron 
receives a ticket upon entering the facility for the class of 
vehicle being driven. The ticket is surrendered with the pre-
scribed payment upon exiting the facility. 

Coin Vault—A steel box with an integral locking cover 
mounted at the bottom of an ACM or drop tube mechanism 
that serves as the depository for coins and tokens used for 
toll payments. Each vault can store up to several thousand 
coins and tokens. 

Collector's Counter—A raised table or desk on which the 
collector's terminal, receipt printers, and magnetic card 
reader sits. The counter usually contains two locked cash 
drawers and a switch panel to control booth lighting. The 
counter typically is made of stainless steel and is placed at 
the end of the booth facing traffic. 

Collector's Door Bubble—An awning over the toll collector's 
door to provide added protection from precipitation. 

Color Rendition—The quality of a color. 
Contrast—The ability of a person to detect objects as a result 

of differences in brightness. 
Crash Block—A reinforced concrete block on the approach to 

a toll booth to protect the toll attendant from being struck 
by a vehicle. 

Cross-Read—A term used to describe a situation in which an 
ETC antenna in one toll lane picks up a signal from an 
adjacent toll lane. 

Debt Service—The amount specified by a bond indenture 
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needed to pay principle and interest on outstanding bonds. 
Usually a debt coverage factor based on the rating of the 
authority is applied. 

Decentralized ETC System—A self-contained system in 
which the toll operator credits a patron's account electroni-
cally by using the patron's toll tag, transponder, or card. 
The system automatically debits the patron's account upon 
each transaction 

Departure Taper—The ratio of the tangent distance between 
the recovery area on the departure side of a toll plaza and 
the transition to the normal roadway to the offset between 
the edge line of rightmost toll lane and the projection of the 
right edge of the normal travel way. 

Departure Transition Zone—The area encountered by a 
driver after leaving a toll plaza, at which the pavement nar-
rows or merges from the width of the available toll lanes to 
the width of the normal travelway. 

Design Speed—The maximum safe speed that can be main-
tained over a specified section of highway when conditions 
are so favorable that the design feature of the highway gov-
erns. 

Diagonal Ramp—A one-way ramp that usually provides both 
left and right turns at its terminals with a minor road or a 
direct right turn connection with a major roadway. A di-
agonal ramp may be tangent or wishbone in shape with a 
reverse curve or on a continuous curve. (See Slip Ramp.) 

Double-Ended Booth—A toll booth that contains collector 
counters and toll equipment at both ends for reversible lane 
operation. 

Driver Feedback Sign—A fiber-optic sign or signal display 
used to indicate the status of transactions in an ETC-
equipped lane. The messages typically indicate valid trans-
actions, low account balances, account replenishments re-
quired, and violations. 

Dutch Door—A half-height door in the collector's door open-
ing that typically protrudes beyond the door of the booth, 
allowing the attendant to move closer to the patron to facili-
tate payment. 

Entry/Arrival Loop—A vehicle detector loop, embedded at 
the beginning of the toll lane approach, used to activate or 
alert the collection system. 

ETC Antenna—A radio frequency or acoustic wave antenna 
in the toll lane used to focus a signal emitted by a trans-
ceiver and receive and transmit transponder or tag informa-
tion between the vehicle and a lane reader or controller. 

Electronic Toll Collection (ETC)—A system that automati-
cally identifies a vehicle equipped with an encoded data tag 
or transponder. The system debits the cost of the toll from 
or charges the toll to a patron's account without the patron 
having to stop to pay the toll. 

ETC Driver Feedback Indicator (DFI)—A microprocessor-
actuated disc matrix, flip disc, or blank-out sign with a fixed 
message (ETC program name) used to display a series of 
messages to the motorist regarding his or her ETC account 
status. 

Evasion—The act of avoiding payment of a toll. 
Exit Loop—A vehicle detector loop, generally positioned at 

least a vehicle length from the transaction loop, with its 

back edge slightly ahead or even with an automatic gate 
arm or an island traffic signal, used to close the gate and 
change the signal to red. 

Express Lanes—A mainline travel lane equipped with ETC 
that provides non-stop, barrier-free toll collection. 

Headway Time—A measure of time from when a motorist has 
completed his or her transaction and begins to pull away 
from the toll collector's door to the arrival of the next wait-
ing vehicle. 

Height Clearance Restrictor—A horizontal bar placed above 
a toll lane at a prescribed height to deter commercial ve-
hicles from using designated passenger car lanes or to de-
tect overheight vehicles. 

Height Sensor—An optical or infrared sensor mounted at a 
predetermined height to monitor overheight vehicles or to 
classify a vehicle typically found on a facility. 

Horizontal Height Bar—See Height Clearance Restrictor. 
Horizontal Luminance (Foot Candles)—The measure of 

pavement surface illuminance or lumen distributed over a 
horizontal surface 1 ft2  in area. 

Host Lane—An inoperable toll lane in the main toll plaza that 
feeds traffic to branch toll lanes or through which traffic 
passes from branch toll lanes. 

HOV Bypass—A bypass lane or designated toll lane for high 
occupancy vehicles used to expedite their processing around 
normal toll lane queues. 

Impact Attenuator—A frangible or other energy-absorbing 
device designed to decrease the momentum of a vehicle 
traveling at a prescribed speed, thereby reducing the impact 
of an errant vehicle and damage to the vehicle and its occu-
pant, while affording added protection for the toll collector. 

In-Lane Equipment—Vehicle detection and classification de-
vices, such as treadles, vehicle loops, profile identifiers, ve-
hicle separators, scales, overheight sensors, and ETC anten-
nas and transceivers installed in a toll lane. This equipment 
also includes surveillance, toll enforcement systems, traffic 
control devices, and toll payment indicators. 

Intensity of Illumination—A measure of illumination, stated 
in foot-candles, defined as the unit of illumination when the 
unit length is 1 ft. 

Island Traffic Signal (ITS)—A standard traffic signal head 
mounted on a post at the departure end of the toll island in 
an automatic or ETC toll lane, which signals a patron to 
stop and pay the toll. After satisfactory payment, the lane 
controller makes the signal turn green. 

Lane Configuration—The operational policy established in 
arranging toll lanes at a toll plaza according to the methods 
of toll collection available. The configuration may vary by 
time of day and day of week. 

Lane-Use Signal (LUS)—A rectangular-shaped fiber-optic, 
disc matrix, or LED signal that displays a red X, denoting 
that a lane is closed, or a green down arrow, denoting that a 
lane is open. An LUS is mounted either in a single section 
or in separate sections. 	- 

Laser Scanner —A scanner similar to a bar code reader used 
in a retail store that reads a bar code affixed to the side of a 
vehicle. This device is one of the simplest forms of auto-
matic vehicle identification used for toll payment. 
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Lateral Distribution Coefficient —A coefficient based on the 
efficiency of extreme toll lane throughput, compared with 
the throughput of similar, more directly accessible lanes 
within a toll plaza. The lateral distribution coefficient is 
used by the Illinois Tollway to compute plaza throughput. 

Level of Service (LOS) —A measure of traffic flow defined 
by Special Report 209: Highway Capacity Manual (pub-
lished by TRB) in terms of traffic volume, density, speed, 
or average vehicle delay. Service is defined by six grada-
tions from LOS A (free flow) to LOS F (forced flow). 

Light Curtain (LC)—An optical or infrared stanchion, usu-
ally 4 to 7 ft high, mounted in a toll lane either before or 
after the toll booth. The LC, which consists of a number 
beams of light to provide a profile of a vehicle for classifi-
cation purposes, is generally used in combination with a 
treadle. The profile is matched by computer to prescribed 
vehicle silhouettes, which in turn depict the vehicles within 
each class according to the facility's toll rate schedule. 

Loop Ramp—A ramp pattern that provides left turn move-
ment through a 270-degree movement by using a grade 
separation to cross through traffic; however, travel is more 
indirect. Loops can have either single (left or right) or 
double (left and right) movements at either or both ends. 

Lumens—A measurement of light intensity equivalent to 1 
foot-candle or the unit of illumination when the unit is 1 ft 
in length. 

Magnetic Card Reader—A swipe or motorized (insertion) 
type of magnetic (credit) card reader. 

Mainline Plaza—A toll plaza located on the main roadway, 
which creates a barrier to traffic flow. 

Manual Toll Collection—The method of toll collection that 
employs attendants to collect tolls, make change, sell script 
and tokens, and provide change. 

Market Penetration—The level of participation by customers 
in ETC and token programs. 

Mixed-Use Lane—A multipurpose toll lane in which more 
than one toll collection method is available, such as ETC 
and manual toll collection. 

Mobility 2000—A study undertaken by a coalition of public, 
private, and academic interests in 1990 that indicated the 
need for improved utilization of our transportation infra-
structure by decreasing congestion and delay through opti-
mization of capacity, enhanced incident response, improved 
surveillance and control, and intermodalism to enhance the 
movement of people and goods. 

Moveable Barrier—A series of linked concrete or sand-filled 
barriers used to separate opposing flows of traffic and ca-
pable of being moved by mechanical means to change traf-
fic patterns. 

Off-Driver Side Toll Collection—Toll collection initiated 
from the passenger side of a vehicle. 

One-Way Toll—A toll plaza configuration in which tolls are 
collected in one direction of travel only. 

Open Toll System—A system in which not all patrons are 
charged a toll. Typically a system in which local traffic is 
not charged, whereas long distance through traffic is 
charged. 

Optical Treadle—An audit treadle with an optical strip 

through which light passes. Upon interruption of the light, 
an axle count is registered. 

Overhead Classification Indicator (OCI)—An illuminated 
display typically mounted on the upper part of the booth or 
the canopy fascia in the line of sight of the toll plaza super-
visor. OCIs automatically display the vehicle classification 
entered by the toll collector. The OCI is used by the super-
visor to observe toll transactions and monitor attendants. 

Overhead Lane Signals—Another term used to describe a 
lane-use signal, including red/green or combinations of 
standard 8- or 12-in, circular traffic signals or lane-use sig-
nals, with red Xs and green down arrows displayed singu-
larly or in a single section over the center of a toll lane to 
indicate the status of the lane. 

Parkway—A paved travelway, usually with access control, 
constructed through parklands for the sole use of private 
passenger cars. 

Patron Fare Indicator (PFI)—A disc matrix or flip disc mi-
cro-processor-actuated display with an illuminated message 
such as TOLL PAID and used to display the toll charged. 

Piezoelectric Tube—A sensor consisting of a copper core and 
copper outer sheeting separated by a piezoelectric insulator 
that, when subjected to a wheel pressure, produces a volt-
age between the core and sheeting that is proportional to the 
applied force. 

Plaza Administration Building—The support structure for the 
operation and maintenance of the toll plaza. (See Utility 
Building.) 

Plaza Configuration—The arrangement of a toll plaza (i.e., a 
two-way plaza, a split plaza (separate plaza for each direc-
tion of travel), or a split plaza with service plazas and ex-
press lanes). 

Positive Ventilation System—A system that draws fresh air 
from a source away from the plaza and diffuses it into the 
toll booths, creating an outward pressure that keeps con-
taminated air from entering the booth. Some facilities con-
dition the air before discharging it. 

Postbilling—A method of charging for services whereby an 
invoice is sent to a customer (usually monthly). 

Prepaid Account—An account in which funds are replenished 
automatically by direct credit card or bank account with-
drawal or by cash payment. 

Preclassification—A form of vehicle classification in which a 
vehicle is classified by axle count or by profiling devices 
prior to the toll transaction. The classification can be dis-
played automatically on the toll collector's terminal. 

Postclassiflcation—A form of vehicle classification in which 
a vehicle is classified by axle count or by profiling devices 
after the toll transaction. This form of classification gener-
ally is used for audit verification. 

Processing Time—The time measured from when a vehicle 
arrives at a toll booth to when the next vehicle in queue 
takes its place. 

Queue (Q)—A series of vehicles waiting to be processed in a 
toll lane. The length of the queue and delay frequently is 
used to identify the level of service being provided. 

Ramp Plaza—A toll plaza located on an entry or exit ramp to 
a toll facility. 
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Rampart—A sloped concrete structure, located on the ap-
proach end of a toll island prior to a toll booth, used to 
redirect an errant vehicle in the toll lane and protect the toll 
collector. 

Reader/Controller—A microprocessor used in an ETC sys-
tem that processes information and formats it for printing or 
that passes it along to a central computer. The controller 
also signals the transceiver to reset the island traffic signal 
when a vehicle enters the read zone. 

Receipt Printer—Typically a high-speed printing device ca-
pable of producing 150 to 220 lines per minute using stan-
dard roll receipt paper and a dot matrix or other printing 
mechanism to imprint the receipt with a date and time 
stamp, toll amount, lane and toll plaza ID, and facility 
name. 

Recovery Zone—The distance perpendicular to the toll plaza 
measured from the departing end of the toll island to the 
area before the departure transition or merge begins. Usu-
ally equal to the length of the longest vehicle permitted on 
the facility. 

Reversible Lane Operation—A toll lane in which the direc-
tion of traffic flow is changed to accommodate peak traffic 
demands, thereby increasing the capacity of the toll plaza in 
the peak direction. 

Running Speed—The speed attained by a vehicle along a seg- 
ment of roadway, discounting any delays encountered. 

Secure Areas—Areas within a toll plaza where toll receipts 
and toll audit equipment are present. 

Semidirect Connection—A ramp connection, sometimes re-
ferred to as a "jug-handle," in which the driver makes a left 
turn over a grade-separated structure (over or under through 
traffic) by first making a right turn, swinging away from the 
intended direction, then gradually reversing movement to 
the left, following directly around and crossing the roadway 
just vacated. 

Slip Ramp—See Diagonal Ramp. 
Split Toll Plaza—A plaza off the main travel roadway that 

accommodates conventional toll collection methods as well 
as ETC for commercial traffic and adjacent interchange traf-
fic. Used in conjunction with express lanes. 

Single-Ended Booth—A conventional toll booth equipped to 
handle tolls in one direction of travel only. 

Tandem Toll Booths—A toll booth arrangement in which two 
manual booths are placed in line in the same toll lane, 
thereby permitting the simultaneous processing of two ve-
hicles. 

Tell Tales—An arrangement of chains or pipes suspended from 
a horizontal bar at a preset height above the pavement to 
detect an overheight vehicle. 

Toll Barrier—A toll lane and booth or series of lanes and 
booths placed perpendicular to the flow of traffic for the 
purpose of collecting tolls. The plaza generally comprises a 
toll island, a toll booth, and a canopy. 

Toll Booth—A shelter for toll attendants as they collect tolls 
or dispense tickets. A toll booth can be freestanding or can 
provide structural support for a canopy. 

Toll Collection—A way to impose a tax or fee on a traveler 
for the use of a road facility. Tolls sometimes are referred to 

as tariffs or fees or, in medieval times, as visage, pillage, or 
alms. 

Toll Collection Equipment—Devices used to collect, process, 
and record a toll transaction, including the lane control dedi-
cated microprocessor that monitors and operates the toll 
equipment and records toll transactions. 

Toll Collector Terminal (TCT)—A button box or collector 
classification unit, which has designated classification or 
function buttons, a touch key pad, or a numeric keypad that 
permits the toll attendant to enter the classification of a ve-
hicle that enters the toll lane and to handle other toll lane 
functions, including the issuance of receipts. 

Toll Facility—A road, bridge, or tunnel at which travelers pay 
a toll to use. 

Toll Island—A raised platform, usually made of concrete, con-
sisting of some form of crash protection or attenuation de-
vice on the traffic approach side where a toll booth or free-
standing ACM is located. 

Toll Lane—An individual lane in which toll payment is ren-
dered either by manual or automatic collection or through 
electronic means. 

Toll Lane (Recorder) Cabinet—A secure cabinet in the toll 
booth or tunnel that houses the low-voltage supply distribu-
tion blocks and relays for the toll equipment. The cabinet 
provides the data linkage between the lane controller and 
the toll lane. 

Toll Lane Envelope—The combined width of the toll lane and 
toll island. 

Toll Plaza—A place at which tolls are collected. A toll plaza 
typically includes a toll booth or barrier, approach and de-
parture transition lanes, a queue area, a recovery zone, ad-
vance toll signing, a plaza administration or utility building, 
and a parking area for personnel. 

Transaction Time—The time measured from when a vehicle 
arrives at a toll collection point to when it leaves (e.g., in an 
ACM lane, this time is measured from when the motorist 
stops adjacent to the ACM until the island traffic signal 
turns green and the vehicle accelerates). 

Transceiver —A radio frequency modulator that generates sig-
nal waves emitted by an ETC antenna to energize a passive 
tag or transponder. 

Transponder or Tag—A device mounted in or on a vehicle 
that stores encoded data used to identify the patron, class 
of vehicle, toll agency, and account balance in a read-write 
system as well as a limited number of previous transac-
tions. 

Treadle—A device embedded in a toll lane used to record the 
number of vehicle axles that pass over it. 

Trumpet Interchange—This type of interchange, also referred 
to as a T interchange, provides connections between three 
intersecting legs, where two legs using one or more grade 
separations are in direct alignment. The design usually con-
sists of a loop ramp, two diagonal or slip ramps, and a 
semidirect connection. 

Utility Building—See Plaza Administration Building. 
Weigh-in-Motion (WIM)—A piezoelectric hydraulic load 

switch or bending plate scale in a toll lane or on the open 
roadway used to measure axle loads. 
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Variable Message Sign (VMS)—A fiber-optic, disc/light ma-
tnx, or LED illuminated sign used in advance of toll plazas 
and in toll lanes to provide information on lane status and 
payment method. On open roadways, a VMS also provides 
information on traffic and roadway conditions as well as 
motorist alerts. 

Vehicle Separator/Profile Identifier—An ultrasonic, radar, 
or microwave scanner or light bar mounted overhead or on 
a pole to differentiate a vehicle by classification according 
to a prescribed length or silhouette and axle configuration. 

Video Surveillance Camera (VSC)—A video camera, similar 
to a bank surveillance camera, used by a plaza supervisor 
and toll security and audit personnel to monitor the transac-
tions in a toll lane banking or counting room. 

Video Enforcement System (VES)—A low-lux camera or a 
camera with a strobe, infrared, or incandescent spotlight 
that records the rear license plate of a toll violator in an 
automatic or ETC lane. The camera, which operates on a 
continuous basis or by still frame, typically is triggered by 
the exit loop when a toll transaction is incomplete and the 
vehicle leaves the toll lane. The license plate is read directly 
by or through computer photo imaging (enhancement) us-
ing a toll violation computer. The system usually is linked 
to state motor vehicle department records and in-house ETC 
customer files. A warning or summons is issued to a violator. 

Windscreen—A vertical shutter, usually made of Plexiglas, 
mounted on adjustable hinges todeflect wind and keep pre-
cipitation from entering a toll coilector's door. 



APPENDIX A 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 

TOPIC 25-11 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

I. FACILITY BACKGROUND 

Please complete one questionnaire for each facility operated. (Make extra copies as required.) 

A. Name of Toll Facility 	B. Name of Contact Person (Position)___________________ 

C. Agency/Authority/Operator 	D. Phone No. _________________ Fax  

E. Facility/Location 	 F. Person Fitting Out Ouestionnaire  
(It not the same as contact) 

C. Type of Facility: Toll Road 	Tunnet - Bridge - 

H. Year opened 	Year of tast renovation to plaza(s) - (Describe: 

1. Size of Facility 

Length in Miles (km) 	 ( ) or Feet (m) 

Lane Miles (km( 

Number of Mainline Toll Plazas 	 Ramp Plazas 

Total Number of Toll Lanes 

Types of Toll System Closed 	Open 	(Ticket - or Cash _) 

Methods of Toll Collection 

Manual 	(Cash ...._, Script -. Exact Cash 	Ticket (Entry) __.......) 

Charge (Credit Card 

ACM (Exact Change__, Token _) 

ETC (Dedicated -, Bypass 	Mixed ............) 

If. DESIGN STANDARDS 

A. What Published Standards or Guidelineswere used to design your toll plaza facility? 

AASHTO 	 5. BOCA 	 - 

MUTCD 	 6. NFTA 

Stale Design Manual 	 7, NEC 

ACM = Automatic Coin Machine 

ETC = Electronic Toll Collection 

April 13. 1994 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Con t) 

4. Agency/Authority Standards 	 8. ADA - 	 - 

9. Other ( Please Describe)  

Are these standards/guidelines currently used for new toll plaza facility/designs improvements? Yes 	No 

If no, what standards/guidelines have been adopted? 

AASHTO 

MUTCD 

Stat e Design Manual 

Agency/Authority 

Other (Describe: 

III. PLAZA DESIGN CRITERIA 

A. GEOMETRICS 

1 Using the attached generic toll plaza schematics (Toll Plaza Layout and Elevations) please indicate 
geometric/measurement information in feet-inches (mm) to the best of your knowledge for those efements which 
best describe your plaza. Separate forms should be used for Mainline and Ramp Plazas. 

B. PAVEMENT 

1. What type of pavement is used in a toll lane? 

Asphalt - Concrete 

2. What type of pavement is used in approach and departure (taper) transition areas? 

Asphalt - Concrete 

3. What percent pavement cross slope and/or profile (maximum grade) is used in the following areas? 

Cross Slope/Prof ile( Cr.) 

Approach 

Departure 

Toll Lanes  

C. LIGHTING 

Roadway 

1. What is the level of illumination in loot candles in each of the following areas? 

a. Mainline Roadway 	 b. Departure Transition 

c. Approach Transition 	 c. Ramp Plaza 

2 



TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 
	

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 

2. What type and intensity (Wattage) of lighting do you use in the foltowing areas? 

1) High Pressure 	2> Mercury 3) Incandescent 	4) Halogen 	5) Other 
Sodium 	 Vapor 	 (Specify) 

Approach Transition 

Departure Transition 

3. What form of lighting structures are used for each of the above areas? 

1) High Mast 	 2) Standard 	 3) Cobra Heads on 
(Tower) >50' 	 Mast Arm 	 20-35' Poles 

Approach Transition 

Departure Transition 

Ramp Plaza 

Toll Lanes- 

4. Is toll lane lighting provided? Yes 	No - 

5. If Yes, where is lighting located? 

Canopy Ceiling 

Booth Mounted 

Other (Describe) 

6. •What is the lighting level within this area? __________ loot candles 

7. What type and wattage of lighting is used? 

a. HP Sodium _____, b. Ftuorescent - c. Incandescent 	c. Halogen 

	

B. Are special devices used under conditions of poor visibility such as fog? 	Yes 	No- 
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o-

9. If yes, what type of devices are used and where? 

	

On 	In Advance 
Canopy 	of Plaza 

Fog Lights 

Strobe Lights 

Variable Message Sign(s) (VMS) 	 - 

Other (Briefly Describe:)________________________________________________________________ 

D. DRAINAGE 

What type of drainage system is used on the plaza transition roadways? 

a. Closed (Piped) - b. Open SwaIns 

If closed , what type of collection system is generalty used along/on the transaction roadways? 

a. Longitudinal - 	b. Transverse 	 c. Combined - 
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Within the toll lanes which of the foltowing drainage structures are used? 

a. Curb Inlet 	 b. Treadle Drain(s) 	c. Transverse Drains_ d. None 

E. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

1. Which of the following environmental issues have you had to address? 

a. Air Quality 	 b. Noise Levels 	_. c. Water Quality 	- 

d. Other (Describe: 

2. What types of remedial measures have been applied to obtain acceptable levels? 

a. Noise: 	1) WaIts 	, 2) Landscaped Berm ___, 3) Planting Trees 
4) Other (Describe:_________________________________________________________ 

b. Air Quality: 1) Decreased Vehicle Delays 	(Describe e.g. additional toll lane, such as Branch 
Lanes were constructed  

2) Positive Booth Ventilation system 

c. Water Quality: 1) Instalted settlement ponds/swaIns 	2) Oil//Water separators - 

3) Created Wetlands Buffer Area 	 4) Closed Drainage w/ settlement 
chambers 

5) Other (Describe:  

3. Are there air quality monitoring devices located on or near the toll Plaza? Yes 	No 

4. If yes, please indicate pollutants monitored and location of device. 

Pollutants: 	Location: 

CO 	 Booth 	 Plaza 

HC - 	 In Lane 	 Other (describe) 

NOX 	 Admin Bldg. 

Other (Describe: 

F. SAFETY DEVICES 

1. What form of crash device(s)/s used on the approach ends to your toll island? (Check all that apply) 

Rampart with single Crash Block 	- 

Rampart with a double Crash Block 	- 

Impact Attenuator 	 (Type: 

Other (Describe) 

2. Are devices placed on both ends of a typical toll island? Yes - No 	Only reversible lanes - 

3. What is the purpose of these Safety Devices (check all that apply)? 

a. 	Minimize damage to the vehicle and toll lane 

b. 	Deflect the vehicle into the toll lane 

c. 	Afford Protection for the toll attendant 

c. 	Other (Describe: 

4 
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TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 

G. CANOPY 

1. Are your loll lanes covered by a canopy? Yes 	No 

2. It yes, what is the purpose of the canopy? (Check all that apply) 

Better deline the location of the loll barrier for motorists 

Serve as a mounting lrame for signs, lighting and lane signals 

Provide a chase for loll lane data, communications and power lines - 

Shield toll attendants from the elements and precipitation 

Other (Describe:___________________________________________________________________________ 

(On the attached schematics describe the primary design characteristics of your 
canopy, e.g., clearance(s) and length.) 

3. In determining the shape and size of the canopy, what were the primary design considerations? 

The angle of wind-driven precipilalion 

The sun's path 

Local Aesthetic Requirements 

Architectural Statement 

Other (Describe:___________________________________________________________________________ 

H. TOLL BOOTHS 

Construction 

LengthM'idfh 

t. What are the exterior dimensions of a single ended booth 

double ended booth  

2. Are your booths used as structural supports for your canopy? 	Yes 	No 	Both 

3. What is the primary booth construction material? 

Frame 	 Steel __, Rlled Steel 	Estruded Alum 	Wood 	. Other 
Exterior Skin 

	

	Wood 	, Masonry 	, Brick .__, Plate Steel 	(thickness  
Stainless Steel -, Aluminum _,,..,,,. (Gauge 

Interior Skin 	 Galvanized Steel 	. Sheet Rock __, Aluminum (Gauge 
4. Are the booths insulated? Yes 	No 

HVAC 

5. What type of heating is used? Electric 	, Stove__, Hot Air ___, Radiant 
Hot Waler -, Other (Describe) 

6. What type of NC units are used? Wall Mounted 	Central 

7. Is positive ventilation (pressurization) provided? 	Yes 	 No - 

8. If yes, where is air supplier located 	a. Booth - 
onCanopy_, 
at a remote location  

Flooring - 

9. What is the type of booth flooring? 

a. Concrete with Rubber Mat 	b. Concrete with Vinyl 

c. Concrete with built-up Wood Floor 	 c. Other (Describe) 

Doors 

10. How many means of ingress/egress does your booth have? 1 - or 2 	Doors. Escape Hatch 

11. What type(s) of doors are used? a. Slide - b. Dutch Door 	c. Hinged 

12. Are collector doors equipped with any of the following: 

a. Verlical Windscreens 	b. Plastic Bubble c. None - 
d 	Other (Describe: . 

Glazing 

13. Are booths constructed with the following? 

a. Plexiglas I. PolarizedGlass 

b. Insulafed Glass g. Venetian Blinds 

c. Tinted Glass 	. 	- h. Filament (Heal Sensitive) Glass 

d. Bullet Proof Glass 	- I. Other (Describe(  

a. Black Out Glass 

Booth Fixtures/Equipment 

14. Which of the following equipment is contained in your standard booth or loll house? 

a,,,,,, 	Chair n,_,._.... 	Rear Counter 

b 	Front Counter 0, 	Telephone (Direct -. PABX _) 

c,,,,,, 	Cash Drawer (No. - per counter) p,,,,., 	Intercom 

d,,,,,,,,, 	Fan (Ceiling - Counter 	) q,,,,,,,,,,,, 	Duplex Outlet 

e,, 	Switch Panel (Booth Lights - Canopy) r,, 	Radio AM/FM 

I. 	Thermostat (Heat/Air) s,.,,.. 	Counter Lighting 

g 	Change/Token Holder t. 	Silent Alarm 

h. 	Portable TV Refrigerator 

Toll Recorder Cabinet Bulletin Board 

Toilet w._ 	' 2-Way Radio 

k._ 	Sink x._ 	Stool 

Security Door Locks y 	Lounge Chair 

- 	Drawer Locks z._ 	Bill Alarm 
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TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Can't) 

I. LANE EQUIPMENT 

1 Which of the following toll collection equipment is used in a manual, automatic and/or ETC equipped toll lane? 
(Please show the approximate location on the attached toll lane equipment - configuration for each lane 
type.) 

Manual 	Auto 	ETC 	Not Used 
a. Approach Closure Gate 	 - 

b. Entry/Arming Loop 	 - 

c. Audit Treadle 
2contact 	 - 
4contacl  
Piezo Tube 
Optical  

d. Scale Beam (Size - (tons)/ 	 - 
Feet)) 

e. Weigh in Motion (WIM) 	 - 

I. Vehicle Separator  

Overhead Indicator 	 - 	- 

Infrared or Optical Height Sensors 

Infrared or Optical Length Sensors 	 - - 
Canopy Mounted VMS 	 - 

Ic. Overhead Lane Signals 

I. ETC Antennae 	 - 	- 

Transaction Loops 	 - 

Exiting Loop 	 - - 

Patron Fare fndicator  

ETC Patron Status Display 	 - 

Island Traffic Signal 	 - 

AudiblelVisual Alarm 	 - 

5. Automatic Exit Gate 

I. Automatic Surveillance Camera 

u. Video Enforcement Camera(js 	 -  

J. COLLECTION EQUIPMENT 

1. Which of the following toll collection devices are inslalled in a manual, automatic and/or ETC equipped toll lanes? 

Manual 	Auto 	ETC 	Not Used 

Automatic Coin Machine (ACM) 

Collectors Terminal (Button) Box 

Collector Badge/ID Reader 

Receipt Printer 	 - - 

Magnetic Card Reader 	 - 

I. Bar Code Reader 	 - 

Change Machine 

Receipl Printer 

Intercom 	 - 	 - 

Bill Feeder 	 - 

2. Where are your ACM's located? 

a. Before booth (approach) - 	 b. Free Standing (no booth) 

c. Aller booth (departure) - 	 d. Mounted in booth 

(Please note the physical height of the ACM basket from the pavement on the attached toll 
lane approach elevation plan and its location on the lane equipment plan) 

3. What typical collection equipment configurations are used? 

Manual Only 

Automatic Only - 

Dedicated ETC 

Express (Bypass) ETC 

Manual/Automatic 	 . 

I. Manual/ETC 

g. Automatic/ETC 
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TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 

K. LANE CAPACITY 

1. What is the capacity of each toll lane lype? (Provide a range of value if appropriate.) 

Private Passenger 	Commercial 	Mixed (Commercial 	%) 
Vehicles Onfy Ontv 

Manual Lane 

ACM Exact Cash Single 
(Coin or Token) 	 - 

ACM (Multiple Coin or 
Token) 

ETC 

Ticket (Entry) 	 - 	 - 

I. Credit C3rd (Mag Care) 	 - 

Feeder Lane (w/3 Branch 
Lanes) 

Tandem Lane (Manual-
Auto) 

I Express/Bypass Lane (No  
Barrier) 

I. Combined Lanes 	 - 
(Describe: 

* (Where collection methods are mixed and used simultaneously in the same lane estimate combined thru-put 
here) 

L. TOLL PLAZA ACCESS 

1. Is on-site parking provided for collectors? - Yes - No. 

	

2. If Yes -- how is parking accessed? from mainline 	From local roadway - 

3. If No -- how do personnel arrive at plaza? a. By Van (from remote lot) - b. Walk from off-site lot 
c. other (Describe: 

4. Which of the following means are used by collectors to access and/or service toll lanes? 

Walk across plaza 

Use tunnel with intermittent stairwells to islands 

C. Use aerial walkway with slairs down 

Elevator from elevated walkway or overhead offices 

Other (Describe:  

5. How are ACM coin vaults serviced? 

a. From toll island or inside/booth 

b. Vaults located in tunnel 

c. Vacuum (Pneumatic) Tube to Admin Building 

d. Other (Describe:  
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M. TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

Are pavement markings used to channelize vehicles in the toll plaza approach and departure zones? 
Yes - No - 

If Yes, on the attached plaza layout schematic, please sketch the typical approach and departure lane lines 
(skip and solid), channelizing lines to toll island approach end and (transverse) lane markings used. Indicate 
typical width and color, e.g., 4 Y (four-inch yellow), 6W (six-inch white markings). A typical lane or lane group is 
sufficient. 

How are toll lane and collection method status conveyed to the motorist? 

Overhead Red/Green Signal 	C. Variable Message Signs (Canopy Mounted - 
In Advance of Plaza _) 

Overhead Green Arrow and Red X's 	 d. Fixed Message (Flip or Swing Signs) On canopy 

e. Fixed Signs along Roadway in advance of plaza 

N. PLAZA UTILITY/ADMINISTRATION BUILDING FUNCTIONS 

1. Which of the following functions are typically provided? (Indicate lunctions/locations if requested) 

Min 
	

Not 
Barrier PlazaRamo 

	
Provided 

Public Foyer (w/restroom yes - No _) 	 - 
Computer (Toll Recorder (Room 

Collector Count (Audit Observation) Room (w/drop safe for 
deposit Yes — No_) 

Banking Room (For wrapping and counting of collector 
deposits and/or coin/token vaults) 
ACM Vault Storage (Empty) 

I. Money Vault (Walk-in) 

Token Storage Room 

Electronics (Toll Equipment) Maintenance 
I. Collector Lunch Room 

Collector Lounge/Day Room 

Employee Locker Room (wlshowers Yes - No _) 

I. ETC Sates Office (sold at booth - or off-site Store _) 

ETC Installation Facility 

Token Sales Office (sold at booth - or off-site store 

Armored Car/Loading Dock 

Mechanical Room 	 - 

Generator Room (Generator located outside 	) 
Communications Office - or Console - 

Police Desk 	or Console 	 - 

I. Electrical Room - or closet - (w/UPS Yes - No _) 	- 
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TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 

Plaza Supervisors Office — (with Control Console ................) 	 — 
Other Rooms/011ice 	 - 
(Describe: 

Toll Island Collector or Utility Tunnel  

Please note any exceptions neat to description of function e.g. Mechanical Room - contains Electrical Panels.) 

0. SIGNING 

1. What type of Advance Signing is deployed and approximatety how far in advance of the Plaza are they placed(lf 
more than one sign for a service is displayed, please note number of signs.) Reference distances to centerline of 
toll barrier for the furthest sign. 

Distance 	Number of 
(in feet (mm) 	Signs 

Toll Schedule 	 . 	 ( 

Warning/Informational Message e.g., TOLL PLAZA AHEAD 	 ( 

Speed Restriction (Advisory) 

Toll Lane Use Information, e.g. TRUCKS/BUSES USE RIGHT 
LANE, EXACT CHANGEITOKENS ONLY or Symbols 

2. Which signs are typically displayed within a toll lane and where are they located? 

Indicate location on the toll plaza layout schematic. Use the circled number(s) to show sign 
designatIon 

STOP (Pay Toll) 0 	- 	 c. Speed Limit 0 

Toll Schedule 0 	 d. Regulatory Message 0 - 0 (Describe: 

e. Other 0 - 0 (Describe:  

P. LANE CONFIGURATION 

Does your facility have a fixed lane configuration for toll collection. e.g., all automatics on the left? 

Yes 	 No 

II yes, show an example configuration (Use M for Manual, A for Automatic, E for ETC (T for Automatic Ticket) and 
combinations e.g., M/A to designate manual and automatic lane functions available) 

Mainline Plaza 

(Lell) t 	t 	t 	t 	t 	t 	 (Right) 

Ramp Plaza Entry 

(Left) t 	1' 	t 	1' 	1' 	1 	 , (Right) 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 

Ramp Plaza Exit (leaving facility) 

(Left) 1' 	t 	1' 	1' 	C 	1' 	 (Right) 

(Arrows indicate typical toll lanes - Add or delete lanes to show typical plaza.) 

3. Does your facility use any of the following bypass toll lanes? (Check as many as apply for a Mainline and/or 
Ramp exit/entry Plaza)? 

Mainline Plaza 	Ramp Plaza 
Express ETC Mainline Lane(s) 	 — 
HOV Bypass Lane. — 
Bus ONLY Bypass Lane. 	 — 
None 
Oversize vehicles 	 — 

4. Does your facility use any of the tollowing lane configurations to increase thru put? 
a. Tandem Lanes 	. to Branch Lanes 	. c. Neither 

5. Are all lanes equipped to provide more than one toll collection method? 	 Yes 	No 

6. If yes, why are lanes so equipped? 

A fall back in case of a failure in the primary collection method. 	- 

More than one collection method is used in a lane simultaneously. 	- 

Flexibility to accommodate different users i.e. weekend travelers, 

	

commuters and of f peak travel. 	 - 

Q. REVERSIBILITY 

Does your facility use reversible toll lanes to accommodate peak directional traffic demands? 
Yes — No 

If yes - What method(s) is used to channetize motorists into the reversed lane? (Check all that apply) 

Canopy Signing 	 — 	d. Movable Barrier 	— 

Canopy Lane Signals 	 — 	e. Corres/Delineators 	— 

Advanced Variable Message Signs 	— 	I. Other (Describe:  

R. ENFORCEMENT 

1. What method(s) of toll violation enforcement is used? 

None 	 e. Police at the plaza 

Collectors are deputized police officers . 	 I. Violation (Video) Enforcement 
camera (in ACM lanes — 

Personnel record violator's plate 	 g. ETC lanes - All lanes ..........j 

Random police presence 	 h. Automatic Exit Gates - 

12 



TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont) 

Is special equipment, devices and/or designs incorporaled in the loll booths, lanes or building for physically 
challenged personnel aside from ramps, reslrooms and door openings? Yes - No 

If yes, please briefly describe these modilicalions. 

It the modifications for physically challenged personnel are for booth access and use, are these limited to a 
particular lane? Yes 	No - 

(II yes, please define which lane(s) 

Please return the completed questIonnaire in the stamped self•enclosed envelope to: 

Albert E. Schauller, P.E., P.P. 
9 Harbourton Woodsvilfe Road 
Pennington, New Jersey 08534-3709 

Thank you for your particIpation 



APPENDIX B 	 . . 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE—SUMMARY 

APPENDIX B  
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 . 	 . 

NCHRP PROJECT 20•5 
TOPIC 25.11 

A 	Fct(fty 	I4.wrtHIcjtkn 	- - 	uross lie Br. 

E 	Loctlon 	 MICH 

i 	0 	Ty-o 	- 	 Br 
.Yonr Op-x-r,e.d 	 -- 	 1913 
Vo.ar La,,t R-.novnt.-d 	' 	- 

md. Toll Rd. 
Tii 

Mackinac Br. Pntcirxuee Chesapeake 
Bay Br & Tuni 

W. VA. Tpk 
:L 

Garden Slate 
 Pkwy 

NY Thruway I Ftorrda Tpk I 
 System 

Oiciahoma 
Tpk 

lP11. l2 
Mass. Pike Penn Tpk. Tobin Br. 

_ 
]i 

Huidnaldi Rd 

'1 Inn 1w 

NORTH IND MICH LA VA WV NJ NY FLA OKLA MASS PA MASS TEX 

Toll Road Br.  Br. Br/Tunn Toll Road Toll Road Toll Road Toll Roads Toll Road Toll Road Toll Road Br.  Toll Rd/Br.  

. 	1956 1957 1956 1964 1954 1954 1954 195886 1953 1957 1940 1950 1982 (88.90) 

1993. -. 1994 -- 1994 
lRecwdRenenl 

1994, 
 Plaza Reno 

1992 
Barrier Sys) 

1994 
(Expan Rehbt 

1994. 
(Reconstr) 

1993 Repl 
Toll Plaza  

..L ILength Mi. (km) 1 156.9 4 . 23.82 19.5 90 173 641 373 557 135 506 2.25 21 	(27,2) - 
2janeMi(km) 2 642 16 95.28 39 450 1260 -- 1714 2228 1100 2046 13.5 92 (62) - 
3 	jNo. ot Toll Plazas 	M/R 1/- 3/17 1/- 2/- 2/- 3/1 12/31 13/48 13/56 26/- 3/17 7/51 1/- 6/25 - 

J 
of Toll Lanes (Reversible) 

Typu olYWWieWi 
2 120 8 7 6 38 329 354 404(6) 43 235 335 7 145 (exist) 

C C c 0 C 0(c) C/O)c) C(t)O(c) C(c) c/o(T) c/o(Tc) C(T) C 0(c) 

K 	M-t1 	ol CoUettijr 	-  M( M)T/C) 
' 

M (CS) 

. 

 N 

M (C) ,E (d m) M (CS) C 

 1 

M (C Ex) 

3 

Y 

M(C) A 
(EXIT) 

17 

Y 

M (ccc) 
ACM (8) 

ETC 

M (c) 
ACM (Ex) 
E (0, M) . 

169T1 1 

 

M(C/T).A)Ex) 
CC 

E (D,M) 

M (OFT) 
CC, A(E) 

. 
M (T/ Cc) 

A (E) 
M(C/S/E) 

ACM 

13 

M(C SE) C C 
6m1+3 

25 ramp +18 
ACM(E.T) 
E(0.M) 

1-418 

I 

I 
I 

C 	Adoptod 
N/A 

______ 

147 1578 1-4(varies) 

 N/A N/A 34 4 123 3 1 7+ADA - • Stand Toll - 
Fac. Plans 

 

- - 

Numbers/Leners in ceris tor 	ecson II ano III rem, - Notes: 	ert 	ewi- wnwiewwnopwy,iwyouonnoi 	. 	.-. 
to response to Questions presented inOperator's Survey New 106.8  Mi 

Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 434.4 mi  
volume, or length was requested. 10 M Plazas, 49 A. Plaza 	 ' 

9K: ATIM used on central 

N - No 141 3/4: 3 new mailne Plaza with 12 toll lanes and 18 Ramp Plazas. 

V - Yes 	 . New 208 Toll Lanes (6 Reversible) -. 2 systems to use bypass ETC. Lanes: 

NA - Not Available 	 . K: )T) Tickey, (C) Cash, (Cc) Charge Card 
(Ex) Exact Change, (D) Dedicated )M) Mixed 



APPENDIX B 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	

TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE • SUMMARY 

___ 
I 

I I uI OEOq4aTHWS_ 

:  C C C C C C C C C C EpoxyConc C - 2 TransItion. A A C C(Ap), A(Dp) A C A .JC A C C/A C Epoxy Conc C - 3 X Slope/Profile  - Approach 0/1.5 1.010 1-2.5/- 0.7/- -/2 - 1.5/1.0 - 0-2.0/0.5-1 1.7/3 2.0/- 2.0/.6 1010.8 1610.3 - - Departure 0/1.5 1.0/.5 1-2.5/- 0.5/- 42 - 1.5/1.0 - 0-2.010.5-1 1.7/3 2.0/- 2.0/.6 1010.8 1610.3 - 
Toll Lane 0/0 1.0)0 1-2.5/- 1.0/- -12 - 1010.5 1.5/- 0/0 1710.4 0/- 2.0/.5 1010.8 1.610.3 

1 Level (ft candle)  - Mainline -- 1.5 - 1.6 - - 0.6-0.8 - 1.5 - <0.6 0.6 1.0 -- - - - Departure - 2.0 - 1.6 - - 2-1 0.5 2 - <0.6 0.6 1.0 -- 
- - Approach - 2.0 - 1.5 - - 1-2 0.5 2 - <0.6 0.6 1.0  - Ramp - 2.5 - N/A - - 2 .5 (mm) 2 -- 0.6 0.6 N/A -- - 

2 Type/tntensity  
Approach S1250 S/bOO M/400 Sl75-100 S/250 S/250 S/150-400 S/bOO S/400 - LPS/90 S/250-400 S/100 S/- 

- - Departure S/250 S/bOO M/400 S/100.M/400 S/250 - 3/150400 S/bOO S/400 - Ll'S/90 S/250-400 .1100 SI- 

3 lighting Structure  - a. Aproach 2 1.3 3  3 2 1/4002/250 1.3)250 1,3(50) 3 2 12,3 3 1 - - b. Departure 2 1.3 3 3 3 2 1/400,2/250 1 1,3(50') 3 2 1.2,3 3 1 - 
c. Ramp -- 1,3 .- N/A - 2 1/400,2/250 1 1,3(30-35') 3 

3/150  
2 3(40') N/A 2 

4 Toll Lane Lighting V V V V V V V Y V V V V V V - 5 Location a. a. a a a a a.b a,b c(Mast) a.b a a,b a a a - 6 Level - 40 - - - - - >2 2.5 20 - 1.5 5 - - 7 T'pei1ntensity S/400 S/100 1/150 H/250 1/150 MV/70 I  F/200,H/200 H/1000 S/250 S/250 All/- S/150.F/40 S/- S/-- - 8 Visibility Devices N N V V V N V V N N N N N N 
9 Type/Location - - b(1,2).C(2) cv.CIB,1/-Mi) d(canopy) - a(i),c(1),(2),d c/Adv.d - -- -- -- - -- 

I1 I 	I - 	- 
PaJ* 

Transition Roadway 
_______ _______ _______ d_______  

a,b N/A a c C b a b a a.b a b a.b a - - 2 Closed-Type a a - 8,b - c c c - c a c N/A a - 3 nTollLane N N b b.c a.b.c b a,b i 	a-c a,b a b a.b.c b a 
Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Nfl? Available 

Notes: 	7C I b, ,c -500' - 500-200-500' 	 9 B3C - Flat 20' ADJI0 Bootn 
7C 2a, b -150W (40' Pole). 400 (High Tower) 	 8 C9 - C HI Fiberoptic 
7C5, 7 - booth mounted (sevent @ ramps) H200 W 	 - d LS (fiberoptic) 2 levels 
7C9 - d-Fiber Optic Fixed Message over Host Lane 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOPIC 25.11 

%fl.L 

FJ • ra.uI.0 I I •Jrflfl I IJfl 

Issues 
- 

N 
2 

a.b.c a 

__________ 
4 
c 

___________ 
_______ 

N 

___________ 
_______ 

a.b.c 

__________ 
______ 

a.b.c 

___________ 
B 
a.d a.d a.b.c a,c a.b.c 

______ 
a,b a.b.c 

I 

2 Remedial Measures  __________  
Noise - 1 - N/A - - 1.3 1.3 1,3 1.3  -. ________ - 
AJO - I (Widen), 2 2 N/A - 2 1 1.2 tandem 1 (ETC),2 2 LA, Tandem 2 2 I (ETC) - - 
Water Quality -- 5(Filter) - 5frreonuttepl - 2 2,3,4 5 1.4 1.3 \ 2 1.3 ________ 2 - - - 3 Air Monitoring Devices - N N N N N N N N N N N ±L_. - N 

CO,HC.NOX 
4 Pollutants/Loc. - - - - - - - - - . CHI( OCCAS @ BOOTH/tA 

l = 
1 Crash Device 

4WDcSs  —1 

d (Steel a, b.c d (conc. b.c a c a.b.c (Great a,c c a,c a c a b 

attenuator) teBxvsrwo Near Side GREAT GREAT HEXFOAM 

I 2 x 12woodl  Branch) ___ (40.10 mph) 

oth Ends V N V Y N V Reversible Reversible Reversible Reversible V Reversible N V - 
urpose b, c a, b, c b.c s.d (Toll Eq.) a.b.c a,c a-c a.d a-c a,c b.c a-c a.b.c 

LIv 
OverLanes V V V V V V V V V V V V V V  - 
Purpose d a,b,d b,d b,d a,b.c,d a,b,d b.d,e a,b,d b,d b.d a,b,d a.b,d b.c.d.e a.b.d - - 
Design Considerations a a - a,b a,b d a.e a,b,d a,c.d,e b a a e a,d 

•J WTWRMW 
SingteEndDimension - 10'x5 11'x4' 8'x4' 9'x3.5' 6' x 4' 12'x3.5' 

__  
12'x4 9'7x3'9 11'x4 14'x6'8 - 10'x3'.6f,illML - - 

DoubleEndOimension 8'x2'-6 15'x5 11'x4' - - 10'x4' 12'x3.5' 12'x4  - -- 19x17 -- 16'x3'6RamI - - 
2 

. 
tructural Support Func. N N V N N N Both N  N Both N N N - 

3 Frame Material St St St Ex. Al St ST ST, RSt RSt 

I 

 St St., RS ST  - . 
Ext. Skin PS PS(9) SS Al(16) PS(1/4) SS Br. PS(1/4') St(10).A(20) -. PS(1/4) Br SSAI(16) Al - 
nt. Skin - A(12) - Al(16) ST(16) - Ss SS(20)  - St GS GS Sh.Rk - - 

4nsulated N Y Y V V N V Y Y N V V V 

5 Type Heating E NW HW E Elf-lW HA E E, NW, Fan E.S. Propane NW E.HA.Steam E E - 
6 AJC - .. -- W W C I - - 	w 	- - 	- Root w/C - W/C OH _jL_ 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 	 •Notes: 	13G2e - carry utilities 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 	 8 B I - High mast lighting 

Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g., % 	 8 EZC -Wash water collectionJdisposal 

volume, or length was requested. 	 9 H2 - Support on SM ramp plazas 

N- No 
V -Yes 
NA - Not Available 

BF 1U, 30- Mainline & interstate ramps 
d - Protect Attendants 
9 El d - Bald Eagle. Soil contamin, asbestos 
9 G 3e - Cost, maint., durability, Island length 

—1 
LA 
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NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	

TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE - SUMMARY 

Positive vent. N 
2 
V 

3I 
V 

4 
N N 

6 
V 

r 
Y(Partial) 

s 
V 

ø 
V 

10 
V 

J 
N 

12 
V 

13 
V 

14 
N 7 - 8 Air Supply Loc -- c c - -- C a c c c -- a,c b -- 

9 Booth Flooring d 
St wituat 

d 
St w/Mat 

a a a c NI on 
 St witsiat 

a 
SS w.Mat 

c 
St w/MaT 

d-concw/ 
Covnputer Ft 

a.c a,d 
 St, wfldat 

d 
wood wiMat  

a b 

lONo.ofDoors 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
11 Type of Doors a a,b a,b a,b a (2) w/b a a,b a,(otd),b,c ab or bc a a,b a-c a.b.c a 
12 Door Equip. d 

SIidhg wkrdow 

a b b a d 
 (Splash) 

a,b.d a,b a c c b.d 
 (Extend. Or)  

a c 

- 13 Booth Glass 1 (Auto) b.c  a.c.d 14 501w Diplate a.b.c Tinted Lexar al llaoaratodl a,c,l c,g c,l (temper) a.c.Q a.c c 
14 Fixtures/Equipment  

Chair I / I I 
Front Counter  - - Cash Drawer (1 or 2 drawer)  

Fan (counter, ceiling)  

Switch Panel, Booth. Canopy  

t.Thermostat  

- Change/Token Holder I I 

Portable N I / 

Toll Recorder (Lane Control Cabinet)  

Toilet  

k.Sink  
1. Securityor.Locks  

m. Drawer Locks  
n.Rear Counter I / 1 1 

o.Telephone  
p.lntercom  
a.DuplexOutlet  - RadioAmlFm  - 
s.Counter Ute  

1. Silent Alarm  

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 	 Notes: 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

9H 13- 1 Pull Downs 
5K 14 - d (ceiling) 

e (booth lights) 
7E 2b - Optimize toll collection method 

Add branch lanes 
7G2 - Shield patrons from elements 
7133 - Veh. clear + cover toll personnel workway 

7H 12- Triple track weather shietd 
7 H 14 - j, k. u some ramps w/o Admin. Bldg 



APPENDIX B 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25-11 

__• - ilk c. -- — — — — — 
MM —.--.— 

FHIVsiin — 
U 

-- 

MM II 

MMrW 

 

i1TT1at1C1r. 
_tTh 

MMW 

iliIIS1siiig 
Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and lIt reter 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V -Yes 
NA - Not Available 



-4 
00 

APPENDIX B 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	

TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE - SUMMARY 

- - i. Intercom M M,A M M,E M M MA MA.E M.A,E M M,A M,A MA M 
j. Bill Feeder  - 2 ACM Loc.  b - N/A a d (MCR) d d b.d a b.d c.d C b.d 

3 Toll Configuration a e a a,e a a.b.e a.b,e a,b,c.e.f dl -- a.b.a a.b.c e a.b.c 

1i U 
Manual Lane 1-500 1-240.2,3-181 N/A N/A N/A See Note 1. 1-4501600 3400 1450,2-280 

3-400 

N/A 

- 
3-300/ 

350(5-10) 

1-360,2-240 

3-300(12) 

N/A 

-. 

11300/350 

3-250/300 

- - ACM (Single)  - N/A N/A  gn000  1-60 N/A 1-600  N/A 1-5001600 - C. ACM (Multi)  1480 - N/A N/A -  1-800/900 1400/600+ 1-535 N/A 1-900,2450 N/A 1-500/600 - d. ETC 1-12.12)/5 N/A N/A  1-850+ 1-900 N/A  1800 
a. Ticket (entry) 3-600 - N/A N/A 1-750+3-550 1-700,2-700' N/A 3400/450 

(5-10) 
1-540.2-360 
3450(12)  - - Meg Card - See Note .1. - N/A 14001450115.10l  - - Branch Feed Lane - N/A N/A  MAT 1975  1-640  - Tandem Lane - N/A N/A  10t.3(la-20) 1-500 (M) 3-480/560/(S-1) 1-540  - I. Bypass Lane - N/A - N/A  - 1-800  

- 

- 
j. Combined 3-180 - N/A N/A 1-640 

- k. Ticket (Exit)] 1-350 =12%.C=485/L 

See Note 2 
1-300/350 

3-250003(MB) 
Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 	 Notes: 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
Y - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

5 tint 29M (auto) + 8M (comm) ADT = 300 veh.hr  
13KK = 26300ADT.T_9% 
BK It - used for special event, (M/A) peak hour 

restore tolls after natural disaster 
manual - autmatic or human -automatic 

11. kh - Manual only 
K - 1 - Priv. Pass. Veh 

2 - Commercial Only 
3-Mixed (% Comm.) 



APPENDIX B 
	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	

TOPIC 25.11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE . SUMMARY 
ILl I 	I 

I - óU P1Acds* 
On-site Parking 

______ 
V 

2 
V V 

4 
V 

5 
V V 

7 
V 

8 
V 

9 
V 

10 
V 

11 
V 

2 
V 

13 
V 

14 
V - 2 Parking Access Mainline (M), Local Road (LA) LR M. LR LA M LA M M M, A M M.R M,R M,R A M 

3 Arrival (Alt.) - -- -- -- -- -- -. - -- -- -- -- -- -- - 4 - Toll Lane Access a a, b a a a a.b a.b a.b a.b a a, b (some) a a a 
5 ACM Vault Serv -- a.b -- -- -- a a.b a a,b a a b a a 

lPavementMarkings V V V V V V V V V N N V V V 
2 - Plaza Layout) N N V (part) V (+ Plan) V (plan) N V V N N N N N N 
3 Motorist Into N b,d a.e a,c,e a b a.d.e a-e a.c.e a.e a.d a.b.a b.c b,d,e 

- unctions - Mainline (M( Ramp (A)  - - PublicFoyer(Rest Room V/N)  M M M  M  M,R M,R M)y( M - - b.Computer (Toll) Room  M M M M,R M.R M,R  M,R M.R M M 
- Count Room (Sale) M M,R  M M M M M,R M M,A M,R(s) M.R(s) M MA(s) - - 
.Banldng Room  M.R M  M M  M M,R M.R M,R  - - 
. Vault Storage (Empty)  M,R  M  M M,R M M.R M M - - I.Money Vault  M  M M M  M 	- M.R M.R M.R  M - - Token Storage  M  M,A  - - Electronic Maint.  M.R M M M M M M.R M  M.R M.R M.R  - 

.Lunch Room M M.R M M M M M.R M.R M M,R M,R M.R M.R  - - 

.Lounge/Day Room M  M  M.R M,R  - - k. Locker Room (w/wo Showers)  MA (w/o) M  M M M MR M  M.R M.R (w) M,R  - 

.ETC Sales Office  M - - 
ETC Install. Facility  M  - - M,R - 
Token Sales (on/off site)  - - M - - Armored Car/Loading Dock  M,R  .  M,R  M,R M M - - M - - Mechanical Room  M.R M M M M M,R M,R M M,R M.R M R-  M - - a. Generator  M,R M M M M - 	M M,R M.R M,R M,R M M,R M - - u Communications  M M M M M.R  M,R  M,R M - 

.PoliceDeslqConsole  M M  M M.R  M.R M - - 
I. Etectrical Room (w/UPS)  M.R (UPS) M M M - M (UPS) M.R M.R (UPS) M M M,R (UPS) M.R (UPS) M,R M - u.Supervisor's (Office/Console)  M,R M M M M M M,R M M M.R M MC MC - v.Other Room/Office  M  M,R M  M,R M  M 
w.Collector/Utility Tunn.  M.R  M M M,R M M M,R M 
S-10 d8MR1Tt$IGNS  (See Quest.)  

I Type  
a. Toll Schedule - 1200/2 0 1500/2 10/1 1500/1 5280/11320 5280/2 5280)cars) 900/1 -- -- 500/1 2411,1215/2 400/1 - - - b.Warning/info 1200/2 500 1000/2 1300/1 3775/1 10560/2640 5280/2 280(varies)/ 2.1&1/2mi/3 - 2.1&1/2mi/3 5280t3 2,1/2mi/2 2000/i 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 	 Notes: 	6 Nip - Mech. Room W/elect + heating 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 	 601a - Cars only 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 	 61.5 - ACM 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Ves 
NA - Not Available 

7/81-4.5 - b @ 1 Plaza 
7N1 - w @ 1 Plaza 
9N1.NO UPS 
iON - Off Site Storeg, C Safe. S desk 

'0 
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	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	 TOPIC 25.11 

taI I CAf1111 I 	11DDAYtD dI ICTIt1IIA ID - I IIIIIADV 

Speed Restriction 1000/2 1000/1 850/2 10/4 1925/2 2640/1320 -- -- Ded. ETC -- - 5280/3 1997571/3 
$4 

500/1 

- - Lane Use -- 1200/1 -- 800+canopy -- Varied/2 
Partial 

4000/2 2640/1 1500/1 or 2 -- -- 2600/1 1529.571/2 
2 Mi TRk/Bus 
1/4 Mi Exact O,g 

2 In Lane - d (on Booth) ab, (Booth) a-d Ptan a,e a.b.a a,b,e a.D,c,e - - a.b a.b.c -- 

IFixed Y V 
I 

N Y N N N N N V N N N V 

2 Example N V N 4LaJAE - V - (ScaSkeLcEer) M,M/A,M.E (SeeSkoIchec) - .- sooOcextien 

3 a. Exp. ETC  N/A Under Desig  - - ML 

b.HOV  _____ _____ - M - - - 
Bus Only -- 
None 
Oversized M.R Outside LA M -- M/R M/R -- Outside LA 

4 Iranch/Tandem Lane  
5 >1 Method/Lane N N N V N R n n const. only -- N V Some Some - - 
6 WHM>1 - - - b.c -- - -- - - - - a C b.c 

Di,. Peak N V V N N V N N V 
-- 
N V N N V (3o1 6 Plazua) - - 

2 Method to Inform. - b..e b.d.e -. - b.e b.e b.e I 	b.e - b.e b.e -- I a.b.e 

R C c.d. d c e c.d c,d,h (some) c,d.f.(ETC) c,f.h -- c.h c.d.h e c.d.t (ETC) 

- lAvailtoMotorist$ N N N N N N N N N N N V N N 

2 - Type of Serv/Equip - -- - - - - -- .. - 	. -- -- a - - 
3 For Collectors N N -- N N N . -- N - - N N -- F - 
4 - Eq.. Devices. Design N N Y - N N N N N Curb Ramps Ramp/P Pm N N N 

5Umit(Lane) - - -- - N - .. -- -- N N - N -- 

702 - Tokens/Exact Change 
802- ReceiptzIl'rks Keep Right 

Exact Changes - Cars Only 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer Notes: 	4 R - Call ahead to Police 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 3 Se - Curb Ramps 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 5 N 1 - V Extra office 
volume, or length was requested. 602 - OPEN' Sign in booth 

FF1 on side 
N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN, 	 TOPIC 25.11 
s1 • rAaII 1W tflEflATI1O tIICTIfltJAID - CIIIIIADV 

A 	cnemty Idpii8Ifkt-on 	 International 
Br 

E 	' 	LoeMion 	- 	-- - 	I 	MICH 
G 	Typn 	-- 	 - 	1 	BR 
H 	IY.arOp.ei,-d 	 - 	- 	1962 

Yn,rL,.,st Reulovated 	 -- 

1 	Length Mi. (km) 	 2.5 - 

iiIi '? ____ I 
Bear Mt 

Br 
GW Br 

ii 
Goethals 

Br 

7I?Ii]' 
Outerbridge 

Crossing 
I/en Franklin 

Br 
Betsy Ross 

Br 
Rip Van 
Winkle 

Kingston 
Rhineclitt 

Mid Hudson 
Br.  

Newburg 
Beacon Br 

Holland 
Tunnel 

Lincoln 
Tunnel 

Bayonne Br 

NY NY NY NY NY NJ-NY NJ-NY NJ-NY NJ-NY NJ-NY NJ-NY NJPA NJ-PA' 

BR BR BR BR BR BR Tunnel Tunnel BR BR BR BR BR 

1935 1957 1930 1963 1924 1931 1927 1937 1928 1928 1928 1926 1976 

1969 
Toll Plaza 

1980 
New Booths 

1967, 
Nmftzaffiths, 

1980 
New Plaza 

1993 
New Plaza 

1981 
Main Plaza 

1991 
New Plaza 

1995 
New Plaza 

1964 
r 	aamaz 

1964 
New aajpu 

1964 
New athiplu 

1992 
One Way Toll 

1994 
One Way Tol 

1 (BR) 1.5(BR) 0.6(BR) 1.5(Br) 0.5(Br) 1 1.5 :- 1.09 1.35 1.66 1.8 3.38 

2 Lane Mi. (km) 10.2 3,5 7 10 26 4 72 6 26 4.36 5.4 6.64 10 41 

3 No. of Toll Plazas (M/R) 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 3/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- 1/- - 
4 No of Toll Lanes (Reversible)  6 2 2 4 8 2 31 9 13 4 8 8 13 13 

K IeUdofCoII.ctIon .,.,,_ 
C 0(c) 1 way 0(c) 1 way (C) 1 way (c) I way (c) 1 way 0(c) 1 way (c) 1 way (C) 1 way (C) 1 way (c) 1 way (C) I way 0(c) 1 way (C) 1 way 

M(C) M(C/S) Mlc/Sl M(CIS) 

1-J5/ 

M(C/S/Ex) M(C/S) M(CSEx) 

4 

M(CSEx) 

4d 

M(CSEx) M(CSEx) 

147 

M(CSEx) 

147 

M(CSEx) 

147 

M(CSEX) 
ACM,AVI 

9)USBS 
III- 

STAND)  

M(CSEX) 
ACM.AVI 

1)1965) IStaflddiGufdMInw 

NewPI.azw 

CSd 

1-357 A1 

B 

1-351 1-357 1-357 

____ V V V V V Y Y  Y V V N N 

-- - . 	- . 	-- 	. ' 	-- -- - - -- -- -. -- 1:4,5 
NJ.PA  001 

SPEC  

1.3.4 

Numbers/Letters in ceus lot section ii ano vi reter 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
Y - Yes 	 : 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUESTIOtJAIRF SUMMARY 

G
__m_____ 

 

WMW 
V V Y V V V V V V V V V V V 

B 

I TolILane 
Pi  ______ ______ 

I 	C C C C C C A/C C C C C C C C - 2 Transiftons C A A A C A A/C C A/C C C C 
3 X Slope/Profile (%)  _________ 
- Approach - 0.02/1.0 0.0211.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 -. -- -/3.5 -- - -- -10-3.5 -/2.0 

- - Departure - 0.02/1.0 0.0211.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 - - 43.5 - - -- -10-3.5 -/2.0 
Toll Lane - 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 0.02/1.0 - - - -- - - -ID 41.39 

1 Level (ft candle)  
- Mainline 25-30 5 7 7 -- 5 - - - -- - - 5 5 

- - Departure 35-50 5 7 7 -- -- - - -- - -- 5 5 
Approach 30-35 5 7 7 - - - - -- - -- 5 5 

- - Ramp 50 7(PLAZA) 12(PLAZA) 10(PLAZA) --  -- - -- -- - -- -- -- 
2 Typeltritensily  

a. Approach 5/250. HALIDE 

1000 
SI250 Sf250 Sf250 Sf250 

jW250 

 SI- Metal 
 HaudeISOO 

SI- SI- SI- SI- S/bOO S/bOO 
D. Departure - Sf250 MV/1000 Sf250 SI-  SI- Metal 

Haude/500 
SI- SI- SI- SI- S/bOO S/bOO 

3 Ughting Structure 

- - a. Aproach 1,3 3 3 3 3 Decrorative 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
- - b. Departure 3 3 1 3 3 Decrorative 1 1 3 1 I 1 1 1 c. Ramp 1.3 -- 1 2 1 1 (PLAZA) 1 (PLAZA) 1 (PLAZA) -- - 

4TollLaneUghting V V V Y y y y y y y y y y y 
5 Location a a a a a a a a.b a a a a a a - 6_ Level 75-90 7 -- 10 10-12 10 - -- - -- - -- 7.5-10 7-10 - 7 Type/Intensity H.ALIDEI250 Ff40 S/iSO 5/150 Sf150 S/ISO F -- SI-- SI-- SI— SI-- S/175 Sf175 - 8visibilityDeeices V N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
9 Type/Location C (Before Br.) -- - -- - - - -- -- -- - -- -- -- 

1 Transition Roadway -- a a,b a a a a a a a a a a a - 2_Closed-Type -- c c c C C c c c a a a 
a - 3 InTollLane -- a I  a a a a a,b b d a,b a,b a,b a ::::::] a,b 

rumoers,eners In cells tar siecaon II ano Ill reier 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
APPENDIX B 
	

TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

TOLL 

LI 
1 

FACILITY OPLRATUK WULTUUMRUI 

hn.flt*I - 
Issues 

- 	UUVIlVtMflI 

b 
_____ 

a,b 

ffd____ 
8b 

a.b a.b 
___________ 

a.b a.b a.b 

_____  
_____ 

a-c 
Y1 
-. 

I1 te 
a-c+ 

asbestos 
a-c+ 

asbestos 
a-c+ 	I 

asbestos 
N/A - 

2 emedial Measures - Noise 
AID 

c. Water Quality 
'r Monitoring Devices 

3 - 
-_ 
N 

3 - 
-- 
N 

2 

-- 
N 

3 
-. 
-. 
N 

1-3 
2 
-- 
N 

__________ 
3 
2 
4 
N 

Monitored 
Annually 

___________ 
-- 
2 
2 
V 

Ptaza 

__________ 
3 
2 
2 
N - 

___________ .- 
-- 
-_ 
-- 
-- 

___________ -- 
2 
2.3 
N 

-- 

__________ 
-- 
2 
2,3 
N - 

___________ 

2 

N 

- 
2.3  

 - -- 

N 

- 

ulSmndeert 

N 

- 
-- - - - 3 

lam 
1 Crash Device 

Purpose 
2othEnds 

a 

V 
b.c 

a,c 

V 
a,c  

a a a 

V 
c 

b 

V 
c 

ac 

N 
a,c 

c 
(compressed 
ST& Rubber) 

N 
a-c 

a,c 

N 
0 

c (hextoam) 

N 
a.c 

c (hextoam) 

N 
a,c 

c (hextoam) 

________ 
N 

a.c 

d 2-8 

N 
e,c 

Conc-Pipe  

a,c (great) 

N 
a,c - 

3 

- lOverLaneS 
Purpose 

- sign Considerations 

V 
b.d 
-. 

a-d 
V 

a,b  
Na-d+Mt.HVAC 

V 

a,b 

V 
a-d 
a-c 

V 
a-d - 

V 
a-d 

ac&ReuI EsIuv 

V 
b.d 

V 
a-d 
c,d 

V 
a-d 
c.d 

V 
a-d 
c,d 

V 
b.d 
a.b 

V 
b.d 
a.b - 2_ 

3 • llBa__ ____ - 
11' x3'-6 

V 
ST 
PS 
-- - 

NW - 

16' x6' 

N 
ST 
Br. 

Al (9) 

-- 
El 
W 

-- 
N 
ST 
Br. 
-- 
-- 

HA 
W 

a 

N 
Conc. 81k. 
Masonry 

-- 
N 
El 
W 

____  
12' 06' . 

N 
ST 	'' 

Masonry 
Sh. Rock 

V 
1-PM 
C 

16' x 5'8 

-- 
N 
ST 

Masonry (4) 
Sh. Rock 

V 
El 
C 

19'-6 x 4 

-- 
N 
ST 

St. Al. 
GS, Sh. Rock 

V 
El 
C 

8' x4' 

-- 
V 
ST 

Masonry 
SS 
V 

C 

8' x 2'-8 

V 
ST 
PS 
GS 
V 

Radiantll-4W 
I 	C 

8'-lO x3' 

-- 
N 
ST 
Al 
Al 
-- 

1-4W 
C, 

El I-M I 

9' x 3' 
-- 
-- 

ST - 
Al 
Al 

-- 
f.M' 
C 

10' X 4 

N 
ST 
Al 
Al - 

1-MI 
C 

8'.etfx3'-6142  

14x3'-61/2 
V 

PS 1/4 
SS 
V 
El 
W 

ST  

12'-8x3'8 
N 

PS 
SS 

 V 
El 
W 

1 Single End Dimension 
.Double End Dimension 
tructural Support Func. 

a 	Frame Material 
b 	Ext Skin 
c 	nt Skin 

Type Heating 
4tnsulated 

- - 2 - 3 - - - - 
- 
_NC 

5 

NumbersILetters in cells for Section II and Ill reter 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

00 



00 

APPENDIX B 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25.11 

N N V b N V V V N V V V NN 
7 L

10 

Booth Flooring a a a a a conc 

w/cork mat 

St Frame/Al a b wildat a a a a a 

No. of Doors 2 2 2 2 2 2 1,+Esc.Hatch 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 

Type of Doors a,b a a a a a a.c b.c a a.c a.c a.c a,b a.b 

12 Door Equip. b,d(1t2door) C C c c c a a a a a a a a 

13 113ooth Glass a a,c,g (Safety) c (safety) c (safety) c c (safety) a.c C lrnrmhadml C a.b.g a.b,g a.b,g I (safety Glawl I lseferYGIOml 

14 
a.Chair I 
Fixtures/Equipment  

I 1 1 1 

Front Counter 
 

Cash Drawer (1 or 2 drawer) 
 

Switch Panel, 800th, Canopy  
Fan (counter, ceiling)  

I.Thermostat I / I I / I I 

p. Change/Token Holder  - - 
h. Portable TV  - i.Toll Recorder (Lane Control Cabinet) 

 - 
j.Toilet  

k.Sink 
 

Security Dr. Locks  - - 
m. Drawer Locks 

 

n.Rear Counter 
 - - 

- - 
pIntercom 

q.DuplexOullet 

I 
1 

I 
1 

I 
1 

1 
1 

o Telephone  

1 
1 1 1 1 1 

1 
1 1 1 1 1 

. Radio Am/I'm  - - 
.Counter Lite 

 - - - - Silent Alarm  

Numbers/Ietters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 

V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	 NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	 TOPIC 25-11 

rlI 1W flVflAflD flu ICTIfllAID - CI IIIIADV - cn cr c,r ui .cir .HL wi cITh 	11, QEn 	IL F L 	EJ 	ir all 

-_ 

a - -- -- -- 
ON

FflhVseIdn 

- -- -- 
_tt__tt__tt_ 

MM'm. 

FlU1MIn 

MMMWX  MM 

1II4; 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 

to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 

Questionnaire unless a specAc value, e.g., % 

volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 

Y - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

00 



00 
C' 

APPENDIX B 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUESTIONAIRE - SUMMARY 

Intercom 
tS 
M 

______ 
M 

e 
M 

lft-M 
M 
- 

M 
iT 
M M 

I 
M 

17ó 
M 

174 
M 

17 
M M 

i!a 
M.A 

ib 
MA 

j. Bill Feeder __________ -- -- -. -- -- - . 	- - - - -- - — 2 ACM Loc. -- N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A d d 
3 Toll Contiguration a e e e a e a b a.d (bus) a a a e (w/BCR) a (wIBCR) 

Manual Lane - 1-400. 2-200 
3-300(50) 

1400, 2-200 
3-300(50) 

1-400, 2-200 
3-300(50) 

14201500+ 
2-200.3-300 

1-400, 2-200 
3-300(50) 

- 1-360.3 
3-300(20) 

3-300(10) 1-342,2-162 
Eu. Cash - 

1465, 2-203 

1-214. 2-131 
Es, Cash - 

 1-315,2-393 

1450 
2-350(9) 

1450 
2-350(9) 

- - ACM (Single)  l-uuO(W/aCR) 1-5s0(w/5CR) 
ACM (Multi)  

d.ETC  
a. Ticket (entry) 1-619.2-310 1-327.2-159 

I. Meg_Card  - - Branch Feed Lane  
Tandem Lane 

Bypass Lane  
Combined Cashflicket 

1-360, 3-339 
(28)  

k. Ticket(Exit)] 

IurIluelLaILaIb Ill calls or oacuon II ano III reler 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specitic value, e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25.11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR DUESTIONAIRE • SUMMARY 

- - ron Pla*iAcc.a* 
On-siteParking 

15 
V 

16g= 
V 

Affl-6-01111 
V 

16ö= 
V 

SELS—djE 
V 

1ei 
V 

EEL7&= 
V 

17b 
V N 

17d 
V 

17i 
V 

*781 
V 

iaa 
V V - - Parking Access Mainline (M), Local Road (LR) LR M M M M, LR M M. LR LR -- LR LR LR LR LR 

3 - Arrival (Alt.) - -, -- - -. - a.b - b -- - - -- -- - - Toll Lane Access a a a a a a a-c d a. b Inol 000dl a,b a.b a,b a,b a,b 
5 ACM Vault Serv - N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A - - - N/A N/A N/A b b 
I _____________  - 'itMarkings N V V V V V N V V V V V N N - - Layout) N N N N N N - N N N N N -- -- 

3 Motorist Info a a a a a a a.d.e b-e a,d,e a,e a,e a.e a,d,e a,d,e 

Functio ns - Mainline (M) Ramp (A)  

- - .Public Foyer  M M  M M  M M M M M - - b. Computer (Toll) Room M M M M M M M M M M M M M M - c.CountRoom  M  M M M M M M M M M M M 
d.BankingRoom M M  M M M  M M M M M M M - - e. Vault Storage (Empty) 	- M M 
.MoneyVault M M M M M M M M M M M M M M - - a. Token Storage  M M M - - h. Electronic Maint. M  M M M M M M M M - Lunch Room M M M M M M M M M M M M M M - - .Lounge/Day Room  M M M M M M M M - k.LockerRoom  M M M M M M M M M  M N M 

1. ETC Sales Office 
ETC Install. Fec.  

- - Token Sales M (script)  - - Armored Car&oading Dock M M M M M - Mechanical Room  N M M M M M M M M M M M M - q.Generator M M M M M M M  M M M M M M - r.Comm. N  M M M M M M M M - - a. Police Desk  M M  M  M  M M - I. Electrical Room M M M (UPS) M (UPS) - M M M M M M M M M M - - U. Superasor's Office M 	. M M M M M  M M M M M M M - - Other Room/Oflice M M 
CollectorIUtilityTunn.  M M M  M  M M M M M M 

1 
I.J 

Type  

- - Toll Schedule  200/1 300/1 1000/1 250/1 200/1 8/- 8/1  2600/15 1000/1 1000/1 1000/1  5000/3 - - Warning/into 3M1,1MI/2 	I - - 8000/1 - 10/- - 1500/1 500/1 500/1 500/1 6000/2 6500/1 

to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 
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NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25-11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE - SUMMARY 

Speed Restiiction 
1S 

Rumble 
Stripl2 

NELHJM - - -- - -- 
MRIZOM 

2/- 
11b 

250016 
170 
-411 

17d 
500/2 

iT 
500/2 

171 
500/2 800/7 

 Non-Toll Dir.  

i6111111111111111111  
350/1 

Lane use .- -- -- -- -- -- 250016 -- 1000/1 1000/1 1000/1 8000/4 1000/5 

- 2 In Lane a.b a a a a a.b a-d (Haz 
MatCH) 

a.b a,b a,b a,b a.b.c 	. 
 Non Toll  

a 

IFixed N N N N N N N N N N/A N/A N/A N N 
2 Example Center -- - 

Reversible  
- -- -- - -- - -- - -- -- - 

3 a.Exp.ETC - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - 
D.HOV -- -- - - -- - - .- - - -- -- -- -- 

- c. Bus Only -- c - -- - -- - - ML - - - - - 
d.None  
e.Oversized  

- Branch/Tandem Lane - C c C C -- C C C C C C C C 
5>1 Method&ane N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
6 WHMs-1 - - - -- - -- - -- - -- -- -- -- - 

- 1 - Dir. Peak V one-way N N N N N N N 	I N N N N N 
2 Method to lntorm. 	. b.c -- - - -_ - - - - - -- -- - - 

* I Wiliftno noi c,d b.d b.d b.c b.d b.d c,e c-a c.e,t(ETC) e e a c.d,e c.d.e.g 
I  

lAvailtoMotorists N N N 	I N N N N N N N N N N N 
2 Type of Scm/Equip - - -- - - - - -. - -- - - - - 

— 3 - For Collectors -- - - -- - -- N -- -- N N N N . 	N - - Eq.. Devices, Design N N N N N N . 	N V (Elevator) N N V (Elevator) N N N - 5 - Limit (Lane) - - -- -- - - - N - -- - N/A - - 
riumoers,euers In ceiis ror oecuon II ano in rarer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire untess a specific value, e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	 NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	 TOPIC 25-11 

II& 5 	 IliTI 
A 	Fr 	Itty idontltkrtl-on 	 Aialt Whitman 
-: 	— 	-- 	 Br. 

E 	Locatk,n -- 	 NJ_PA 

C 	Typo 	---- - 	-- 	 - 	Br. 
H 	Yea Opened 	 1957 

I 	Yox L.audtternovated 	 1992 

- 	- 	- 	 one_waytolls 

1 	LengthMi.(km) 	 2.2 _I 

Lommodore 
BarryBr. 

2 
8-470 

iITT 
IL Toll Road 
. 

BBT 
J 

CMI Cross b ay 
 Br. 

Henry 
HudsonBr. 

Throgs 
NeckBr. 

Peace Br Dallas N. 
 TollNKY 

Mt Creek 
LakeBr. 

Tribrough 
Sr. 

Marine 
Pkwy8r. 

NJ_PA NY_Canada Texas Texas Colorado Illinois N.Y. N.Y: N.Y. N.Y. N.Y. N.Y. N.Y.  

Br. Br. TollRd. Br. TollRd. Tollfload TUNN. TUNN Br. Br. Br. Br. Br. 

1974 1927 1968 1970 1991 1959 1950 1940 1939 1936 1937 1936 1961 

1993 
one_waytolls 

1956Enlarge 
TollPlaza 

- 1993 
 PMZ_Rocon_I 

1988 
owTollPlaz 

1970 
Now B 

1969 
PbZ_Exp 

1976 
AddTollLanes 

2.5 0.8 21 2.6 5 276 1.73 1.21 305t - 3840 2209 2.05 

2 	LaneMi.(km) 	 49 23 3 126  30 	1 -- 7 1 	4.86. - - - 2.5 -, 

— 3 	No.ofTollPlazas(M/R) 	 1/- 1/- .3/20 1/- 1/4  20/34 1/- 1/- 1/- 2/- / 2/-  

4 	No.olTollLanes(Reversibte) 	 10  11 - 5 14 418 17 14 12 38 10 15 21 

IT, 
aq, 

*had,f áIkcftøa 
0(C)_1_way  C/C 0/C C(C) C(C) 0(C) 0(TC) 0(TC) 0(TC) 0(TC) 0(TC) 0(TC) 0(TC) 

M(C S Ex)  
ACM,AVI 

I
E(M) 

Ex) 
rACM.AVI 

134 

M (C) CC ACM 

lEx,Tl.ETC 101 

4 

M (C) 
ACM.ETC (DM1 

2348 

M (C) 
ACM (EX) 

1-4 

M (C) 
. ACM,E 
(BYPASS) 

1-4/0 

M (C) 
CC 

ACM (Ex) 

14 

M (CT) 
ACM(EaT) 

- 

M (C 1) 
ACM(EaT) 

M (CT) 
ACM(EaT) 

M (CT) 
ACM(Ex.T) 

M (CT) 
ACM(Exi) 

M (CT) 
ACM(Ex.T) 

M (CT) 
ACM (Ex.T) 

A 	tandard3uId.11n*o 1(9949) 

Numbers/Letters in cons tor section it ana iii rotor 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g.. S 
volume, or length was requested. 

N-No 
Y - Yes 	 - 
NA - Not Available 	 - 

00 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATAR 0UET1flh1AIflF - Q11UUAnW 

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOPIC 25.11 

A Q=RWARU y V y y y y y y Y y y y y y 
1 Toll Lane C C A.0 C C C C A/C C A/C C A/C C C - 2 Transitions A A C C C C A,C A/C A C . C A - 
3 X Slope/Profile (%)  _________ 

- - a. Approach -- -/2.0 1 	010 2.5/- 2.5/- 2.0/.5 1510.5 - 1.2/ 4.0 - - 0/0 - b. Departure - 42.0 010 2.5/- 2.5/- 2.0/.5 1510.5 - 1.2/5.4 - - - 0/0 - 
c. Toll Lane -/1.4 -/2.0 0/0 1.0/- 1.0/- 2.01.5 0/0 - 1.6/ 0.6 

ETC (3.3/.5)  
- - - 0/V - 

1 Level (ft candle) ____ 
- Mainline 3 5 5 2 2 N/A 1 8-10 8-10 3-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 2-3 - Departure 3 5 10 2 2 N/A 1.5 15-20 - - - - - - 

- - Approach 3 5 10 2 2 N/A 1.5 	. 15-20 3-5 - - - - - 
- - 

2 
d. Ramp/Plaza 
Type/intensity 

- - 10(PLAZA) 
___ 

1.5 1.5 N/A 1.5 15-20(Plaza) I0.12(Plaza) 12-15(Plaza) 12-15(Plaza) - 12-15(Plaza) 12-15(Plaza) 

- 
Approach S/1000+250 S/bOO S/ID® S/400 5/400 S/- 5/400 5/- 5/- - S (Plaza) - MH S 

- Departure S/1000+250 S/bOO S/bOO S/400 S/400 $1- 5/- 5/- - - - MH S 

3 Lighting Structure 

- - Aproach 1 1 1 3(30) 3(30) 1 2(50) 3 - 3 - 3 3 - Departure i 1 1 3 (30) 3 (30) 1 (15ARM) 3 - 3 - 3 3 C. Ramp -- -- - 3(30') 3 (30) 1 - 3 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 

4 Toll Lane Ughdng V Y V V V V V V V V V V Y V - 5 Location a a a a a.b C (Reflective) a a a a - a a a - 6_ Level i-io 7-10 15 	1 2,5 1.5 N/A 5 - - - - - - - — 7 Type/Intensity S/175 S/175 S/250 	I S/250 F/90 Il- 5/- - - - - - - - — 8 Visibil/ty Devices N N N N V V V - V N V V Y V 9 Typeil..ocation (Canopy/Plaza) - - - - b (PL) c (PL) 
Flashers  

b(C.Pi) - C(C) - C(C) d( Fog Horn) c(C,P) c(C,P) 

7 I Transition Roadway a a a a a a.b a a a a a a a a 2_ Closed-Type 	 I a a c C b a,c a c c c c c c 3 In Toll Lane 
in ..ik. 4... 0...,;.. II .,.,.1 Ill 

a a.b b.c b.c b.c a,b b d d d d d d d 

to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25.11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUEcTIONAIRF • cuMMARY 

El 
1 Issues b 

1ed 
C 

1* 
- 

- 
b.c 

2O 
b a.b.d a.b 

2$i 
- b 

(Ught)  

- - 23d 
- wom - 231 - j 

2 Remedial Measures 
- Noise 4 (5oundtt,ne,' - - 14(Sl,rubs) 2 2,3 1.2  

- - NO - - - Exp.Lane.2 2 2 - - - - - 
— — Water Quality - - - 5 (NP)  3 ditches - - - - - - - - - 3 Air Monitoring Devices N N - N N V N N N N N N N - 

4 Pollutants/Loc. - - - -. - CO/Booth 
Tunnel 

- 
- - - - - - 

1 Crash Device e. (conc) 
c (GREAT) 

a,c.(GREAT) d (Conc Abut a,c 
(Hex-Foam) 

a C 

(Great) 
b.c a a a a a a a 

- Both Ends N N V Reversible V N Reversible V V V - V V V 
Purpose a,c a,c a.c a-c a-c a,c b.c b.c b.c b.c b.c b.c b.c b.c 

- - OverLanes V V V V V V V V V V V V V V 
- - Purpose b.d b.d a.b.d a-d a-d b-d a.b.d.e a-d a-d a-d a-d a-d a-d a-d 

3 Design Considerations a.b a.b c.d a-ct. a-d a.c.d c,d  ! 
- 

I - Single End Dimension 881/2x4 8'8117x4 10x3' 106x4 106x4 - 9x4 - Double End Dimension 16-11x4 14'8x4' - 106x4 10'6x4' 16x4 - 
2 Structural Support Func. V N N Both V N N 
3 Frame Material - ST ST ST 	I ST ST ST  

- - Ext. Skin PS PS PS(3/8) W.M.Br Mason PS SS  - C, 	lnl. Skin SS SS SS Sh. Rock Sh. Rock Ga. St. - 
4 nsulated V V V V V V - 5 Typo Heating El El El El El El HA.Rad.  - 6 A/C W W - Rool.Cent. Rool W W 

nuts, 	a ue-m*Ior Cit.. 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N- No 
V - Ves 
NA - Not Available 

'-0 



APPENDIX B 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	

TOPIC 25.11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR GUESTIONAIRE . SUMMARY 

- 7 Posidve vent. N N N Y 

11~ 21 
Y Y V 

- 8 Air Supply Loc -- -- -- a,c a c C 
9 Booth Flooring a a a a.b a a a 

- 10 No. of Doors 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 

- 11 Type of Doors a,b a.b I 	a a.b a a,b C 

12 Door Equip. a a a c c,d 

(Al Splush D( 

a a,b a,b a,b a,b a.b a,b a,b 

13 BoothGlass i(satetyGl) i(safetyGl) c b.c b.c b.c,g jb u.c.i u.c.i u.c.i o.c.i o.c.i 6.0 a.c.i 
14 5ixtures/Equipment  

- 
- a. Chair  

- b.FrontCoun(er / / / / / / 
Cash Drawer(1 or2drawer) / / / / 

(2) 

/ 
(2) 

/ 
(2) 

/ / 
 (2) 

/ 
(2) 

/ 
(2) 

I 

(2) 

I 

(2) 

I 

(2) 

I 

(2) 
Fan (counter, ceiling) I 

. 

I V V 

 (ct) 

/ 

(co) 

I 

(Cl) 

I 

(Cl) 

I 

(Cl) 

I 

(Ct) 
Switch Panel, (Booth, Canopy)  

(BC)  (B)  / I I I I (CT) I 
- f.Thermostat / I I / I / I I -- I / I 

- - 
. Change/Token Holder  

h. Portable N  

- - 
. Toll Recorder (Lane Control Cabinet) / I / I / / / / / / 

- - 
. Toilet . / 

- k.Sink / 
.SecurityDr.Locks / / / / I / / / / / / / 

Drawer Locks / / / / / / 1 1 / 1 / / 
- Rear Counter / / / / I / I I 

- 
- o.Telephone / I / 

pInlercom / I / / I / / / / I I I / I 
qDuplexOutlet / / I I / / I I I I I I I I 

- - 
. Radio Am/Fm  

- 
-. s. Counter Lite  

- 
- Silent Alarm I I I 

umoers,Leaers in ceus ior ecuon it ano Ill rerer 
to responses to Questions presenled in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 

NA- Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	

NCI4RP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	

TOPIC 251 I 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE . SUMMARY 

-- - 
------------,----------------- 

F:flIVin 

.TJ 

-- 

---- 

-5- 

-- - 
lS]IrIItT1 

lsJ;ts -, -- 
Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 	- 

N - No 
Y - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE • SUMMARY 

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOPIC 25.11 

ii - ii - - 
u. 	Intercom 
j. 	Bill Feeder 

i8 
M,A - 

ied 
MA - 

19 
M,A - 

Aff2ft' 
M M 

21 
M MA 

ä 
MA 

23 
M,A M.A 

20d 
M,A 

. 
M,A M,A MA 

- 2 ACM Loc. d d b b,d d 	. d b,d  
3 

• 
ToIl Configuration 

'Cft'(VPI) 
a. Manual Lane 

e(W/BCR) 
lSc- 

e(W/BCR) 
18d- 

e 
19- 

c,e,f,g 
20a- 

e 
20b- 

d,f,g 
21- 

a.b,e-g 
22- 

a,b 
a,b.e 

a,b 
a.b,e 

a,b 
a,b,e 

a,b 
a,b,e 

a,b 
a,b,e 

a,b 
a,b,e 

a,b 
a,b,e 

1-450. 
2-350(9) 

1450. 
2-350(9) 

3- 1/400/600 3- 1/400 3-350/450 3/450 3/450 3/450 3/450 3/450 1(450) 3/450 

1- 1-500/700  - - 
- - ACM (Multi) 

ETC 
I-n50(wlBcR) i.55owacn 1- 1-500/700 

1-1200/1400  
 1-850 1-600/625 1/600 1/600 1/600 1/600 1/600 1/600 1/600 

Ticket (entry) 

Mag Card 
Branch Feed Lane 
Tandem Lane 

- - Bypass Lane 1-1200  
i. Combined A/E 

M1Ex/E 
MilE 

350-450 

k. Ticket (Exit)) 

to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire ynless a specific value. e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	 TOPIC 25.11 

flI I CAfII I?V t1DDA79%0 ft ITItaUAI - I IIIMAAV 

- I I 
roll PI.Ui'Acc.0 

On-site Parking V 
104 

V 
j9 

V 
20a 

V 
2Ot 

V V 
W 
V 

23a 
V 

23b 
V 

Z1c1 
V V 	I V Y V 

- 2_ ParkingAccessMainhine(M).LocalRoad(LR) LA LA M,LR LA M M M,LR LA M,LR M,LR M,LR M,LR M,LR M,LR 

3 Arrival (Alt.) .- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - 4 Toll Lane Access a.b a.b a a.b a b a,e a a a a a a a 

5 ACM Vault Serv b b a a.b a b a,b a a a a a a a 

- I jPavementMarkings -- N V N N V V N N N N N N N 
2 (Plaza Layout) -. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
3 IMotorist Into a.d,e a,d,e b.c.e a.b,d a,b,e c b.e D,d,e a,d.e a,d,e a.d,e a.d,e a,d,e a.d,e 

- unctions - Mainline (M) Aamp (A)  - . Public Foyer (w/wo Rest Room) M M  M M M )W) M )W) M M M M M M M - - 
.Computer (Toll) Room M M M M M M M M M  M M - - - Count Room (sale) M M M M  M  - - d.Banking Room M M M M  M  - - e. Vault Storage (Empty) M M M M  M M M M M M M M M - 

.MoneyVault M M M M M M M M M M M M M M 

- a. Token Storage  M M M M  M M M M M M M 
- h. Electronic Maint. M M M M  M M,R M M M M M M M - 

I. Lunch Room M M M M M M M M M M M M M M 

- Lounge/Day Room M M  M  M __ ___ ____ ______ ______ ________ - - k. Locker Room (w/wo Showers) M M  M M M (W) M.R (W) M (w) M (w) M.lw) M )w) M (w) M (w) M (w) - - ETC Sales Office  .  M Off-Site ____  - - ETC Install. Fac.  M  - - Token Sales (Booth/Stores)  M (B)  M  M )B) M (B) M (8) M(B) M (B) M (B) M )B) - - Armored Car/Loading Dock M M  M  M M - 
Mechanical Room M M M M M M M.R M M M  M M M - - - Generator M M M M,R M M MR M M M M M M M - - Comm. (Office/Console) M M M M  M  M )c) M (c) I 	M (c) M (c) M (c) M (C) M (C) - - Police (Desk/Console) M M  M  M  M (d) M (c) M )c) M (c) M (c) M (c) M (c) - 

I. Electrical Room (w/wo UPS) M M M M )W) M - M )W) M (W) M (w) M (w) M (w) M )w) M (w) M (w) M (w) - 
U. Supervisor's Office/Console M M M M M - M M (W) - M (0) M M M M M M - - Other Room/Office M M M )Admin) M (Store)  M )Mgr) M Telecom  - 

Collector/Utility Tunn. M M  M  M M (U)  M M M M M M 

1 jiype (Distia) ___________  - Toll Schedule 517013 1600/2 -- . 	P1. La P1. La -/1 500/1 -- -- --  -- -- - - — Warning/Into 15000/10 2400/1 1 	5280/1 1 	2000/1 2000/1 1 	42 5000/1 -- -- -- -. - - 
Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 	 Note: 	221_4e Tunnel wiintermittent Stairs 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 

Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25.11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE . SUMMARY 

IT Ii ________________________ 
c. Speed Restriction 1700/7 

tD4 
1300/1 

19 - )i 
1000/1 

2ob* 
1000/1 

21 
-/1 

22* 
-- 

8*i 23 

d. Lane Use 300/3 1500/5 800/1 P1, La P1, La - 2500/1 

2 In Lane a.b.c a.b - a.b,c,d a,b,c,e a.b.c d - a a 

TE.3M 
a 
____ 

a a.e 
video 

MEN 
iFixed N N N N N V V N N N '((upper) V 
2 Example - -- - Ramp 

MA 
A,5M M-2E,2AIE 

 1M/E,R-AJE 
M-3AIE,3M/E 

R-3AJE 
-- - - • 

___ 
M/A,A,M/A 
A.M.M/A.M 

3M,5M/A. 
3M 

3 a. Exp.EFC -- -- -- M ___  
b.l-IOV - - - 
C. BusOnly - -. - 
d.None V I I / / I I / I - - e. Oversized - - -- - M 

4 Eanchul'andemLane c c c c 	. C C C b c C b c b b 
5 >1 Method/Lane N N N N N V N (some) N (some) N V N N 
6 WHM >1 - -- -- - a.b.c (El'C) -- C - C - -- - - 
lDir.Peak N N N V V N V V V '( V V N V 
2 Method to Inform. - -- -- a,b,d a,b,d -- a,e a,b,e a,b,e a,b,e a.b.a a,b,e -- a.b.a 

j I IOIC..In.IIEMMII c,d.e,g c.d,e,g a c.d.t (all) c,d,h e,f (all) d,t(ACM),g c,g ____ g b, 1(A) 

lAvailtoMotorists N N N N N N N N N N N N N N - 2 - vpe of Serv/Equip - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- -- -- - 3 - For Collectors - -- - a,b -- - -- -- - - -- - - N 
4 - Eq.. Devices, Design N N N Elev, RR N N N N N N N N N N 
5 - Limit (Lane) N -- N/A Ramp Booth - - - -- N N N  N N 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V -Yes 
NA - Not Available 

Notes: 	20a. 02b - Speed Limit, Reduce Speed 
20b, 02c - Change Made, Cars Only, Stay in Vehicle 
22-02, d Cam Exact Change Left Lanes, All Veh Manual Lanes / Right Lanes 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR GUESTIONAIRE . SUMMARY I A.iry BACKGROUND  

A FàUtty Id,tIflcatIôn - Verrazano 
Narrows Br.  

Bronx. 
Whitestone 

Orlando 
Orange-Main 

Orlando 
lrange.Ram 

Foothill Trans 
Corridor 

E - I ocitlon NY NV FL FL Calif  
O - Tpa Br. Br. Toll Road Toll Road Toll Road  
H Year Open.d 1964 19— 1972 1972 1993  

Year Leat Ronoyat.d 1970 
dded Toll L 

- 1994 Safety 
 Func irnpr 

1994 Salety 
I & Func impr  

- 
I _rcmtsiz. ____  - 1 Length Mi. (kin) 1.5 3770 79 - 3,5  - 2 Lane Mi. (Ion) 15 4.28 340  25  - 3 No. of Toll Plazas )M/R) 1/- 1/- 10/-- --/34 44  

4 No. of Toll Lanes (Reversible) 23 22 160  10  
I Toll System 0 )t.c) 0 (Ic) 0 )c)  C (c)  

16 — Pisthod of Collection M (ct) 
ACM )Ea.l) 

M (cs, 
Ex,c) 

M )c, ex) 
ACM (Es) 
ETC (Oed. 

Mix) 

M )c, ox) 
ACM (Eu) 
ETC (Ded, 

Mix) 

M (ceo) 
ACM(es) 
ETC(Ded, 
Byp. Mix) 

it -_ )ES(GH STANDARDS . 
St*ndaxrdfGuld.IIn.s 	 ' C - 14, 6-9 14 

6-9  
1.4.7.8 

B New Plaza -- N V V V 
C — 'adopted - 14 - - - 

raamoers,Lexers in colts ror secuon ii aflo in rote, 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specilic value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

Note: 	24a. bliA: Standard Building Code State 01 Florida 

APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR GUESTIAHAIRE . SUMMARY 

23h 24b _25. 
11 PLAZA GEOMETRIcS  
A loometafcs V - V V V N 

I Toll Lane C A/C C C C - 2 Transitions C A/C A/C A/C A 
3 Slope/Profile (%)  

-a. - Approach 1/4/0 2.0/- .72 / 1.5 .72/1.5 2/2 - Departure 1/4/0 2.0/- .72 / 1.5 1 	.72 / 1.5 2/2 - 
Toll Lane 1/4/0 1.0/. 0/1 2/2 

1 .evel (It candle)  

- - a. Mainline 3.5 3-5 1.5  - - b. Departure 3-5 4-3 2 - - c. Approach 3-5 4-7 2 - - d. Ramp/Plaza 14 (Plaza) 12-15 (Plazat .. 2 
2 Typeflntensity  

- 
a. Approach MV! 5/_ s/400w s/310 

- 0. Departure MV/ -- 5/400w s/310 

- 3 Lighting Structure  - - a. Aproach 0.3 20-35 3  3 - - fit. Departure 3 1 	20-35 3  3 
c. Ramp 1 (Plaza) 1 (Plaza) 

S 
- 3 3 

- 4 Toll Lane Lighting Y V . 	V Y V - 5 Locution a a a,b a,b e - 6 Level It-candle - - 20 20 5 - 7 Type/Intensity F!- - sI-- SI-- 5/- 
8 lVisibility Destces N V N N N 
9 Type/Location 

Canopy/Plaza 
- c d (OH - 

warning slgnl 
d (ON - 

warning sign)  — = ___ 
1 ransition Roadway a a b b b - 2 Closed-Type c c . .- - — 3 	1 In Toll Lane d d 	I a,b a.b 	I a,b 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and Ill refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 	 - 

N -No 
V - Yes 
NA. Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TVII. FPCILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIP . SUMMARY • 

1 Issues 
. 

to -- a.c,d 
(Lite Levels) 

a.c,d 
(Lite Levels) 

a,b,c.d ERR 
2 Pemedial Measures - - Noise -- 2.3 2.3 1 - - AIQ 2 -- 2 2 '(added lane 

- - - - C. Water Quality - - 1.2.3 1.2.3 1.3 - - 3 Air Monitoring Devices N N N N N 
4 PollutantsLoc. -. - -- - - 

1 Crash Device 
___ 

a 
___  

a b.c 
(Great) 

b.c 
(Great) 

c 

2 Both Ends V V Rev, N N 
3 Purpose b.c b.c a.c a-c a.c 

- 1 - ]IIwiopy 
Over Lanes 

__ 
V V V V Y - 2 - Purpose a-d a.d a,b,d u.b.d a.d 

3 Design Considerations a-st a-d c.d - 
- 1 - a 	Single End Dimension 11' 	4' 28'81  a 78' 12'a 6.0 - - b.Double End Dimension  1i''4' - - - 2 S'cucturul Support Func. N N N 
-- 3 a.Frame Material S. block St 

- 
- b._Ext. Skin  55 masonry S.S 

- 
- - . 	Stnn ss -- Gal. S - 4 nsululed V N V 

El El 
- 

AC-  (roof) c (roof) Wall 
numuerslceanrs In or aecnofl II and Ill reter 	 Notes: 	24u. Hi. 2: Pre-labricated Booth 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 	 24b, Hi: Built in Place 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TOLL 

- 7 

IAUILITY OPERATOR UUESTIONAIP. 

Positive vent. 

SUMM'RY 

MOM , MJ2i41 JI24 
V 

24b 
N 

25 
N - 8 Air Supply Loc  c - -- 

9 Booth Flooring c - Al.w/ 
mat. 

a c 
 2 - 10 No. of Doors  2 2 . b.c - Ii Type of Doors  a.b b.c c 

12 Door Equip. a-b a-b a a c.d 

13 113ooth Glass a,c,i c,i(tint/shude) a.i(tint/shade)  
14 FlutureslEquiprnent  

a. Chair  - -- to Front Counter I I I I I 
Cash Drawer )1 or 2 drawer) I. 

(2) 

I / 1 1 
 (2) 

Fan (counter, ceiling)  
)c.ct)  

Switch Panel. )Booth, Canopy) I 
(BC) 

I / I 

 )B.C) - - - Thermostat  
9. Change/Token_Holder  
h. Portable TV  - - I. Toll Recorder (Lane Controt Cabinet) - - j. 	Toilet  - - k.Sink  — — . Security Dr. Looks  — — m. Drawer Locks  — —  in. Rear Counter  - - Telephone  - - Intercom  - - . Dupleo Outlet  
I. Radio Am/Fm  - - s. Counter Lite  — — I. Silent Alarm  

NumoersiLetters in cells TSr SectIon II and Ill rater 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

-. rw.uI.uuy UILJnTUK UUTIUNAIP 

u. Refrigerator 

SUMMARY  _ llffi 
a. Bulletin Board 
w. 2-way Radio 
o.Stool  - - Lounge Chair  

Bill Alarm 

- 1 Appr. Closure Gate M,A MA  — — Entry/Arming Loop A A M.A.E MAE M.A.E 
C. Audit Treadle 1M/A 1M/A 12 (MAE) 1 MAE 2M 

3E 
d. Scale (Beam)  
e.WIM 

Veh Separator  MAE MAE MAE 
OHt 

h. Height Sensors - Length Sensors  - - . VMS (canopy) - - — k. OH Lane Signal MA MA MA.E MA,E  — — 1. ETC Antennae  _______ MA.E MA,E MA,E - - m.TranscafionLaop  A A MA,E — n.Exit Loop A A MA.E MA,E MA,E 
- 

— PFI M M MAE MA.E MA 
- 

- ETC - PSO  MAE MA.E  - q.Island IS A A MAE MA,E MA 
T. Alarm — A A MA.E MA.E MA 

- 
— — Is. Auto Exit Gate A A A.E A,E 

- 
- SurveillanceCameras M M _________ _________ 

_______ 
MAE - 

VEC  MA,E MA.E MA.E 

1 Devices 
ACM A A A A A — ButtonBox / TouchScreen. M M N  M 

- 
— - c.ID Reader M M  MA 

- 
d.RP M M M  M 

- 
- e.MCR  MA MA MA 

- 
BCR 

- 
g. CM 

- - 	_ h.RP (inlane) -  A A 
Ill cellular xecuun ii ano III rarer 

to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value, e.g., % 
volume, or length was requested. 

APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
CULL 

- - 
IMUILITY UtKATUKUULSTIUNAIP 

i.Intercom MA 

- SUMViRY  

MA A A 
j.BillFeeder 

2 ACMLoc. a,b -  a,b b d 
3 TollConfiguration a.b,e a.b.a c-g c-g d.t.g - a. Manual Lane 

— 
3-450 3-450 1-650 

)M-ETC) 
3-550 

b.ACM(Single)  3-550 - - c.ACM)Multi) 1.600 1-600 1.750(w/ETC  3-550 - - d.ETC  1-900  3-1600 
- 

e. 	ticket )entry) 
- 

I. Mug Card - - g.BranchFeedLane  
h. Tandem Lane - - i.Bypass Lane  
j. Combined 

h. Ticket (Exit)) 

u'.ur.ruerxrLerrers in cells for oecxon iiana iii rarer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific vatue, e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 

V. Yes 
NA. Not Available 



APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

fu• I AfII IVy IIDmDATflU flhlFmYIfltJnIRE . UMIaarPY 

-- -. 

24i 
-. -- c. Speed Restriction 

d. Lane Use - 1000/5 2000/ - 
— 2 n Lane a a a.b.d.e a.b.d.e - 
i• 

I Fixed 

___ 
N 

___ 
N 

___ 
vaties 

___ 
Y 

____ 
Y 

___ - 
2 Example - - E.M/E, A/E 

M/tt 

M/E. A/E En E. A/Si, M/I 

ExE,A/EA/E  - 3 a. Exp. ETC  Future  M.R  

bUOy  

c. Bus Only  - d.None  - e. Oversized 1 1 

4 Aranchulandem Lane b . b c c c 

5 >l Method/Lane N (some) Y V some  - - 
B WI-fM ,1 - a.c b.c b.c a.b  

I Dir. Peak N V Y -. N - - 
2 Method to Inform. - a,b.e a.b.e  

R I infoecenient M.thod b;h I (ACM),g e,d.l (All)g c.d.l)aII)g I (all)  

I Avail to Motorists N N N N N - - -  
2 - ype of Serv/Equip -- - -. - — 3 For Collectors N N N/A N/A a.b  - - 
4 - .q.. Desices. Design N N N N 

5 -  Umit)Lane) - N I 

Numbers/Letters in cells for Section II and III refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operator's Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 

volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
Y - Yes 
NA - Not Availabte 

Notes: 	24a.b-02: Wait for green 
24a.b-02e: Watch for Ped, OH Canopy Lane-usa Signal 

24a-Pl: ETC Left Most Non-Reversible 
Manned I ETC Right Most 

ACM to Left 

C 
C 

APPENDIX B 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TOLL 
I1 - I 	I 1 - 

FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE 
o 	Apc.s&. 

On-site Parking 
- 

Y 
23I 
V 

- SUMMARY  
24 

Y N N - — 2 - Parking Access Mainline (M). Local Road (LA) LA M,LA M - - - — 3 - rrival (Alt.) - - - a a - 4 - Toll Lane Access b b b a a 
5 ACMVaultServ b b a.b a a [ - I 	I 1 - Pavement Markings N N Y Y Y - - 2 - PIa Layout)  N N N - 
3 IMotorist Info a.d,e a.d,e a.b,e a,b,e e 

F'jnctions - Mainline (M) Ramp (A)  

_a. Public Foyer (w/aro Rest Room) - M M M(wlo)  

— — b. Computer (Toll) Room M M M A A - 
_c. Count Room (sale) -  M(s)  - Banking Room  M  - — — Vault Storage (Empty) M M M 

I. Money Vault - M M M - . Token Storage M M - - - h. Electronic Maint. M M M 

I. Lunch Room - M M M - . Lounge/Day Room  M A - — — k. Locker Room )w/wo Showers) M (w) M )w) M)wfo)  
1. ETC Sales Office  offsite offsite offsite - 
In. ETC Install. Fac. -  oflsite offsite  — — Token Sales (Booth/Stores) M (B) M (B) store store  - Armored Car/Loading Dock  M  - - MechaniCal Room M M M  A - - — — Generator M M M R)outside( R(outside) - 

— — ,. Comm. )Otflce/Donsole) M (c) M (c) - M(c)  - s. Police )Desk)Console) M (c( M )c)  - — I. Electrical Room (wlwo UPS) — M )w) M )w) M(w) A (closet/ar) R(closet/w) - - u. Superaisor's Office/Donsole M M M(c)  - 
V. Other RoorrrlOflice -- 

 
 Manager  Rest Room - 

w. Collector/litility Tunn. M M M 

t - Type (Distf#)  

7b. 

a. Toll Schedule -- -- 700 / 1 -- - — — Warning/Info - -. 700 / 1 -. - 
Numbers/Letters in cells for Section It and Ill refer 
to responses to Questions presented in Operators Survey 
Questionnaire unless a specific value. e.g.. % 
volume, or length was requested. 

N - No 
V - Yes 
NA - Not Available 



APPENDIX C 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE-PLAZA LAYOUT 

APPENDIX C 
T 	

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
OLL PLAZA DESIGN  TOPIC 25.11 

YOLk FACILITY OPFRATOR OUFSTIOPJAIRF - PIA2A IAVOIIT  

Facility Identitication 	 Indiana East- 	tndina East- 
Toll F 	-n 	I 	I F 

Mackinac 
Frid 

It 

	

Ponchatrainj Chesapeeke 	W. Virginia 	Garden s,ater 	N.Y. State 	' 	cnr'hrn 	Snuthern 
F 	ridge 	Parkway 	Park 	Thruway 	I rnpikef 

10 	ii 
lahrvna 	MassT1 

I 	F 	I 	 Turnpike 

.12 
PA 

Turnpike 

Ja 	Barrier 	 I 	J 
jb Slit 

a Se
p
rv.  Platit / Bypass  - 

4 / I 	-  ' -- --.-- --- 	- - aeaSS - 	- 
(Tangent/Curve) 

-------- - 
- - MIN> Curve Radius  2.000  

TT ----------- . - -n.Ii-: 
Mainline 

- 
-- 

a 
- D Ramp(EngrylExit) -  

cBoth I 
- 55 45 55 	1 	55 55 	1 	65 Approach Speed 55 35 55 40-45 35 

n- 

 55  

- - Vp--Plaza Speed , 	25 25 -- - - 5 slow 35 -- N/A  40-45 35  25  
- - Ni -- Approach Travel Lane 2 2 3 - _4 2 2 - 2 to 7 1-3 	- 2 I 3 4 2 
- - N2 --Typical No. Toll Lanes 3-5 tO. 12. 14 3 - 4 3 5 6 to 20 4-16 3-9 2 or 3 3 4— 15 3 to 15  

- - N3 - Departure Travel Lanes 2 2 _3 - 2 .3 2 - 2 to 7. 1 —3 2 I 3 2--8 	- 2 
- - Wm --Width Hwy Med.. 4' 42'  83 35 62' N/A varies 32'-- 64 N/A 12 - 	4' 60 
- - WI— Total Width N2 -(5) 94' (12) 224' 62.75',. 75.5' -- 84' 100' to 300' . 81'  

- - Ta — ApproachTaper 40:1 60: iT 5:-1 4:1 -- 14:1 15:1  15:1 15:1  - Td -- DepartureTaper 	 - 40:1 60:1 7:1 4:1 -- 13:1 15:1  15:1 15:1.  

- - La - Length Approach Zone - 	400' 600' 400 500' 200' 942 1000' varies 900' to 1200' 200' 240'  varies  
- - Lq -- Length Quenching 'Area' 	. 100' 100' 0 75' 75' 21' 400' 140' 300' 100' 30.5  109'  

-- - Lts - Length Concrete Toll Island Stab 75' 120' 50 129' 75' 57' 120' 82' 157 82' 6 67' 80' 130'  - Lr -- LengthRecoveryZone 100' 60' 0 40' 100 21' 400', 140' 60' to 90' 0 165.5' 60'  
- -. Ld -. Length Departure Zone 400 600' 350 600' 1500 640' . 	1000' varies 900' to 1200' 250' —300' 240'  varies  



APPENDIX C 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 . 	 TOPIC 25.11 

ITFACfl i 
Kingston 
Bridge 

Mid-Hudson 
Bride 

Newburgh 	Bear Mountain 	George 	Holland 
Bridge 	Bridge 	Washington 	Tunnel 

Lincoln 
Tunnel 

Bayonne 	Goethals 
Bridge_Bridge 

Facility Identification Tobin Memorial 
Bridge 

Hardy & Sam 
Houston 

tnternat1:! 	R i,, Van 
Bridg 	kl Br. 

P$Cotjti - 
_ 

8arrie 
b Split . 

U a 

c Serv.Platit / Bypass  

(Tangent!Curve)  
MIN>CurveRadius  

_. 
.40 	40 	 25 35 

_ 
 45 45 

E. 
55 — — Va--Hwy ApproachSpeed .  45 55 65 25 40 

— Vp --PlazaSpeed 15 35 35 .  25 .40 25 40 25 45 15  45 _45__ 

— — NI --  ApproachTravelLane 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 - 10 8 - 2 _2__ 

— — N2--TypicalNo.TollLanes 7 18. 5 2 — 4 6 2-  12 13  4 _8_ 

—. N3--DepartureTravefLanes 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 - - .3 2-4  2 4 

— — Wm --  WidthHwyMed. .N/A CTB 16 81  2 
01 

47 0 4' 24 -- 36'+/1 

— Wt-- Total Width N2 16 132.5 48 41 42 — 82' 184 .41' -- 225  62'  

1 jTa- -- ApproachTaper -- 10:1. 17:1 14:1 -  0:1 10:1 2:1 14:1 N/A 1 0 11:1 — — Td--  DepartureTaper --, 10:1 17:1 3.5'1 50:1- 6:1 2.5:1 6:1 N/A . 0 'Sl 

— — La --LengthApproachZone 440 600' 120' 300' INF 600 300' 115 150' 600  525'+/- 525' 

— . Lq --LengthOuenching'Area' 440 150' 264' 175' 4Mt. 150 350' 30 N/A 600  0 80' 

— — Lts — LengthConcreteTollIslandSlab 84 90 64' 60' 70' 44 59' 35 N/A 20  86 100' 

— — Lr --LengthRecoveryZone 471 150' 162' 75' — 100 175' 8 N/A 120_ .  60 50+!- 

- - Ld--LengthDepartureZone 471'. 600 609' ..60- 500 350' 500' 50 N/A 1500  500' +1-  

Date Not Provided 



APPENDIX C 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25.11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUESTIONAIRE - PL.A2A IAVAIIT 

r -  

a 

uiw 
Facility Identification 	 Outerbridge 

Barrier 

iTT 
Ben Franklin6etsy Ross 

rdi 
Walt Whitmanj 

6:c1 

lad 	1 
Commadore I ButfaIoTFort 

Rji: - 	Erie [ fDaIIas Nothl 	Mountain 	I 	E-470 	llinrii'r qtqt. 	Brnnklvn 	I iDrens•Mid 	Cross hay 
Creek Lake Br 	 ICI 	C.•ler 	Jrr! Ic.n Tunnel 	Bridge 

b Split 
 

cServ.Platit/Bypass  

 'I 	'I 	 ' 
---- 

L 
- Sej 	iii_ 

(Tangent / Curve) 
-  ' --- -- 

MIN> Curve Radius 
 

_ 5729.58 	5730 

Both 

45 	 35 	 65 55 50 	none 

4C 
Va - Hwy Approaëh Speed 45 

L 
55 50 45 

__ 
50 	30 40 - - 

- - Vp — PlazaSpeed 45 20. 45 N/A 40 30 10 stab 35 none 35 none 10 - - Ni - Approach Tiavet Lane 2 10 5 3 2 	- 3 3 3 -  3 4-6 5 4-6 3 - N2 —Typical No. Toll Lanes 	- 8 13 6 16 6 5 	. - 2 AVI, 3 Manual 14 to 18 5 7 6 
N3 -- Departure Travel Lanes 	- --4 .3 2--4 5 1-3 2 3 3__. 4 4to5 2 .3 6 - - Wm - Width Hwy Med.  N/A N/A 32'  0 N/A 112' 30' N/A 21  - - Wf—TotalWidthN2  205 234 311 140' 84' 95' 82.5 118' 234-292 81' 110 6' 
Ta -- ApproachTaper  N/A 3.5:1 1.92:1-  2.4: 1- N/A 10:1 10.8:1 20.7:1 3.4-6.2:1 6.5 	1 6.5:1 30:1 - Td — DepartureTaper - 3:1 2.6:1 - 	1.98:1 2:1 N/A 10:1 3:1 34.8:1 3.4-6.2:1 N/A .5:1 30:1 - - La - Length Approach Zone  N/A 00 3 500' 210'  500' 820' 1200' 1000' to 1300 360' 340 360' - - Lq --Length Ouenchiri'g 'Area' - 70' N/A 200 0 410' 400' 100' 55' 200' 300' N/A 	- 40 	- 112' - - Us - Length Concrete Toll Island Stab 100' 32' 60' 100' 46' 20' 94' 92' 100' 78' 100' 100 68' - - Lr — LengthRècoveryZone 125' N/A 100 0 320 10' 100' 55' 100' 50-100' 50' 40 112' - - Ld 	Length Departure Zone  - 	420 250 500 300 N/A 500 250 1600 1000 1500 300 200 360 

NA - Not Applicble  

C 



NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOPIC 25.11 

FS 

Facility Identification 
Triborough 

Bridge 
Verrazarto 

Bridge 	

j 

Bronx- 	Orlando 
Whitestone 	range (Main 

Foothill Trans JFoothill 

— 
Marine 

Parkway Br.  
Henry 

Hudson Br.  
Throgs Neck 

Bridge 
- Orlando 

Orange (ramp) CorridojCorrido1J1  
Trans[ 

- 
uOfl4i 	r — 

ServPlt/B:ass
F____________ 

— (Tangent/Cu 'I  

_ 
— 

Ra
rve)  

MIN> Curve 	dius  

T- 

llamp(Engry/Exit) 
th 

-  ND 40 - ND 50 55 45 55 ND  jVa -- Hwy Approach Speed 40/55 - 
— 'p — Plaza Speed ND 10 	. — ND 1 	25 15 none none ND ND  - 
— Ni -- Approach Travel Lane 3 3 — 6 3/6 3 2-3 1 3 2 

— — N2 —Typical No. Toll Lanes 8 6 —. 18 8-Free 23-Toll 22 4-9 1-2 5 2 
—. — N3 — Departure Travel Lanes 3 6 — - 	3 6/3 4 2-3 - 2 2 

— — Wm - WidthHwy Med. 32  - 12 5' 4 64' 18'- 39' --  

— — /tl—TotalWidthN2 149'3 596 - -- 
- 

1507350 364 75-165 18-39 80' - 36 

Ta - -ApproachTaper N/A 40:1 - — -- 2:1 25:1 -- — 20:1  

— Td -- DepartureTaper 	_- N/A 40: 1 — — — 2:I 25:1 25_ I - -- 

- — La-- Length Approach Zone 800' 440 -- 3000' . 500/900 200 100 350'. 1100 93.3'  

— — Lq — LengthQuenching'Area 200' 103' --  80' 200' 75 -- 285 100'  

— - Us — LengthConcreteTollIslandSlab 68' 68' --  90' 40'  120' 165' 118.6 

— Lr — LengthRecoveryZone 200' 103 -- N/A 80' 22 75' - 200'mm -- -. - - - Ld--LengthDepartureZone 700' 440' -- 2000' 80' l00. 100' 475 --- 1120'  

- Note: Z5fl. lawu(une-way OU) 

ND - No Data 



APPENDIX D 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE-TOLL LANE APPROACH ELEVATION 

APPENDIX D 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20-S 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25-11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUFSTIONAIPF • Tflhi LANF ADPROAIII ri rVATIAM 
u'nv 	TTi 

Facility Identification 
2 

Indiana East- 
West Tolt Road 

Mackinac 
Bridge 

4 
Ponchatrain 
Causeway 

Chesapeeke 
Bay Bridge 

Wast Virginia 
Parkway 

Gardan State 
Parkway 

N.Y. State 
Thruway 

Southern 
Turnpike 

Southern 
Turnpike 

I 12 
Oklahoma 
Turnpike 

Mass. 
Turnpike 

PA 
Turnpike - Ca - -VerticalClearance 16'6 151 9 156' 16' 170' 18' 151 9 176 176' 15 156' 17 

- - Cs--Clearance to Overhead Sign 14 '6* N/A N/A -- N/A 16 6' 146'  N/A 15' 13 8' 15 6' - Cb--Lateraf Clearance 18'  18' 14'  8' 16' 1' 9' 12' 13' 22' 
- - Hb --BoothHeight 8 96' 8' -- 79' 126' 89' 10 106' 7103/16' 76' 109' 
- - Hc—CurbHeight(Min./Desired) 6'/9' 7 8'/12' 8'/- 9'! 3/6' 4'/6' 6'/6' 6'/6' 6'/ 7'/— 6'!-- 
- - Ha--Height of ACM Basket 33' N/A N/A 36' N/A 2' 10'  33' 39.1' 3'  42' 
- - Wi --Tollisland Width 8' 6' 70' 56' 6' 5'11 7' 6' 76' 66' 6'6. 10' 
- - W2--  Width ofTypicalTollLane 10'orI2' 102' 10' 10' 10' 103' 10' 12' 12' 106' 106' 10' 
- - Wj - Width of Outside Lane 14' or 16' N/A 14' 6* 14' 18' 12' to 14' 14' 15' 15' 12' 14' 16' 
- S+/S- — Cross Slope 1.0% 1% 1% 2% 0% 1% 1.5% 0% 0% 1.5% 0% 0.02% 
- Ds --Depth of Concrete Lane Stab 10' 9' 8' 21' 10'   12' 12' 10' . 	18' 10 

Note: Facility #1 (Grossdle Toll Bridge) Has No Data. 



APPENDIX D 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25-11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUESTIOPIAIRF • TOLL LANE APPROACH ELEVATION 
ACiLITY 13 14 15 16. 16b 16c 16d 16. 17* lib t7 17d._ tie 

Facility Identification Tobin Memorial 
Bridge 

Hardy & Sam 
Houston 

International 
Bridge 

Rip Van 
Winkl Sr. 

Kingston 
Bridge 

Mid-Hudson 
Bridge 

Newburgh 
Bridge 

Bear Mountain 
Bridge 

George 
Washington 

Holland 
Tunnel 

Lincoln 
Tunnel 

Bayonne 
Bridge 

Goethals 
Bridge 

- Ca -- VerticalClearance 15 218' 17 14' 14' 136' 176' 16'6 16' 16' .25'-16' 10' 15' 15' 16' - - Cs--Clearance to Overhead Sign 15' 16' 10 N/A N/A N/A none N/A none 16'  13' -- - 
— — Cb --LateralClearance 1'1.5 6 12.5 12' 12' 8' 8' 8.5' 18 1'4 8 12' 12' 
- Hb --BoothHeight 104 13'8 87' 91  9' 8' 6' 9' 9' 8 10' 8' 611' 610 - - Hc--Curb Height (Min./Desired) 8.5'! 6'! 4'! 8'/8: 8*. 8* 8'/8' 8'/8' '8'! 8'/NA '8'! 6'! 6'1 6'! - 

He - Height of ACM Basket - 54 - N/A N/A - N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A N/A - 
W1—TolllslandWidth 6 5' 6' 78' 78' 76' 710' 7 7 68' 4 5'4 5'4 

- W2--WidthotTypicalTollLane 10' 10' 10' 11 11 106' 116' 12' 10' 102' 104' 102' 102 - - WI —Width of Outside Lane 12' 12 30.3' 14 14 14' 28' 15' 17' 13'  13 13 - - S+/S- -- Cross Slope - 0.18% 0.01% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% N/A 1.35%  1% - - 
Ds — DepthofConcreteLaneSlab 10' 10' 12' 9' 9' 9 91  91  N/A 14' 8'- 10 12' -- 

APPENDIX D 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25-11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE - TOLL LANE APPROACH ELEVATION 
ACiLITY 171 18. 18b 18c lad 19 20a 20b 21 22 _ _c_ 

Facility Identification Outerbridge 
Crossing 

Ben Franklin 
Bridge 

Betsy Ross 
Bridge 

Walt Whitman 
Bridge 

Commadore 
Bridge 

Buffalo, Fort 
Erie Bridge 

Dallas North 
Tollway 

Mountain 
Creek Lake Br 

E-470 Ilinois State 
 Toll 

Brooklyn 
Battery Tunnel 

Oueens-Mid 
Town Tunnel 

Cross Bay 
Bridge 

- Ca — VerticalClearance 147' 16' 15' 10' 15 14 16' 15' 17' 169' 15' 15' 1611' - - Cs--Clearance toOverhead Sign 111' 11 	11' 119' 11' 4 N/A 124' 12' 17'  13' 129' 16 3' - - r.b--Laternal Clearance 8' 18' 18' 16' 6' 11' 1' 14' 3' 11' 1' 1' - - Hb - Booth Height 91  7 8' 8' 74' 10  81  10  15' 15' 3' 7' 7 - - Hc -- Curb Height (Mm/Desired) 9 / 8'/ 8' / 8' / N/A 6' / 6'! 10' / 6'! 91! 9 / 7• / - - Ha --HeightofACMBasket 2'10 210' 210' 210' 32' 3' 3'  42' 39' 43' - - W1—ToltlslandWidth 68' 7' 76 7 56' 66' 66' 61  66' 6' 6' 62' 
W2 -- Width of Typical Toll Lane 9'6'and10' 10' 9' ID 10' 10' 10' 12' 10' 10' 10 10' 

- Wj -- WidthofOutsideLane 22' 30' 341' 30 22' 10' 10' 12+4'sh. 12' 12' 10' 122' - - Si-/S- — Cross Slope IF varies 2% 1.4% 2% 2% 1% 1% 2%  0% 0.6% 2% - 
Os -- DepthofConcreteLaneSfab noinfo 10' 10' 10 9' 14' 10' 8' 10' 10' 9' IT 12' 



APPENDIX D 
	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 

TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
	 TOPIC 25.11 

'ifli I AfII liv Dpipmkvimn  nhlFTlnuArnr - TflLJ IANr APPROACH rFVATIfl1I 

Facility Identification Triborough 
Bridge 

Marine 
Parlway Br. 

Henry 
Hudson Br. 

Throgs Neck 
Bridge 

Verrazano 
Bridge 

Bronx- 
Whitestone 

Orlando 
)range (Main 

Orlando 
Orange (ramp)  

Ca— Vertical Clearance 15 15 7 14'g 15 16 21' 17 6 17'  - - 
s -- ClearancetoOverheadSign 15' 14' 11 13'3 15' 16 16' 146 - - - 

Cb — talernal Clearance 10' 1' 1 1.25 I2 1' 10 9 - - - Hb -- Booth Height 7' 6 12 7 9 13' 8' 1 	18' 810 10'  - - Nc —Curb Height (Mm/Desired) . 	9/ 10/ 9/ 81 9/ 9 6'/6' 3 / 3 - - Ha — Height of ACM Basket 26 3' T 42 35 3' 3.5 32 3' 2 - 
Wi --Toll Island Width 4' 6' 5 6' 8' 5' 60 60 - - - W2— Width olTypicallollLarre 116 910 06 12 10' 10.5' 120 12'  - - Wj - Width of Outside Lane 15' i(Y ill 12' 15 16' 11' 150 169  - 
Si-IS- —Cross Slope 0.08% 2% 0%  2% 2% 0% - - - 
Os — DepthofConcreteLaneSlab 10' N/A 8 ________ 9 91  12 9 

Note: • 24a Cs Cars Only Sign 

0 
-I 



APPENDIX E 
	

FD 
00 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE—TOLL ISLAND SIDE ELEVATION 

APPENDIX E 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25.11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR GUESTIONAIRE - TOLL ISLAND SIDE ELEVATION = * 	6 	i 	8 	9J 	) 1Mtdsx. 	jflj 	10 	11 	12 
- 	Facility Identification 	 Indiana East- 	Mackinac 	Ponchatrain 	peeke 	W. Virginia 	Garden State 	N.Y. State 	Southern 	Southern 	Southern 	Oklahoma 	Mass. 	PA 

West Toll Road 	Bridge 	Causeway 	Parkway 	Parkway 	Thruway 	Turnpike 	Turnpike 	Turnpike 	Turnpike 	Turnpike 	Turnpike 
lan  

FACILITY 	 3 	4 	

FBayBridge 
Pguration 

a 	Mainline
b 	amp (Entry I Exit) ____  

- 	C 	Both  
ighway Appr. Speed/Plaza 	 55/25 	45 	35 	55 	55 	55 	55 	65 	40-45 	35 	- 	55 	25-35 

T 	Gmettc.CdterIa - LengthaIn  
- 	Li -- Attenuator 	 0 	0 	20'9 	- 	20' 	119, 	12'6 	299, 	17'9 	179. 	19'8.875 	20 

- 	- 	12— Attenuator 	 0 	0 	- 	- 	20' 	N/A 	2919, 	179. 	17' 9. 	N/A 	0 
- 	- d --Design Speed 	 25 	- 	60 	- 	45 	40 	70 	70 	55 	70 	70 
- 	- 	esign Vehicle (Pass Car, Trk <8k, Nd Trk) 	-- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	45.9k  
- 	1 - Approach Rampart 	 20' 	3 	0 	16' 	0' 	20' 3' 	N/A 	8' 6 	8' 6  	20' 9 	68' 
- 	- 	bi --Crash 81k. 	 4' 	1 	2' 	• 	2' 	2' 6 	3' 2* 	8' 	8' 	17' 	2' 6 	7' 
- 	- 01 --Opening (SIr, Well) 	0 	Co. 	0 	17' 	10' 	N/A 	4' 4* 	0 	N/A 	0 	0 
- 	- 	b 2— Crash BIk. 	 0 	0 	3' 	0 	2' 7 	2' 6 	N/A 	16' 6 	0 	N/A 	0 	0 
- 	- 02—Opening 	 4' 	179. 	8' 	30 	310' 	3'3 	310' 	149. 	12'3 	5'6 	219 	3'3 
- 	i--Booth 	 20' 	11'5 	8' 	9' 	1010' 	12' 	12' 	14' 	14 	10' 	11' 	14' 
- 	- 03--Opening 	 4' 	12' 5' 	5' 	0 	3' 10 	3' 3' 	3' 10 	0 	14' 9. 	N/A 	219, 	18' 2 
- - 	b3 - Crash Bulk 	1' 	3' 	0 	2' 7 	2' 6 	3 9. 	0 	0 	N/A 	2' 6 	0 
- - 	4--Opening (Str. Well) 	0 	0 	0 	17' 	10' 	N/A 	12' 3 	0 	N/A 	0 	0 
- - 	b4 - Crash BIk. 	 4' 	0 	0 	0 	2' 	2' 6 	N/A 	8' 	8' 	N/A 	0 	0 
- - 	-2 Departure Rampart 	 20' 	3 	0 	0 	0' 	20* 3* 	8' 	8' 6 	8' 6 	N/A 	20' 9. 	16' 
- 	- 	P2 -- Island Length (Departure side only) 	21'2' 	22' 	20' 	N/A 	32' 	41' 	35'9.5 	319. 	30'6 	35'6 	38' 

Lts - Concrete Toll Island Slab 	260 	49' 3 	97' 6 	45' 	57' 	91' 	82' 	157' 	82' 6 	67' 	80' 	130' 

Hb -- HeightofCrashBlk. 	 4' 	. 	-- 	3 	1 	42' 	4' 	4' 	26-33 	3'6 	3'6 	4 	29. 	29. 

Cw - Width of Canopy 	 -- 	22 	32 	22' 	32' 4 	30' 	27' - 50' 	1 	72' 11 	52' 1 	34' 	30' 	60' 
Note: 5, 2cb, Crash 8LK included in approach Rampart 



APPENDIX E 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOPIC 25.11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE . TOLL ISLAND SIDE ELATIUN  
11 

FACILX 	 -I. 
Facility Identilication 

1 
Tobin Memorial 

14 
Hardy & Sari' International 

1 
Rip Van Kingston 

W1 
Mid-Hudson 

MM6jdA, 
Newburgh Bear Mountair. 

AW ZeM 
George 

mIm 
Holland Lincoln Bayonne Goethals - - 

Bridge Houston Bridge Winkl Br. Bridge Bridge Bridge Bridge Washington Tunnel Tunnel Bridge Bridge 

aMainline 
 

b Ramp (Entry I Exit)  
cBoth  

ighway Appr. Speed/Plaza 45 
4 

55 
______ 

65/35 (P) 
_____ 

25 
_____ 

40 

Georn 

 

èBfc Cdta 	tin'FVt 

_____ 
40 

_____ 
40 

______ 
25 

_____ 
55 

______ 
35 

______ - 
-- 

_____ 
45 45 

Li -- Attenuator 
______ 

N/A 0 - N/A 
_____ 

N/A 
_____ 

N/A 
____ _ 

N/A 

klLIII 
N/A 

_____ 
N/A 

_____ 
6' 6* 

_____ 
9' 6 

_____ 

- - 
AJ 2— Attenuator N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A N/A 0  0  - - - d —Design Speed  . 30 _________ ________ ________ ________ 45 45 - - esign Vehicle (Pass Car, Trk <8k, Hd Trk)  N/A  - 
I - Approach Rampart  101 6,  N/A N/A  N/A  none N/A 0 - - 
bi— Crashttlk. 20' i'i 30-24 23'6 3' 3-2' 3' 42 3'10  2' 3'. - - 

01 --Opening (Str. Well) 5'  N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 6' 0 0  ii' 0 - - 
Cb 2—Crash BIk. 4' 1'l N/A N/A N/A N/A 2.5' N/A. 0  2' 0 - 
02—Opening 1' 11.5 N/A IS' 5' 6 9' 17' 2' 15' 3 14'  3 6 9' - 
Bi--Booth 10'i  ii' 16' 17' 14'. 12' 16' 19'6 111 8 81 10 9' - 
03--Opening 10' 1i.5 f N/A 15' 14'6 9' iT 2' N/A 0_  0 - 0_ - - 
Cb3 --Crash Bulk 18' N/A 30'— 24 2' - ' 3'-- 2 2.5' N/A 0  0 - 0 - - 
04— Opening (Str. Well) N/A  N/A N/A N/A 0 - N/A 6' N/A - 0  0 - 0 - - 
Cb4 --Crash BIk. N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 - N/A 1.5' N/A - 0  0 - 0 - - 
R-2--Departure Rampart N/A  4' 2' N/A N/A 0_ N/A Li-B', 12-19' N/A 0  0 0 - - - 1P2 --Island Length (Departure side only) 47 4.5' 45' 24' N/A N/A  - 34' 3 299.5' 10, 35' 30' +1- - 
Lts - Concrete Toll Island Slab 

 

U. 90' 90' 60 70' 44' 59' 1-34', 12-45.5 69' 9 70' 20' 86' 100' 

Hb --HeightotCrashBlk. 36' 4' N/A 24' 27' 30' 30' 3' 38' 2'8  3'6 -- 

Cw--WidthofCanopy 35' 30' 259' 60' 46' 40' 40' 18 36'3 48' 24' 36' 48' 

Notes: 13. 2, Ri Including Cb 1 
16b. 2, Ri including Cb 1 
i6e, R2, Lts Li - Lane 1,12 - Lane 2 



APPENDIX E 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OUESTIONAIRE • TnUU II MAn mna =1 IPWAVEnU 

NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOPIC 25.11 

FacIa.nY 171 120 __L.. B 	i lOc 19* 20* 2m 21 - Facility IdentiticaSon Outerbridge 
Crossing 

Ben Franklin 
Bridge 

Betsy Ross 
Bridge 

Walt Wtiitman 
Bridge 

Commadore 
Bridge 

Buffalo. Fort 
Erie Bridge 

Dallas North 
lollway 

Mountain 
Creek Lake B 

E-470 
__________ 

Ilinois State 
Toll 

Brooklyn 
tattery Tunnel 

Queens-Mid 
Town Tunnel 

Cross Bay 
Bridge 

.1.. Pgurat1oci 
a Mainline 4 4 4  4  4 4  4 4 4 4 
to Ramp (Entry / Exit)  
C Both 

Highway Appr. Speed/Plaza 45 55 50 45 50 30 45 35 65 55 50 -- 40 
2 - 4eometic Criter(a - 
- - ALl —Attenuator 179' N/A  N/A 18' N/A  N/A 22' 0 N/A N/A  - - Al 2 - Attenuator  N/A . N/A N/A N/A  N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A  - - d --Design Speed 45 N/A  60  N/A 60 60  - - Design Vehicle (Pass Car, Trk <Bk, Hd Trk)  N/A  N/A  - 1 - Approach Rampart  N/A 8' 4 N/A 8 83' 14 6.5 15' 6' 3' 15' 89.5 8' 10' 10' - Cbl — Crashttlk. 5' 28' 1'6 N/A 4' • 1'  5'6 2'6 22.5' 26' 2' - 01 - Dpening (Str. Well) 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 25.30- 19.29' 13' 4 12' 6 - - b2—Crashttlk. 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A  2' 26'  - - 02--Opening 10' 24' 2010' N/A 16'10 1'6 3' 112' 37'  5.5' 31'  - 1--Booth 	 . 10' 88 125' 161 V 148' 10' 1210' 112' 142' 9'  14' 12' - 03—Opening 0 24' 2010' N/A 82' 9'3 3' 211' N/A  24-12' 5' 2' 3' - b3 - Crash Bulk 0 N/A 1' 6' N/A 4' 3' 3' 1' N/A N/A  5' 2' 6' 2' - 04--Opening (Str. Well) 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 25.30- 19.29' N/A 12' 6' - - b4—Crashttlk. 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 1' N/A  22.5' N/A 2' - - -2— Departure Rampart 0 N/A 8' 4 N/A 8' N/A 14' 6.5' 15' 6' N/A  8' 9.5 205' 10' - - 1P2 --Island Length (Departure side only) 35' 35  26' N/A  34' 5 34' 6 

Lts —Concrete Toll Island Slab 75' 70' 37' 6 64' 76' 346' 71 92' 100' 76' 80' 72' 4 69' 

Hb — HeightotCrashBlk.  N/A 3' N/A 3' 29' N/A N/A 3' 34' 36 29' 27' 

Cw — WidthotCanopy 35' 32' 40' 42' 40' 356' 30'3 24' 72' 42' 40' 406' 39' 

19, 2cbl blk including in Al 
N/A Not Applicable 



APPENDIX E 
	

NCHRP PROJECT 20-5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

	
TOPIC 25-11 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONAIRE- TOLL ISLAND SIDE ELEVATION 
ACIL1TY 	:-: 3d4 23j*. .23f ,23g 23h 231 24a 24b 25  

Facility Identification Triborough 
Bridge 

Marine 
Parkway Br. 

Henry 
Hudson Br. 

Throgs Neck 
Bridge 

Verrazano 
Bridge 

Bronx- 
Whitestone 

Orlando 
Orange (Main) 

Orlando 
range (ramp 

Foothill Trans 
Corridor  

- a Mainline  
b Ramp (Entry I Exit)  
C Both  

ighway Appr. Speed/Plaza - 40 - 50 40 50 55 45 55  
i. Giooiebfc Crftea/ 	in Ftn 

Li-- Attenuator N/A - none N/A none N/A 31'0 14'9 19.25'  - Al 2 -- Attenuator N/A 0 none N/A none N/A - - d-- Design Speed  10  65 50  - esign Vehicle (Pass Car, Irk <Bk, Hd Irk)  Pass Car -- 
1 -- ApproachRampart 81 9 7'7 9'6 10' 11' 11' 8'6 10'  - bi --Crash BIk. 11 9 2'3 2' 1.83 11 10  8'0 - 01 —Opening(Str.Well) 12'4 12'4 11'6 12' 12'4 58' 26'0 21  - b2— Crash Blk. 1'8 11 8 11 8 1.67' 11 8 2' 6'0 

- - 02--Opening 2' 8 3' 4' 3.5' 2' 6 3' 2' 3' 3'  - 1 —Booth 12' 2* 12' 6 12' 8' 12' 1i 12' lOW 28' 8 12'  — 03-- Opening 2' 8 3' none 6' 2' 6 3' 12' 8 - - b3 --Crash Bulk  11 8,  none 3.5' 11 10 3' 8' 0 -- - 04—Opening (Str. Well) 12' 4 12' 4 none N/A 0 9' -- - 
— b4 - Crash BIk.  2' 3* none N/A 0 2' -- -- 
- -2-- Departure Rampart 8' 9 7' 8 none 22' 0 N/A 8' 6 -- 
- - P2 -- Island Length (Departure side only) 34' 33' 28' 34' 34 23' 31' 6 - 

Lts --Concrete Toll Island Slab 68 68' 59' 68' 68' 114' 97' 6 16' 75'  

Hb - Height of Crash BIk. 2' 2' 6 2' 7 2.83' 2' -- 6 3' 7 

Cw -- Width of Canopy 40' 42 42' 40' 40' 40' 72' 9 32' 6 
Note: 23e, 2AL1 - Hydro- Cell 



APPENDIX F 

TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR QUESTIONNAIRE-TOLL LANE EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION 

APPENDIX F 	 NCHRP PROJECT 20.5 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 	 TOPIC 25-11 
TOLL FACILITY OPERATOR OuEcrIOHAIRE . TOLL LANE FOUIPMENT CANWICIIRATIflN 

• • !Y' 
Facility Identification 

4 
Ponchatrain 
Causeway 

5 
Chesapeeke 
Bay Bridge 

19iM)1 
Southern 
Turnpike 

9}JJ 
Southern 
Turnpike 

F91SñHU 
Southern 
Turnpike 

I-tardy & Sam 
Houston 

5 
International 

Bridge 

18i 
Ben Franklin 

Bridge 

eb 
Betsy Ross 

Bridge 

188 
Wall Whitman 

Bridge 

3 
Commadore 

Bridge 

23i 
Brooklyn 

Battery Tun 

23b 
Queens 

Midtown Tun 

_______ 
Marine 

Parkway Br. 

— — LI-- Entry I Arming Loop  + / -3' -9' -2' -10'  

— — 1--Treadle  +I6'I0 .15 +20' +14' 19'  +123 +12'11 +101 V -245 -12' +1l'9 6' 

— — Dc - Collector Door  0  -2- 4-  -2 -4' 2 -3' 7  -1' 4 

— — P - Patron Fare Indictor  +8 +8' +16' +3'  +12' 4 0 0 0 +2' 2 
Pcs -- Pre-Ctass Sensor - 

- - Lx - Transection / Exit Loop  (+18-26')  +37' 4 +40' 1 V +40 4 +42'  

— • 
Gate 
()TOATICANir 

U-  Entry / Army Loop (Scale) 

-41' -19' +17 

 -12' 6 -2' 10 -1' 6 

+21'2 

 -37' 7 

+22'6 +25' +22'5 

 +33' -63.34'  
- 1—Treadle -42.5'  -15  +14'  +18'  +113'  

— — A —ACM  +18' +5 0  +16' +22' +16' +16' -5'9.5 -97' -8' 

— — IVI - Camera (left)  +26'  -18 

— — 1Vr -- Camera (right)  -20' -20' -6' 

— — o--Camera (OH)  +16'  +20 +20 +20 1 	+6 

— — s— TrafficSignaf  +186' +246' +32 +216'  

— — G — ExitGate +50  +17' +24 +16' +5'  +25  

— — Transaction Loop  +1'  

— — Exit Loop  +(18'-26')  +6'  

— — 0 — OpticalGateSensor  +184' +30  
ar Code Reader/Pre Class Sensor (-35') -- -10' 7' -7' I' -8' 10' 911,  

— — 1— Entry/ Arming Loop  -116'  

— — VC - Automatic Vehicle ClassifierNeh Sep.  -15'  +14' 10'  

— — al -- ETC Antenna (OH)  -15' -28' -9/146'  

— — Ea2 - ETC Antenna (Is. Mtd)  - 
cs - Pre-Class Sensor 

—  - VI -- Camera (leftO  +26  +6'  
Vr  - Camera (right) 

— — jVo - Camera (OH)  

— — P - Patron Fare Indicator  +8'  +126'  +20' 2' +21' 9' +21' +16'  +12' 

— — 0- Optical Gate Sensor  +18' 4'  NLU  

— - G - Exit Gate  +17'  

— — L3—Exit Loop  +(18' -26)  

— — Ts -- Traffic Signal 	. +24' 6'  

'Notes: All measurements from transverse center line of Toll Barrier -- Station ) +)) 
(-- dimensions on Approach Side, + dimensions on Departure Side). 
NLU - No Longer Used 
23e. 2. Bar Code Reader is actually Patron Fare Indicator 



APPENDIX F 
TOLL PLAZA DESIGN 

-I--,- 

l7!IFT5t.i 

Lttx - 
. 

IICtt1..:.J. MM = 

LiSTTi1tW1jB 
WE 

Notes: All measurements trom transverse center sne of I OIl uarrler - station u + lxi 	- 4a. i vcs- venicte separator 
(— dimensions on Approach Side. + dimensions on Departure Side). 	 24a 2 Pcs . Vehicle Separator 

- 	 24a SP - Also used with ACMS's 



THE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD is a unit of the National Research 
Council, a private, nonprofit institution that provides independent advice on scientific and 
technical issues under a congressional charter. The Research Council is the principal 
operating arm of the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of 
Engineering. 

The mission of the Transportation Research Board is to promote innovation and progress 
in transportation by stimulating and conducting research, facilitating the dissemination of 
information, and encouraging the implementation of research findings. The Board's varied 
activities annually draw on approximately 4,000 engineers, scientists, and other transportation 
researchers and practitioners from the public and private sectors and academia, all of whom 
contribute their expertise in the public interest. The program is supported by state 
transportation departments, federal agencies including the component administrations of the 
U.S. Department of Transportation, and other organizations and individuals interested in the 
development of transportation. 

The National Academy of Sciences is a nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of 
distinguished scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research, dedicated to the 
furtherance of science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the 
authority of the charter granted to it by the Congress in 1863, the Academy has a mandate 
that requires it to advise the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Bruce 
Alberts is president of the National Academy of Sciences. 

The National Academy of Engineering was established in 1964, under the charter of the 
National Academy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is 
autonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the 
National Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The 
National Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting 
national needs, encouraging education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of 
engineers. Dr. William A.Wulf is president of the National Academy of Engineering. 

The Institute of Medicine was established in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences 
to secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of 
policy matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the 
responsibility given to the National Academy of Sciences, by its congressional charter to be 
an adviser to the federal government and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of 
medical care, research, and education. Dr. Kenneth I. Shine is president of the Institute of 
Medicine. 

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in 
1916 to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy's 
purposes of furthering knowledge and advising the federal government. Functioning in 
accordance with general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the 
principal operating agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National 
Academy of Engineering in providing services to the government, the public, and the 
scientific and engineering communities. The Council is administered jointiy by both 
Academies and the Institute of Medicine. Dr. Bruce Alberts and Dr. William A. Wulf are 
chairman and'vice chairman, respectively, of the National Research Council. 
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